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OPSOMMING
Die sentrale tema van die verkennende studie handel oor die gesag van die
vrou as skoolhoof in Suid-Afrika. Die fokus in die navorsing berus op die
probleem ten opsigte van die gesagsaanvaarding van die vroulike skoolhoof.
Gesagsverwerping en/of bevraagtekening, veraI ten opsigte van die vrou in
'n bestuursposisie, kom op aIle terreine van die samelewing voor. 'n Groot
aantal faktore dra by tot die status quo. Van die faktore wat onder die
loep geneem is, is die historiese en patriargale siening wat bygedra het
tot 'n stereotipe siening van die vrou, asook resente beskouings van
geslagspariteit in die opvoeding en manlike chauvinisme, is almal struikel-
blokke wat daartoe bydrae dat die gesag van die vrou in 'n bestuursposisie
bevraagteken word.
Volgens die literatuur, het dit geblyk dat vrouens die oorweldigende
meerderheid in die onderrigposte is, terwyl presies die teenoorgestelde,
naamlik 'n oorweldigende minderheid vrouens bestuursposte in die onderwys
beklee. Die onderverteenwoordiging van vrouens in bestuursposte in die
onderwys wat gepaard gaan met 'n aantal ekstrinsieke en intrinsieke faktore
is almal hindernisse wat die gesagsaanvaarding en gesagsuitoefening van die
vroulike skoolhoof belnvloed.
Hierdie negatiewe gevolge wat voortspruit uit bovermelde faktore, kan slegs
verbeter word deur positiewe elemente. Die volgende voorligting behoort aan
vroulike skoolhoofde gegee te word ten opsigte van die komplekse aard van
effektiewe gesagsuitoefening en gesagsaanvaarding:
* Omdat gesagsuitoefening en gesagsaanvaarding hoe eise aan die
vermoens van die vroulike skoolhoof stel, moet sy In verskeidenheid
vaardighede, onder andere, kommunikasie- en menseverhoudingsvaardig-
hede, veraI ten opsigte van die manlike personeel, aanleer.
* Sy moet haar leierskapspotensiaal, veral ten .opsigte van gesag,
ontwikkel.
* Vanwee haar deurlopende kontak met manlike en vroulike leerkragte,
kan sy direkte kennis opdoen en daardeur sal haar leierskapsvaardig-
hede ontwikkel.
* Navorsing met die oog op die ontwikkeling van kriteria vir die
effektiewe funksionering van die vroulike skoolhoof, kan bydra tot
groter sekerheid by vroulike skoolhoofde in verband met die aanvaar-
ding van hulle gesag.
(v)
Van die belangrikste gevolgtrekkings waartoe gekom is in die navorsing is
dat:
* Patriargale, historiese en stereotipiese faktore negatief bygedra het
tot die effektiewe gesagsaanvaarding en gesagsuitoefening van die
vroulike skoolhoof.
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CHAPTER ONE
ORIENTATION
"Freedom cannot be achieved unless women have been
emancipated from all forms of oppression"
(President Nelson Mandela in his first State of the
Nation Address, 1994, as quoted by Sboros (ed.),
1994a: 13).
1.1 INTRODUCTION
"~.<2.-~~!LJ1!"~_9_verwh~J.m;i..nglY,.,.J_epr:es~Q._ltl-the_t~1!~hing service, but are
poorly represented among the ranks of school principals" (RSA, 1994:26).
Thls- patriarchal culture ~ch is dominant in many schools, has placed
constraints on the exercise of a female principal's authority. Although
much has changed for South African women since April this year, many wom~
still suffer discrimination and have an unequal share of power and
authority at all levels, especially in education (Sboros (ed.), 1994a:13).
These deep-seated inequalities accompanied by stereotypical myths and
prejudicial attitudes about women's capabilities as school principals, are
barriers in the effective application of their authority (Greyvenstein,
1989: 19-22) .
According to Rizzo and Mendez (1990:10), the model of the successful school
principal in our culture is a masculine one. Gerdes (1970; as quoted by De
Witt, 1991:527), nevertheless postulates that the femininity of females and
less striving after masculine ways could result in teachers increasingly
accepting the authority of a female principal. King (1981:176) is also of
the opinion that women princ~p~~~~~~l have pr~~~ms_~n establishing their
autfiority because they are he~d q~~k__~~ trad~t.i~na~_~~titgqes on the part
of both male and female teachers. Because these gender stereotypes are so
-prominent in contemporary society, doubt still lingers as to whether or not
women are as able as men to establish authority effectively in schools
(Owens, 1991:89).
Women and authority therefore form the central theme of this research. The
problematic nature of authority as experienced by female principals has led
to the researcher addressing this issue and thereby establish guidelines to
improve this problem.
The value and uniqueness of this study lies in the empirical investigation
which will use focus group interviews to identify the essential characte-
ristics of the female principal's authority as experienced by her
colleagues.
2In the ensuing paragraphs, a concise statement of the research problem is
given, facilitating the formulation of two queries, which in turn,
underscore the specification of the central and specific aims of this
research. Further explication of the research design follows, with
reference to the nature of the literature and empirical studies conducted
and finally to the sequence of this project. The study field of t.h i s
project is concisely demarcated, and the terms relevant to the context of
this research are defined.
1 .2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
"In trying to command or maintain authority, women must take into account
not only the people with whom they work, but also how those people view
women." The result of this tendency is that methods of establishing
authori ty which work well for male principals are not always the most
effective methods for female school principals (Shakeshaft, 1987~ as quoted
by De Witt, 1991: 567). For the purposes of this study, emphasis will
therefore be given to the positive and negative aspects of the female
principal's authority as experienced by her colleagues.
The traditional stereotyped views of gender roles and associated
pr~icial attitudes of both males and females are the major factors
compounding and negatively affecbng the authority of women in educational
management (Greyvenstein, 1989: 124-126). These deeply entrenched imbalances
ilLSouth African society, l~J;m_~he possibility of women principals,
despite their competence, to est~p~ish their authorit~_ejf~c~ively.Another
,-,.,..--.." . ....• '. ---
important emerging aspect which places a restraint on the authority of the
female principal, is the fact that her gender overshadows her management
style (Rizzo & Mendez, 1990:17). The use of very subtle strategies will be
a determining factor in establishing her position of authority and
maintaining it effectively (De Witt, 1991:567).
Therefore, this research focuses on the role of the woman principal in
educational management with special reference to the acceptance of her
authority. The nature and essence of the problem stated give rise to the
following questions:
* What is the essence and nature of authority as regards the woman
principal, at a school?
* What guidelines can be implemented by the female principal so that
subordinates can accept her authority positively?
Through direct involvement of teachers in this research, the researcher
will hopefully be able to establish guidelines that should ensure the
3voluntary acceptance of the female principal's authority. The objectives of
this particular study wlll be discussed in the paragraphs which follow.
1 .3 AIM OF THE RESEARCH
This research focuses on the role of women principals in educational
management with special reference to the acceptance of their authority. The
general aim of this research is:
* to identify the difficulties encountered by female principals in
establishing their authority and to create guidelines for the
effective application of this authority.
The pertinent problem areas identified (see 1.2) allows the following
specific aims to be formulated, namely:
* to investigate the problematic nature of establishing authority as
experienced by female principals; and
* to formulate a strategy which can be adopted by female principals as
a means of establishing their authority.
A description of the research design which directed this study, is now
provided in the next few paragraphs.
1 .4 RESEARCH DESIGN
A descriptive and qualitative research design will be used to collect the
necessary data. The research design will be discussed under the following
headings: literature study and empirical study.
1.4.1 Literature study
The descriptive aspect of the research will take the form of a literature
study to gain a perspective on the problems experienced by the woman
principal with regard to the acceptance of her authority by the teachers.
The negative and positive aspects as well as the essential characteristics
of this research problem will be emphasized. The relevant primary and
secondary sources as well as articles from journals were consulted. A
computer search conducted by the Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC) in
January 1994, provided a limited number of publications relating to women
in educational management positions. The literature study is of great
importance for this study. Because the inductive process is used, it will,
however, be placed late in the study as this allows for a better conver-
gence among different sources of information.
1.4.2 Empirical study
4
The empirical aspect of the study will use focus group interviews as a
qualitative research tool±o identify the essential characteristics of the
female principal's authority as experienced by her colleagues. This study
will therefore use the effectiveness of focus group interviews to obtain
information about the effective application of authority in order to
benefit females in educational leadership positions. Small group
discussions involving four to six teachers from four different primary and
secondary schools in the Johannesburg region (Department of Euducation and
Culture), will be held.
The various concepts related to the research, will now be defined.
1 .5 CONCEPTS WHICH NEED CLARIFICATION RELEVANT TO THE RESEARCH
The specific terms relevant to the research are defined as follows:
1.5.1 Educational leader, school principal, educational manager
Irrespective of the style which an educational manager chooses, her
leadership is always aimed both at pupil's progress to adulthood and at the
welfare of her staff. The term educational manager implies, before all
else, the person who heads a particular kind of organization - a school.
Thereafter, it implies leadership to staff, pupils, parents and other
interested parties. The school principal holds a key position as an
educational leader and is the hub around which school administration and
organization revolves. As educational manager and organizer of all diverse
activities related to the school, she is, in short, at the head of
everything that happens in the school (De Witt & Van Wyk, 1982:113/114);
Cawood &Gibbon, 1985:3-5). The terms, educational leader, school principal
and educational manager are, however, used to denote essentially similar
roles accorded to persons functioning within the management hierarchy.
Furthermore, use is made of the term educational manager or school manager
within this study to denote certain roles played by individuals in
educational leadership positions,' and the term educational leader is used
as a superordinate term, especially when referring to the person in the
position of school principal (Greyvenstein, 1989:15).
1.5.2 Females, women, ladies
The terms females, women and ladies are used interchangeably in this
research when referring to the human sex that are capable of bearing young
(Woolf & Arton (eds.), 1979:418). In this study proper cognisance will be
taken of the fact that a female educational manager deals with authority in
5a unique way.
1.5.3 Gender and sex
A gender role, also referred to as a sex role (Schau & Tittle, 1985, as
quoted by Greyvenstein, 1989:18), is founded on the theory of attribution,
wherein a set of socially created expectations concerning behaviour is
accorded dichotomously to members of each sex (Kessler & McKenna, 1982;
Lipman-Blumen, 1984, as quoted by Greyvenstein, 1989:18). The term gender
in the educational management field, refers to issues affected by the
cultural interpretation of maleness and femaleness arising from societal
factors (Riches, 1988, as quoted by Greyvenstein, 1989:18). In this
research, the term sex will be used when referring to specific
characteristics of males and females, and the term gender will be more
broadly used to indicate a dichotomous classification of mankind, based on
attributes and roles accorded to each group (Greyvenstein, 1989:18).
1.5.4 Authority
"Authority is the right to give orders and the power to exact obedience"
(Reynders, 1969; as quoted by De Lange, 1986:7). On the other hand,
authority means that which influences the behaviour of people under
circumstances where there is no participation in decision making. It is
therefore correct to guide the actions of others and to exact appropriate
responses from them for the attainment of the school's goals (Bellows,
1959; McFarland, 1974; as quoted by De Lange, 1986:7).
Van der Westhuizen (1991:172) defines authority as the lawful right which
enables a person to perform and complete certain actions. The concept
"authority means that the person has the power and the right to give
orders, draw upon resources, and to do whatever else is necessary to fulfil
the responsibility" (Bateman & Zeithaml, 1993:293).
Furthermore, it should be noted that the concept authority is not only
linked to the authority figure, but it is also linked to the position which
he or she holds in the school (Van der Westhuizen, 1991:172). Gibson et ale
(1991:330) further elaborates on the term authority as the formal power
held by a school principal because of the position that he or she holds in
the organization. Authority can therefore be attributed to a person who is
capable of persuading others to accept his or her power (Wood, et ale
1985:81).
In this research, use is generally made of the term authority when
referring to the legitimatized power of a female school principal.
1.5.5 Power
6
Power is defined as the ability to get things done the way one wants them
to be done (Gibson, et al. 1991:330). This concept is therefore viewed as
a leader's influence potential (Badenhorst, et al. 1982:22; Hersey & Blan-
chard, 1982: 177). Van der Westhuizen (1991: 172) defines power as the
ability and manner in which an educational leader executes his or her
authority. Most definitions of power include elements indicating that power
is the capability of one social actor to overcome resistance in achieving
a desired objective (Shafritz & Ott, 1987:310).
In the educational leadership field, Grobler (1993: 4) propagates "new"
advice to school principals by emphasizing that ultimate power can be
achieved by giving power to your colleagues, since real power flows from
the bottom up, rather than from the top down in organizations. Power is
thus the most important and unyielding necessity of organizational life. It
is the bottom line of organizational behaviour and ranges from "controlling
scarce resources, negotiating agreements, establishing professional and
personal goals, and directing others' energies toward those goals" (Rizzo
& Mendez, 1990:37).
The following forms of power may be identified in educational leaders (Van
der Westhuizen, 1991:173; Gibson, et al. 1991:331/332; Hersey & Blanchard,
1982:178/179; Grobler, 1993:2):
* Legitimate power: This power (which is actually authority), is vested
in the position or role held by the leader in the educational hierar-
chy. It is based on a mutually accepted idea that the educational
leader has the right to expect certain behaviour from subordinates.
* Reward power: This is the educational leader's power to reward
subordinates who believe that compliance will lead to positive
incentives such as merit awards, promotions and praise.
* ~oercive power: Coercive power is based on the educational leader's
ability to control and administer punishment to subordinates for not
complying with the leader's directives. Examples of coercive power
include demotions, reprimands, undesirable work assignments,
withholding awards "and threats to punish.
* Expert power: This refers to the educational leader's special know-
ledge and skill s , which, through respect, influences his or her
subordinates. Expert power depends on the leader's education,
training, experience and charisma so that he or she can lead in the
vanguard especially in managing the complexities of the modern
7school.
* Referent power: The leader with referent power has personal traits
that are generally liked and admired by others because of their own
personalities. This group (referent) power is closely linked with the
professional standard of teachers. The strength of the leader's
charisma is an indication of his or her referent power.
Bacharach and Lawler (1980, as quoted by Hoyle, 1986:75) regards the above
types of power as the sources and bases of power which are related to each
other in various ways. A cursory view of the researcher's frame of
reference is discussed in the exposition which follows.
1 .6 RESEARCHER •S FRAME OF REFERENCE
The researcher occupies the post of senior deputy principal at a secondary
school and has acted as principal on various occasions. The researcher's
personal experiences and especially that of her contemporaries at other
schools in South Africa, has led her to firmly believe that the problem of
the authority of the female principal and the acceptance of this authority,
requires particular attention. These are major underlying reasons that have
prompted the researcher to focus specifically on the role of women princi-
pals with regard to the acceptance of their authority. The sequence of the
study is briefly discussed in paragraph 1.7.
1 • 7 SEQUENCE OF THE STUDY
In order to encompass the flow of logic and the formulation of a detailed
programme for female principals with regard to the acceptance of their
authority, the following chapters are used in this study:
Chapter One: Orientation: This chapter serves as an introduction to this
study, and provides details regarding the objectives and structure of the
research.
Chapter Two: A brief exposition of the empirical investigation is given in
this chapter. The empirical study will use focus group interviews and
questions will be compiled for these interviews. The planning, design,
execution and data analysis of the empirical investigation will be examined
in this chapter and the identification of the research group will conclude
this chapter.
Chapter Three: This chapter will attempt to interpret the data obtained
from the empirical investigation by means of data analysis. In this chapter
the findings of the research are compared with the literature consulted.
8Chapter Four: This chapter examines the complex nature of establishing
authority as experienced by female principals. This study will attempt to
identify the. obstacles encountered by female principals in establishing
their authority.
Chapter Five: This chapter will concentrate on guidelines which can be
adopted by the female principal as a means of establishing her authority
effectively. Various strategies as to how best to handle this situation,
will also be suggested.
Chapter Six: A concise synopsis, a report of the general findings,
recommendations and concluding remarks, concludes this research project.
A short synopsis will be given in the ensuing paragraphs.
1 .8 SYNOPSIS
In this introductory chapter, a concise orientation to the research project
is given by outlining the problem to be investigated and formulating the
ensuing aims of the research. The central focus of the research is also
stated as a focus on the positive implementation of authority, with special
reference to female principals.
An exposition of the research design is given, including details with
regard to the literature and empirical study. A clarification of the key
concepts used within the context of this study concludes this introductory
chapter.
The aim of the orientation to this study is to create a framework and
perspective for the ensuing chapters. The creation of a positive
relationship between the school principal and her subordinates demands the
utmost skill and tact. The female principal will therefore have to adopt
various strategies as a means of establishing her authority effectively.
In chapter two, brief attention will be paid firstly to the planning,
research design, rationale and data analysis of the empirical investiga-
tion.
9CHAPTER TWO
THE EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION: SCHEMATIC RESEARCH DESIGN,
RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Because of the nature of this research problem, it was decided that a
qualitative method of research be used to uncover the difficulties
encountered by female principals in establishing their authority. According
to Miles and Huberman (1984:15), qualitative data provide well-grounded
fruitful explanations which "lead to serendipitous findings and to new
theoretical integrations". Like a conversation develops, 50 does
qualitative research illuminate what ideas work and what does not work
(Piirto, 1990:6). Another important feature of the qualitative research
paradigm is that the necessary data should first be gathered in order to
reveal unanticipated outcomes and generalizations (Borg &Gall, 1989:386).
The next few paragraphs will emphasize certain characteristics of the
research methodology employed in this research.
2.2 THE METHOD OF RESEARCH
An empirical investigation of limited scope will be undertaken to identify
the pertinent problem areas of authority as experienced by female
principals and to formulate guidelines for the effective application of
this authority. In a discussion on the rigor of qualitative research,
Schmidt (1981, as quoted by Krefting, 1991:214), defined qualitative
research as a "study of the empirical world from the viewpoint of the
person under study". Kirk and Miller (1986, as quoted by Silverman,
1994: 31), describe qualitative research as "an empirical, socially located
phenomenon defined by its own history". Subsequently, more attention will
be given to the interview as a specific method of research in the following
section.
2.2.1 The interview as research method
The interview as a research tool is "a two-person conversation initiated by
the interviewer for the specific purpose of obtaining research-relevant
information, and focused by him on content specified by research objectives
of systematic description, prediction or explanation (Cannel & Khan, 1968,
as quoted by Cohen & Manion, 1989:307/308). The researcher was primarily
interested in reviewing the interview as a research tool because it is an
exceptional method in that it entails direct verbal interaction between
subjects and also provides immediate feedback and greater clarity (Borg &
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Gall, 1989:446, Cohen & Manion, 1989:308).
Best and Khan (1986:186), on the other hand, refer to the interview method
as a "oral questionnaire" which enables the interviewer to establish an
amicable and reliable relationship with the individual. The fundamental
aspects relating to interviews will now be discussed.
2.2.1.1 Essential characteristics of the interview as a research
technique
The following are a few distinguishing qualities of the interview which
make it indispensable as a research technique (Borg & Gall, 1989:446-448;
Cohen & Manion, 1989:308/309):
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
An exceptional feature of the interview is its adaptability, that is,
the researcher can change the interview in accordance with responses
of the respondent.
The interview allows for greater depth than is the case with other
research methods of data collection.
As an important method of gathering data, the interview first and
foremost has a direct influence on the objectives of the research.
The interview is useful in testing hypotheses and can also assist in
determining variables and relationships.
In engaging in any research, the interview can be used together with
other research methods, that is, it allows the researcher to probe
deeper into the respondents' motivations and more specifically to
follow-up leads, thus confirming the truthfulness of the responses.
Another advantage of interviews is that the researcher can clarify
the questions by explaining it more explicitly especially if any
misunderstanding or misinterpretation has occurred.
Interviews are particularly appropriate when dealing with Hli terates
and interviewees with language difficulties.
Researchers who are of the same ethnic origin as their respondents
seem to be more successful in establishing rapport. The same
situation seemed to prevail where the social status of the researcher
differed from that of the subject (Best & Khan, 1986:187/188; Borg
& Gall, 1989:446; Cohen & Manion, 1989:308/309).
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The above merits of the interview as a research method make it suitable
particularly for this specific research which focuses on the role of the
female principal with special reference to the acceptance of her authority.
Zedeck et al. (1983:355), agrees that the interview is most widely employed
as a research technique. In order to determine which technique is most
suitable for this research undertaking, several types of interviews will be
discussed.
2.2.2 The different types of interviews
The various authors (Cohen & Manion, 1989:308/309; Borg & Gall,
1989:452/453) distinguish between four kinds of interviews which can be
utilized specifically as research methods, namely, the structured
interview, the unstructured interview and the focus group interview.
2.2.2.1 The structured interview
In this type of interview, the researcher, by using a detailed schedule,
must determine the content and procedure of the questions prior to the
interview. The researcher is thus unable to make the necessary modifi-
cations and respondents are not allowed sufficient opportunity to express
themselves spontaneously during the interview. The structured interview is
therefore regarded as being a closed situation. Because of the limited data
that is gathered from individuals during these interviews, the structured
interview is regarded as unsuitable for this specific research.
2.2.2.2 The unstructured interview
An open situation which allows greater flexibility and freedom is
characteristic of this interview. The unstructured interview cannot be
employed for this research because it is highly client-orientated, prone to
subjectivity and time-consuming.
2.2.2.3 The non-directive interview
A disadvantage of this interview is that the researcher elucidates doubtful
information to probe the respondents' motivations. It is an unusual
research tool in that a predetermined interview guide is lacking. Therefore
the non-directive interview as a research technique is not advisable for
this research because of the minimal control exhibited by the researcher.
2.2.2.4 The focused interview as a tool for qualitative research
Focus groups or "in-depth interviews" can be described as "qualitative
approaches to learning about population subgroups with respect to
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conscious, semi-conscious and unconscious psychological and socio-cultural
characteristics and processes" (Basch, 1987, as quoted by Lengua, et ale
1991:163/164). "The hallmark of focus groups is the explicit use of the
group interaction to produce data and insights that would be less
accessible wi thout the interaction found in a group" (Morgan, 1988: 12). On
the other hand, Krueger (1988: 18) views a focus group as a "carefully
planned discussion designed to obtain perceptions on a defined area of
interest in a permissive, non-threatening environment".
As a qualitative technique of collecting data, focus groups consist of tape
recorded group discussions among several participants to discuss a set of
topics selected by the researcher (Morgan & Spanish, 1984 :253). The
researcher's decision to conduct focus group interviews began because she
was particularly interested in interactions in which people tried to make
sense of each others' vicarious experiences with authority, especially with
regard to female principals. Focus groups are designed to do exactly what
the name implies - focus. Therefore, as a qualitative technique for
gathering data, focus groups are valid for this research because they have
focus as well as a clearly identifiable agenda (see 2.3 for an in-depth
discussion) (Stewart & Shamdasani, 1990:18).
2.3 THE FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW AS A DATA-GATHERING INSTRUMENT
The focus group interview is a qualitative method of data collection
involving four to ten participants addressing a specific topic which is of
interest to the researcher (Fern, 1982, as quoted by tengua, et ale
1992: 164). Because it "taps into human tendencies", the real worth, of focus
groups is revealed'by the "researcher's exposure to the participant's own
thoughts and means of self-expression" (Krueger, 1988:23; Morgan & Spanish,
1984:267).
As a unique and independent method of data gathering (Morgan & Spanish,
1984:253), the focus group is appropriate for this research because the
researcher is able to assess the meaningfulness of authority as experienced
by female school principals. The following distinctive features of focus
group interviews serve as a motivation for selecting focus group interviews
for this research:
*
*
They involve a homogeneous group of people engaged in a social
interaction.
Focus groups are aimed at collecting qualitative data from a focused
discussion.
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* Focus groups are a qualitative method of gathering inductive
naturalistic information (Krueger, 1988:47j,l
Focus group interviews present an ideal tool for exploration on this
particular subject with regard to the authority of the female principal.
The following advantages of focus group interviews, make it suitable for
this study (Morgan & Spanish, 1984:258-260; Festervand, 1985, as quoted by
Lengua, et al. 1992:164; Krueger, 1988:47; Stewart & Shamdasani, 1990:16-
19; Morgan, 1988:20/21):
* Flexibility: It's flexibility make it useful in discussing a wide
variety of subjects with a variety of people in a variety of
settings.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Economical and accurate: Because of direct verbal interaction, data
is obtained accurately and at a less cost than if each subject were
interviewed separately.
Speed: Because a number of individuals are interviewed simultaneous-
ly, the data and results of the interview are obtained speedily.
Synergism: The combined effort of the group produces more
information, ir:sight and ideas. This gives the researcher an
opportunity to clarify responses, ask follow-up questions and probe
responses. Direct interaction and random comments thus stimulate new
ideas from respondents. Substantively, the strength of focus groups
arise from the opportunity to collect data from group interaction.
Snowballing: A stimulating comment by one individual triggers a chain
of responses from the other participants. Thus a large and rich
amount of information in the respondents' own words is obtained.
Security: The individual feels more comfortable in a focus group and
is more likely to be candid because the focus is on the group rather
than on the individual.
Spontaneity: Since no respondent is compelled to answer each
question, the responses are spontaneous.
Serendipity: This occurs especially when some idea "drops out of the
blue".
Scientific scrutiny: Because the interview session is tape recorded
or video-taped, it allows for closer scrutiny by the researcher.
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The fact that they are comparatively easy to conduct and their ability to
produce useful data with relatively little direct input from the
researcher, reveals the distinct advantage of focus groups in comparison to
other interviewing techniques. Subsequently, the essential requirements of
focus groups, which have particular relevance to this research, will be
discussed.
2.3.1
//
Characteristic prerequisites of focus groups
The success of the focus group interview as a technique for collecting
qualitative data, depends on the following essential ingredients (Krueger,
1988:59-81; Stewart & Shamdasani, 1990:36-46; KiI!gJ:.Y-. et al. 1990:.124;
Oliphant, 1993:30/31; Best &Khan, 1993:253; Folch-Lyon & Trost, 1981:444;
Cohen & Manion, 1989:326; Morgan, 1988:20/21):"'-'"
1. Participants: Focus groups are small groups composed of four to ten
people. Groups of this size allow everyone to participate and still
elicit a wide range of responses. The purpose of the study requires
that individuals should be reasonably homogeneous and unfamiliar with
each other. When selecting participants, interpersonal factors (such
as personal characteristics) and demographic variables (such as sex,
occupation and interest) should be considered because these aspects
determine the behaviour and performance of the group.
2. Location: Focused interviews are conducted in a relaxed, comfortable
and non-threatening setting because the pleasantness of the
environment influences the level of rapport and participation.
3. Recording of interviews: A high quality tape recorder is invaluable
for focus group interviews and should be strategically placed to
capture the dialogue between the participants and the researcher.
According to Best and Khan (1993: 253), audio tape recorders are
easily accessible, convenient, economical and obviate unnecessary
writing during interviews.
4. Duration of focus group interviews: Focused interview sessions are
typically timed to last not more than two hours.
5. Moderator involvement: In focus groups, the researcher and the
moderator are one and the same person. By exercising a "mild and
unobtrusive control over the group", the skilled moderator subtly
facilitates the interviews. As the questions develop, the moderator
should use the pause and probe techniques to ~olicit additional
information from participants. Folch-Lyon and Trost (1981: 444) expand
on this by saying that the moderator should encourage respondents to
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interact freely to stimulate in-depth discussions.
6. Question formulation: Open-ended, carefully structured and sequenced
questions based on a review of the literature and consultation with
subject experts are a necessity. The introductory question is
designed to engage all respondents in the discussion and key
questions should focus on the critical issues. Leading questions
should be avoided while probe and "think back" questions should be
used when required.
7. Data analysis: Although the actual focused interview is based on the
subjective experience of the participants, their responses are used
to test the validi ty of the researcher I s responses and also to
ascertain unanticipated outcomes. All data obtained from focus group
interviews are therefore analyzed qualitatively (Krueger, 1988: 59-81;
Stewart & Shamdasani, 1990:36-46; Kingry, et al. 1990:124; Oliphant,
1993:30/31; Best & Khan, 1993:253; Folch-Lyon & Trost, 1981:444;
Cohen & Manion, 1989:326; Morgan, 1988:20/21).
If the above criteria are significantly employed in focused interviews, it
should maximize the evocative stimuli and responses elicited by the
participants (Cohen & Manion, 1989:327).
In the quest for value-laden and effective responses from subjects, the
guidelines which follow, justifies the use of focused interviews for this
specific research.
2.3.2 Rationale of focus group interviews
Morgan and Spanish (1984:254) found that the application of the following
techniques with regard to focus group interviews, can be of particular
relevance and be specifically useful to researchers:
1. Demographic variables: The gender composition and socio-economic
background of individuals can affect the dynamics of group
interaction. Because this research concerns the authority of the
female principal, the moderator had to exercise care in separating
the males from the females to ensure an acceptable level of
interaction, since "men and women behave differently in group
situations", dependmq on the topic under discussion (Stewart &
Shamdasani, 1990:36/37). Individuals who have similar abilities,
levels of intelligence and knowledge tend to facilitate communication
at the same wavelength. Therefo~e, the researcher selected teachers
for this specific research because of their similar socio-economic
backgrounds (stewart &Shamdasani, 1990:37/38).
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2. Personality traits: According to Stewart and Shamdasani (1990:39),
the interaction of personality traits with demographic variables
affect the behaviour of subjects in focused groups. They (Stewart &
Shamdasani, 1990: 39) also found that dominant personali ties who often
make emotional and/or negative remarks, discourage other individuals
from making honest suggestions.
3. Interpersonal influences: Expectations which influence social
interaction are derived from stereotypical beliefs about demographic
characteristics (for example, age, sex, socio-economic status),
personality traits and physical characteristics (for example,
appearance, dress, and so forth), as well as past experiences.
Although expectations and beliefs are embodied in stereotypes, these
stereotypes have a tendency to be pervasive and invalid. Furthermore,
because stereotypical beliefs influence interpersonal expectations,
the focus group moderator must ensure that the expectations of the
group members are consistent with and facilitate the aim of this
research (stewart & Shamdasani, 1990:40/41).
4. Group cohesiveness: Cohesiveness is affected by the "degree and
nature of communication among group members, their proneness to being
influenced by other group members, and their responsiveness to the
actions of or feedback from group members". This means that the
cohesiveness of a focus group is vital in assuring interaction of
even the most sensitive topics. Therefore, lively interesting focus
group discussions tend to engender a sense of cohesiveness (Stewart
& Shamdasani! 1990:42).
5. Group compatibility: Highly compatible focus groups contribute more
effectively during discussions than less compatible groups. It is for
this reason that the researcher takes into account the homogeneity
in terms of gender and compatibility in terms of socio-economic
status when recruiting respondents. The gender composition of the
group is influenced by the nature of the interaction as well as the
information obtained from the focus group. For this reason, and
especially because of the nature of the topic (that is, the female
principal and the acceptance of her authority), the researcher found
that same-sex focus groups expressed candid opinions spontaneously.
This suggests that mixed-gender groups were reluctant to speak about
their personal experiences with regard to female principals (stewart
& Shamdasani, 1990:41/42).
6. Non-verbal communication: Non-verbal cues in focus group discussions,
such as gazing and eye contact, serve the following purposes: they
express interpersonal attitudes such as friendship, liking or
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agreement; they collect data about other people such as the manner
in which they are responding to a certain viewpoint; and they
regulate and synchronize dyadic conversations. Other non-verbal cues
.include smiles and body posture. Therefore, these non-verbal
responses are useful in complementing information provided via other
verbal channels of communication (stewart &Shamdasani, 1990:46/47).
7. Designing the interview guide: The interview guide "sets the agenda
for a focus group discussion" (stewart & Shamdasani, 1990:60) and
forms the basis for identifying the major areas of the research and
the hypotheses (Cohen &Manion, 1989:326). The interview guide lends
some direction to the focused group discussion and aims to attain the
specific objectives of the study as well as "to standardize the
situation to some degree" (Borg & Gall, 1989:441; stewart &
Shamdasani, 1990:61). The interview guide grows directly from the
following research questions which form the impetus for this
research:
*
*
*
*
What do you understand by the term authority?
Why do you accept the authority of your school principal?
What is your view of the ideal authority figure in a school? Who
do you regard as your ideal authority figure? Why?
In your opinion, what factors in the principal, influence
acceptance of authority by teachers? Do teachers accept
authority of a male or female principal most readily? Why?
The above four questions are important for this research because they focus
on the role of women principals in educational management with special
reference to the acceptance of their authority. The general aim is to
identify the difficulties encountered by female principals in establishing
their authority and to create guidelines for the effective application of
their authority.
The actual focused interview emphasizes the subjective experiences of
individuals who have been exPosed to the situation. These responses will
enable the researcher to obtain the relevant data in order to establish
guidelines which can be adopted by the female principal so that
subordinates can accept her authority willingly.
Subsequently, more attention will be given to the design and methodology of
focused research as it is applied in this research.
2.3.3
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The design and methodology of focused research
In an attempt to identify the meaningfulness of authority as experienced by
female principals, an exploratory, descriptive and qualitative study which
is contextual in nature, will be conducted.
2.3.3.1 Design and development of the focused research
An exploratory study will be undertaken in this research to gain a
perspective on the problems experienced by female principals with regard to
the acceptance of their authority. Calder (1977, as quoted by Morgan &
Spanish, 1984: 255) says that exploratory surveys "serve primarily as a
means of generating hypotheses".
A descriptive method of data collection will be attempted to elicit the
respondents' personal experiences wi th authority. This wi11 entail a
thorough description and an analysis of the interview material. The focused
interview is therefore a qualitative research technique which aims at
obtaining uninterpreted descriptions of the attitudes, perceptions and
opinions of individuals. As a qualitative research method, focus groups are
appropriate for this specific research because they will elicit the
meaningfulness of authority in the life-world of the respondents,
especially with regard to female principals (Krueger, 1988:30; Kvale,
1983:175/176; Oliphant, 1993:33).
Because of the contextual nature of this research, the researcher aims to
gain an "authentic understanding" of subordinates' experiences with
authority as applied by female principals in the South African context
(Silverman, 1994:10).
The focused interviews were conducted during April 1994. Four focus group
interviews consisting of approximately six respondents each were conducted.
In addition, eight hours of tape-recorded data were obtained which involved
continuous self-monitoring of the focused interviews.
However, the methodology of focus group interviews, which outline some
important issues in qualitative research, are discussed in the paragraphs
which follow:
2.3.3.2 A methodological orientation of focused research
An orientation of the methodological status of focus groups as a
qualitative research method, is given as follows (Kingry, et al.
1990:124/125; Kvale, 1983:171-196; Zedeck, et al. 1983:359; Warren,
1988:60; Morgan &Spanish, 1984:253; strauss & Corbin, 1991:39; Oliphant,
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1993:33; Krueger, 1988:100):
1. Specific focus group requirements:
Focus groups should consist of four to ten participants and the
homogenei ty of the group is based on the purpose of the study, namely
to investigate the problematic nature of establishing authority as
experienced by female principals. participants can be recruited in
various ways, including directories, telephone screening, and through
co-operating organizations or individuals. Interviewees were screened
for eligibility according to the following assessments:
* Expression, that is, the participants should be able to
communicate in a precise, structured and fluid manner.
*
*
*
*
*
*
Decision-making, that is, the interviewee should be able to make
decisions from a variety of alternatives in a reasonable amount
of time.
Self-confidence, which refers to the individual's ability of
making decisions and acting on it.
Performance under stress, means that the person should be able
to function effectively even when under emotional environmental
disturbances.
Persistence, means that the individual should persist in the
implementation and completion of goals.
Analytical ability, means that the person should be able to
observe and analyze various things, actions and processes in
order to improve them.
Interpersonal sensitivity, means that the interviewee is
required to be responsive and understanding of people as well
as their situations in the group.
Self-understanding, refers to the subject's ability to recognize
personal and professional limitations.
* Openness, applies to the ability of the individual to readily
accept things, situations and people as changes occur in the
group (Zedeck, et ale 1983:359).
Tangible incentives such as cash, gifts or refreshments are needed
to recruit subjects. With a sensitive topic such as the "authority
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of the female principal", it was desired that the sexes be separated
in order to trigger a sufficiently active dialogue. Candidates should
not be told the specific topic to be discussed. They should, however,
only be informed of the general area of discussion to satisfy their
curiosity (Folch-Lyon & Trost, 1981:446).
The suggested rule of thumb for the study was to plan four focus
groups, each consisting of four to six individuals, but new insights
were provided in the fifth and additional groups.
2. Gender and research:
The strategy of triangulation was used in this research to enhance
the credibility of the research. Triangulation of investigators
occurred in this study in which a husband and wife research team was
used where the moderator was of the same sex as the participants
because of the sensitive nature of the topic. By using this strategy,
the interactions between participants were not stymied, thereby
increasing the trustworthiness of the research (Folch-Lyon & Trost,
1981:446; Krefting, 1991:219; Morgan & Spanish, 1984:253).
Therefore, because the researcher for this specific survey is a
female, she interviewed female respondents and in this way gained the
necessary freedom by avoiding deep emotional involvement relating to
gender or sex. In this way, motivating and productive information was
obtained because gender norms were considered in order to establish
rigor in this research (Krefting, 1991:214; warren, 1988:61).
3. Desired skills of the researcher/moderator:
Because of the continuous interaction of individuals during focused
interviews, the researcher/moderator is required to develop the
attributes described below (Yin, 1989:62/63; Krueger, 1988:90):
*
*
Question asking: This is a major prerequisite during data
collection whereby the researcher constantly enquires why events
appear to have occurred or appear to be happening. Research is
about askir-g good questions and being able to interpret the
answers.
Listening: The researcher should be able to assimilate large
amounts of new information without bias and simultaneously
capture the mood and affection of subjects. Important insights
can be gained by reading between the lines and corroborating any
interferences with other sources of information. The moderator
should also try to avoid head nodding and giving personal
opinions.
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* Adaptiveness and flexibility: Very few cases end up exactly as
planned. Therefore, if unanticipated events occur, the
researcher, keeping in mind the original aim of the research,
must be willing to change plans.
* Grasp of issues being studied: The investigator must interpret
information as it is being collected and should be able to know
if several sources of information contradict one another and
hence lead to a need for additional evidence.
* Lack of bias: Complete objectivity is impossible, but
researchers should be honest and introspective enough to
understand their own biases. Therefore, a good test for the
investigator is to get alternative suggestions from other
critical colleagues.
Stewart and Shamdasani (1990 :79), furthermore note the following
personal traits of good qualitative researchers/moderators:
* The moderator I s facial expression and voice should reflect
interest in the thoughts and feelings of individuals in the
group.
* They should express their own feelings spontaneously.
* Moderators should be empathetic, analytical, flexible and have
a good sense of humour.
The focus group moderator therefore has the unenviable task of
balancing the requirements of sensitivity and empathy on the one hand
and objectivity and detachment on the other. The most efficient focus
group moderator has "unobtrusive chameleon-like qualities ..• and
remains completely non-authoritarian and non-judgemental".
4. Question development:
Research questions lead the researcher to examine a specific
performance and helps him or her to stay focused throughout the
research project. The research questions thus identify the phenomena
to be studied (Strauss & Corbin, 1991:38/39).
According to Yin (1989:19), the most important step to be taken in
focused research is the defining of research questions. A focused
interview should include a total of five or six questions (Krueger,
1988:39). The researcher normally starts with the first question
which is designed to engage all respondents in the focus group
)
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discussion. In this study, the introductory question is as follows:
* What do you understand by the term authority?
The first question thus "breaks the ice" and gives each participant
an opportunity to react spontaneously because he/she is subject to
authority in one way or another (Krueger, 1988:81).
Questions should be arranged from the general to the more specific.
The following three questions as set out in this research, comply
with this requirement:
* Why do you accept the authority of your school principal?
* what is your view of the ideal authority figure in a school? Who
do you regard as your ideal authority figure? Why?
* In your opi.m.on, what factors in the principal influence
acceptance by teachers? Do teachers accept authority of a male
or female principal most readily? Why?
The above questions focus on specific aspects with regard to the
problematic nature of establishing authori ty as experienced by female
principals. These questions are open-ended and their flexibility
therefore allows the interviewer to probe and clear up any misunder-
standings so that the limits of the respondent's knowledge is tested.
The research questions also encourage co-operation and are helpful
in establishing rapport between respondents, thus resul ting in
unexpected and unanticipated answers (Cohen &Manion, 1989:313).
5. Conducting the focus group session:
The conducting of a focus group session requires a considerable
amount of experience and training. Participants should be contacted
telephonically prior to the interview session. Since neutrality of
location is important, discussions for this specific research were
conducted in the researcher's home where a non-evaluative and non-
threatening atmosphere was created. Name tags were provided and
participants were comfortably seated around a table to establish a
feeling of warmth, personal recognition and rapport (Krueger,
1988:80-89; Kingry, et ale 1990:124; Folch-Lyon &Trost, 1981:447).
Light snacks and drinks were available to make participants feel
comfortable and at ease. At the outset of the meeting, ground rules
for the discussion are established whereby participants are
encouraged to express their personal experiences freely and
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spontaneously. The appropriate level of directiveness, structure,
intimacy and use of discussion aids should be consistent with the
purpose of the research. As group leader, the moderator facilitates
the focused discussion by encouraging individuals to voice their
opinions and to be more specific with their responses and thereby
reasons underlying the various viewpoints are also explored. Finally,
the moderator is obligated to debrief participants about the reasons
for the group discussion (Krueger, 1988: 80-90; Kingry, et al.
1990:124/125; Folch-Lyon & Trost, 1981:447; Stewart & Shamdasanl,
1990: 88-1 00) .
6. Analysis and interpretation of focus grc:>up data:
The analyzing and interpreting of the transcribed interview is done
according to the methods prescribed by Silverman (1994: 115-143),
Folch-Lyon and Trost (1981:447/448), Miles and Huberman (1984:151)
and stewart and Shamdasani (1990: 102) .
The transcribed data, according to Kvale ( 1983: 181 ) , can be
interpreted by the interviewer between three levels of interpre-
tation, namely, self-understanding, common sense and theory. Yin
(1984:99) says that data analysis involves the "examining,
categorizing, tabulating, or otherwise, recombining the evidence, to
address the initial propositions of a study". The researcher's role
in data analysis is to assemble the raw materials and get an overview
of the entire process.
However, because the data analysis process entails "consideration of
words, tone, context, non-verbal, internal consistency, specificity
of responses and big ideas", it is essential that strategies for the
analyzing of data reduction can be adopted. Finally, it is important
that all focus group results be analyzed systematically and
verifiably (Krueger, 1988: 119) .
7. Validity and reliability of focus group interviews:
Validity and reliability are effective strategies which can be used
to establish the credibility of interview data and are critical to
the accurate representation of subjective human experience (Krefting,
1990: 220). According to Kvale (1983: 189), the following issues should
be considered when testing the reliability and validity of research
results:
* The problem of interviewer bias: If different researchers vary
in sensitivity, it could be a source of error. Thus varying
interviewer sensitivity can reduce reliability, but will yield
a more nuanced and wider picture of the themes involved.
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* The question of leading questions: In a focused interview, the
interviewer can lead the respondents towards certain themes, but
should avoid leading them in the direction of expressing
specific meanings about these themes.
(a) Reliability
Hammersley (1992a, as quoted by Silverman, 1994:145) defines
reliability as the "degree of consistency with which instances
are assigned to the same category by different observers or by
the same observer on different occasions". To test the reliabi-
lity, the transcribed interviews should be coded by an addi-
tional coder (Henning, 1993:116). Kirk and Miller (1986, as
quoted by Silverman, 1994:145), distinguish between the
following three kinds of reliability:
* Quixotic reliability, that is, when a single circumstantial
method of observation yields an uninterrupted and unvarying
result.
*
*
(b)
*
*
*
Diachronic reliability, is when observations remain stable
throughout the time period.
Synchronic reliability, is when observations remain similar
within the same period of time.
Validity
Hammersley (1990, as quoted by Silverman, 1994:149), interprets
validity as the "extent to which an account accurately repre-
sents the social phenomena to which it refers". Yin (1989: 40-44)
summarizes the different types of validity as follows:
construct validity: When correct operational procedures for
concepts are being studied. Tactics such as multiple sources of
evrdence, a chain of evidence and reviewing the draft case study
report are available to increase the construct validity of any
research.
Internal validity: This type of validity refers to the establi-
shing of causal relationships that result in certain conditions
leading to other conditions.
External validity: External validity deals with the extent to
which researchers can generalize their findings.
* Content validity: This refers to the extent to which a method
investigates the content which it intended to investigate.
Qualitatively, this involves the extent to which focused
interviews investigate the meaning of the individual's life-
world which they intend to investigate (Kvale, 1983:191; Yin,
1989: 40-44) .
The conclusion-drawing phase of qualitative research is the
culmination of the validity-scaf folding process (Henning, 1993: 11 4) .
From the above, it is evident that both reliability and validity are
important issues for focused research.
8. Literature search:
For this research project, a literature control is an indispensable
tool because it verifies evidence of the problematic nature of
authority as experienced by female principals (Uys & Basson, 1983:28;
Oliphant, 1993:36).
The decision to employ the focused interview method for this project,
necessitated the use of a literature search.
Subsequently, a detailed description of the group to be investigated, will
follow.
2.4 THE RESEARCH PROJECT
After a close study of existing literature on the subject, it was felt that
focus group interviews would be the most successful method to employ. A
diversity of opinions expressed by teachers could shed some light on the
specific problems faced by women principals in an attempt to establish
their authority effectively. The following aspects related to the research,
will be discussed:
* Composition of the sample
* Sampling strategies
* Parameters of the research
* Measuring instrument used.
2.4. 1 The survey sample
2.4.1. 1 Composition of the sample
It was decided to limit the sample to four different schools in the
Johannesburg region which fall under the jurisdiction of the Department of
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Education and Culture (Ex-House of Representatives). Sixteen teachers were
recruited and four focus groups consisting of approximately four respon-
dents each, were identified. Kingry, et ale (1990:124), suggested that the
number of focus groups required for a particular research is variable,
depending on the aims of the study. Krueger (1988:102) felt that, as a rule
of thumb, four interview sessions should initially be planned, with a re-
evaluation after the third interview.
Although a considerable amount of new insights and op~n~ons were generated
during the first two focused interviews (Kingry, et ale 1990:124), the same
themes were repeated at the end of the sixth interview session. It was
therefore decided that saturation point had been reached and that the
findings which continually developed from these interviews represented the
thoughts and opinions of many teachers in similar situations (Krueger,
1988:97-102).
2.4.1.2 Sampling strategies for focus groups
The following are a few sampling strategies which can be used for focus
group interviews:
* Selection: Purposeful and judgemental sampling was used in the
selection.of respondents. They were recruited according to their
qualifications, sex, age-group and years of teaching experience.
Eleven teachers were in possession of a bachelor's degree, whiLe five
teachers had a teacher's diploma. Their ages varied between 25 and
50 years which meant that they probably had more than three years
teaching experience. It was hoped that with this selection,
comparisons could be made of the varying experiences and encounters
with female principals in the application of their authority.
* Sex of respondents: Eight of the respondents were women and eight
were men. Although the first interview was a man-and-woman respondent
team, the sensitive nature of the topic (namely, the female principal
and the acceptance of her authority), heaVily influenced the
interaction of this mixed-gender group. Male respondents were
reluctant to give their personal opinions in the presence of the
female respondents. Where the males were candid with their opinions,
the females responded by making emotional and/or negative comments.
To ensure an acceptable level of interaction, and because of the
controversial nature of the topic, the researcher decided to conduct
same-sex group interviews. The researcher's husband interviewed the
male focus groups, whereas the researcher herself conducted
interviews with the female groups. This triangulation of interviews
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provided different views and discussions on the questions, but there
was generally a high level of consensus between the respondents in
these same-sex teams.
The all-male groups produced different, but complementary insights
on their acceptance of the female principal's authority. The all-
female groups, on the other hand, expressed a diversity of 0p1n1ons
on the authority of the female principal and were effective ~n
encouraging participation and problem solving because of the nature
of the research topic.
* Access and entry: The potential participants were contacted via a
telephone call approximately fourteen days before the meeting.
Because all sixteen informants were not well acquainted with the
researcher, a personalized invitation (see Annexure A) with a
tentative date and time was sent to them. It was pointed out that the
home of the researcher, being centrally situated and easily
accessible to the respondents, be chosen as the venue. They were also
notified that the duration of the interviews would be from one to two
hours and that a tape recorder would be used as part of the research
tool to ensure that all comments will be captured. This tape-recorded
interview maximized accuracy and reduced possible misinterpretations
of brief handwritten notes taken during each interview session. Group
members were given the assurance that the recording would be
confidential.-
The parameters of the research will be discussed in the next few
paragraphs.
2.4.1.3 The parameters of the research
The parameters of this research as indicated in Table 2, are done according
to Miles and Huberman (1984:38).
TABLE 2: PARAMETERS OF THE RESEARCH
Framework
The meaningful role of the female principal in educational
management with special reference to the acceptance of her
authority.
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Participants
Teachers from various schools in South Africa, specifically
in the Johannesburg region were judgementally selected by the
researcher (see 2.4.1.1).
statement of the problem and aims of the research
Based on tradition, stereotypes and prejudicial attitudes,
women principals encounter difficulties in establishing their
authority. The general aim of this research is to:
* identify the difficulties encountered by female principals
in establishing their authority and to create guidelines for
the effective application of their authority.
The pertinent problem areas identified, allows the following
specific aims to be formulated, namely:
* to investigate the problematic nature of establishing
authority as experienced by female principals; and
* to formulate a strategy which can be adopted by the female
principal as a means of establishing her authority effec-
tively.
Relevant questions
In order that the researcher may obtain relevant data for
this research, the following questions, which form the
impetus for the research, were structured:
* What do you understand by the term authority?
* Why do you accept the authority of your school principal?
* What is your view of the ideal authority figure in a school?
who do you regard as your ideal authority figure? Why?
* In your opinion, what factors in the principal influence
acceptance of authority by teachers? Do teachers accept
authority of a male or female principal most readily? Why?
Procedure
The following procedure was followed with regard to this
study:
* Focused interviews were conducted with mature professional
people.
* Interview sessions were recorded and tapes were transcribed
as soon as possible after these sessions.
* An in-depth analysis of audio tape recordings, transcripts,
and moderator's notes, was systematically and verifiably
completed.
* A qualitative interpretation of the interview data was done
after the data-reduction process to ensure the reliability
and validity of the study.
* To create guidelines which can be implemented by female
principals in the effective application of their authority.
In the following section, more light will be shed on the conducting of
focused group interviews.
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
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Measuring instrument used
Focus group interviews
Focused interviews were conducted at the researcher's home where a
harmonious and uninterrupted atmosphere was created in order to ensure that
respondents felt as relaxed, spontaneous and uninhibited as possible.
Candidates were comfortably seated around a table and name tags wer:e
provided to maximize eye contact, intimacy and greater rapport, thus a
greater sense of group·identity and cohesiveness was created.
At the beginning of the interview, members were introduced to one another
by first names to ensure a non-threatening and non-evaluative setting. At
the outset, the purpose of the interview was explained, (namely that their
personal viewpoints pertaining to the female principal and the acceptance
of her authority, were required) without disclosing any specific issues
related to this topic. The length of the interviews varied between one to
two hours. A well-constructed interview guide (see 2.3.2, p.1?) containing
the following four questions dictated the natural flow of the conversation
and ensured that all aspects of the research were covered:
*
*
*
*
What do you understand by the term authority?
Why do you accept the authority of your school principal?
What is your view of the ideal authority figure in a school? Who do
you regard as your ideal authority figure? Why?
In your opinion, what factors in the principal influence acceptance
of authority by teachers? Do teachers accept authority of a male or
female principal most readily? Why?
The purpose of the initial question is to warm up the group and to trigger
each respondent to elicit short specific answers. The objective of the
broad introductory question followed by more narrow questions is to evoke
teachers' personal encounters with female principals in the acceptance of
their authority. The researcher seldom interrupted the conversations and
only probed and clarified comments where necessary.
The focused interview was undertaken specifically to gain a perspective on
the problems experienced by female principals in establishing their
authority. The research findings will be integrated with the literature to
formulate guidelines which can be adopted by female principals in the
effective application of their authority. Although the interview session
was recorded on tape, the researcher meticulously made brief notes of
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facial expressions, emotLons, reactions and explanations expressed by
respondents, as this served as a method of validating taped comments.
Because respondents were assured of their anonymity, neither their names
nor the names of their schools appear in the research report. It must be
borne in mind that focused interviews were conducted with teachers whose
responses reflected their own interpretation of the situation in their
schools, and certainly their opinions on the acceptance of the female
principal's authority.
Just as in any other scientific approach, the focus group data will be
carefully and judgementally analyzed and interpreted.
2.4.3 Analysis of focus interview results
The analyzing of the focus interview data, based on the purpose of the
study, includes the regular weighing of pros and cons against the available
resources and the value of any new data (Kingry, et al. 1990:125; Folch-
Lyon & Trost, 1981:448).
The individual findings are "progressively more refined" into themes which
are used to prepare a final, comprehensive, overall analysis and
interpretation of the interview results (Miles &Huberman, 1984:152; Folch-
Lyon & Trost, 1981 :448). Theme headings emerged after comparing the
different transcribed tape interviews and each informant's contribution was
placed under an appropriate heading.
Finally, it is apparent and most important that focus group results must be
analyzed systematically and verifiably as shown in the paragraphs which
follow.
2.4.4 The question of validity and reliability
The process involves the careful deliberate examining, categorizing and
tabulating of evidence obtained from focused interviews in such a way that
responses could be compared, and reasons for and background to responses
could also be consider~ (Krueger, 1988:112-119; Smit, 1978:172).
2.4.4.1 Reliability
The respondents were mature professional people selected according to
specific criteria (see 2.3.3.2, p.19) and therefore represented an
identified teacher population relevant to this research. Because of the
controversial nature of the topic (that is, the role of female principals
with regard to. the acceptance of their authority), the possibility existed
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to some extent that male respondents would appear to be prejudiced or
chauvinistic. Therefore, the researcher's husband conducted interviews with
male respondents whereas the researcher herself conducted interviews with
the female informants. These single-sex groups contributed valuable
information which enabled the researcher to establish the attitudes and
approaches of men especially relevant to the issue of the authority of
women in educational management.
Furthermore, a content analysis, involving the establishing and ensuring of
\
reliable interview data, is made to ascertain the validity of the findings
. (Silverman, 1994:59; Oliphant, 1993:41). Each informant's contribution was
recorded and transcribed as precisely as possible. These research materials
(tapes and transcriptsi were revealed to the informants to ensure that the
researcher has translated the informant's points of view verbatim. Two key
informants were chosen to clarify the danger of personal bias and how it
affects the data recorded. To establish the reliability of the recording
exercise and the entire data-making process, the researcher together with
an impartial academic or colleague, meticulously discussed the process and
findings in order to minimize pitfalls and finalize and reach consensus
~ith regard to the interview data. Ideally, the interview data is compared
and scrutinized according to all relevant literature to ensure that the
full spectrum of information was obtained for this study.
The validity of the research findings will be discussed in the next
section.
2.4.4.2 Validity
participants that were recruited for the focused interview, were
)professional people who complied with the selection requirements as set out
Ifor this study (see 2.3.3.2, p.19). During the interview session, summaries
I
Jwere taken to ensure validity of the tape recordings.
Objectivity was maintained by the inclusion of an impartial academic who
assisted with the transcriptions independently. This involved listening to
the tapes several times and reading the transcriptions a number of times
before reaching consensus. Checking of interview data by peers and members
increases the credibility and validity of the research. Triangulation,
whereby the researcher's husband conducted interviews with the male
respondents, enhanced the validity of the study, in that they were not
reluctant to give direct information in the presence of a male researcher.
This strategy minimized distortion and contributed to the confirmation of
certain aspects of the study concerning the acceptance of the female
principal's authority.
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Central to the validity of this research is reducing the ambiguity of
questions in the interview guide and avoiding the leading of intervi.ewees
towards specific meanings about themes. The possibility of miscommunication
about this was reduced by the researcher's familiarity and strong interest
with the phenomena under study coupled with good investigative skills
developed through the literature review. To ensure the validity of the
interview guide, an impartial academic also scrutinized it.
2.4.4.3 Literature study
A literature study will be undertaken to compare the relevant sources with
the findings of the research. All data obtained from this investigation
will be assessed and interpreted in the next chapter.
2 • 5 SYNOPSIS
This chapter comprises the planning, research design, execution and
analysis of data obtained from literature and relating this to the
empirical study which forms the next chapter of this research.
As a qualitative research instrument, focused interviews were preferred for
this study because relevant data was easily obtained by conducting focus
group interviews with teachers. The empirical study aims to identify
essential characteristics of the female principal's authority as
experienced by her subordinates. As noted at the outset of this chapter,
focus groups are valuable as a primary means of data collection, and is
especially appropriate for this research project because it creates an
essential basis for the empirical study. An empirical investigation is
therefore undertaken to gain a perspective on the problematic nature of
establishing authority as experienced by female principals and to formulate
strategies which can be adopted by female principals in the effective
application of their authority.
Furthermore, the design and methodology of focused research, analysis of
interview results as well as the validity and reliability of focus group
interviews were discussed as merits in qualitative research.
In the ensuing chapter, the research results and interpretation of the
empirical study will be outlined.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE EMPIRICAL STUDY
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to report the findings resulting from the
empirical investigation. The empirical study used focus group interviews in
an attempt to identify the characteristics of the female principal's
authority as experienced by teachers and the problem of effectively
applying this authority. The pertinent problem areas identified in this
exploratory study allows the following specific objectives to be
formulated, namely:
* to investigate the problematic nature of establishing authority as
experienced by female principals; and
* to formulate a strategy which can be adopted by the female principal
as a means of establishing her authority.
It must be borne in mind that the focus group interviews were conducted
with individuals whose answers usually reflected their own interpretation
of the situation in their schools, and certainly their own opinions on
matters such as strengths and weaknesses of the woman principal with regard
to the acceptance of her authority.
The results of the findings are displayed in the following three 'phases:
1. The first phase focuses on a broad analysis of data obtained from
the focused interviews. The findings are reported in tabular form
so that the personal opinions, thoughts and emotions of individuals
are accentuated.
2. Individual reports indicating the different perceptions of male and
female respondents, are compiled from the above mentioned results
(see 2.4.3). An abridged version of the broad analysis is rendered
in the second phase.
3. The third phase will provide a compilation of the findings resulting
from the text (see 2.4.3). During this stage, all comments included
in the focused interviews, are classified into categories.
Subsequently, the results arising from an analysis of the interview data,
will be discussed.
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3.2 RESEARCH RESULTS
3.2.1 Phase 1: A comprehensive analysis
The interview results together with the relevant quotations are
consecutively arranged according to the topics under discussion. Tables 3.1
to 3.4 display the interview results so that the different comments and
opinions between the male and female respondents are highlighted. During
the first phase, an attempt was made to gain substantial information from
the responses which emerged from the interviews.
The actual words of the respondents were used. Consequently, the first
stage provides an extended analysis of the interview data obtained. Only
the main comments concerning the topic are indicated telegraphically in the
tables.
Since there are no hard and fast rules with regard to the analysis of
research results, the goal of the tables is to summarize basic information
related to the research enterprise, with each table representing a major
topic in the discussion (Morgan, 1988:70).
Table 3.1 (p. 35) indicates the results compiled from data concerning
teachers' definitions of the term "authority" (see Annexure B).
TABLE 3.1: TEACHERS' DEFINITIONS OF THE TERM "AUTHORITY"
FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES)
* obedient towards princi-
pal
* bevoegdheid van hoof om
gehoorsaamheid uit jou
te eis
* direct actions of
teachers
* a right of a leader to
issue orders to incum-
bents
* compromise
* legal right instructing
others what, where and
when to do it
I
"
* responsibility
* 'n erkende reg
* opdragte gehoorsamig
uitvoer
* subservient to leader
* freedom to express
feelings
* authorize teachers to
fulfil duties and comply
FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES)
* the right of a superior
to call a subordinate
to book
* authorize teachers to
fulf il duties
* be within certain
guidelines
* coupled with love,
respect, mutual under-
standing and agreement
* gehoorsamig teenoor
gesagdraers
* om jou te laat gese
* aanvaarde interaksie
* binne bepaalde perke
* professionele etiek
* not violating profes-
sionalism
* resides in the position
* power to influence
thoughts or behaviour
of colleagues
FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES
* elicit obedience and
respect
* guide actions of people
* issue orders to collea-
gues allowing freedom to
compromise and make
inputs
* bevoegdheid van bestuurs-
leier
* gesag is 'n wettige reg
om opdragte binne norme
en perke aan onderdaniges
te gee
* die reg van 'n leier om
opdragte aan onderdaniges
te gee om reaksies uit
hulle te kry
* cardinal leadership
feature
* democratically directing
regulations
* display initiative and
creativity
* acknowledgement of con-
tribution
FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
* submit to instructions
and orders from leader
* acknowledge desired
obedience
* a right accorded to a
leader in the interests
of aims of the organi-
zation
* leaders to be precise,
sensitive, respectful,
and not prescriptive
* legal right to guide
actions of others
* omvat mag en reg van
leiers
* leiers legitiem daarge-
stel
* skoolhoof is die setel
van gesag
* issue directives to
those under you
* exact obedience
* not be too authorita-
rian
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(TABLE 3.1 CONTINUED)
F.OCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES) I FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES) FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES) FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
* acknowledgement of di- I* demand, enforce obe-
rectives from superiors dience
* utilizing staff poten- I * delegate tasks
tial I
* be specific, not go
* show trust and respect overboard
* guiding and influencing * gehoorsaamheid eis
* the right to give orders * 'n erkende reg
* allowing yourself to be
told
* not alien to human
beings
* a characteristic of any
human to have security
in his or her life
* to lay claims on loyalty
and service of employees
* eise stel aan die mens
ter wille van sy veilig-
heid en geborgenheid
* aanspraak maak op toe-
wyding van onderdaniges
* inherent in man's nature
* a guide
* authorizing duties
* a legal right to give
instructions within
guidelines
* a power or right to
delegate duties, exer-
cising healthy disci-
pline, without abdica-
ting
* acknowledge and accept
responsibility
* an implicit right with-
out being overbearing
to attain organizational
goals
* a right to make deci-
sions and give orders
without restrictions
* the power to enforce
obedience inexplicitly,
allowing scope for per-
sonal initiative and
creativity, bringing out
the best in people
* issued within para-
meters
* be precise, unscrupu-
lous and consistent
* reik opdragte binne
norme
* iets wat liefs in die
persoon is
* gaan gepaard met vry-
heid en verantwoorde-
likheid
* volgens die Bybel moet
mense onderdanig aan
gesag wees en gesag-
draer se opdragte aan-
vaar en gehoorsaam
* clear issuing of duties
keeping communication
channels open
* a right accorded to a
leader to delegate
without restrictions
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Table 3.2 focuses on the results compiled from data concerning the opinions of teachers with regard to their
acceptance or rejection of the principal's authority (see Annexure B).
TABLE 3.2: TEACHERS' OPINIONS WITH REGARD TO THEIR ACCEPTANCE OF THE PRINCIPAL'S AUTHORITY
FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES)
* authority forms the
basis of everybody's
lives
* holder of all authority,
and highest in hierarchy
* omdat gesag afkomstig
van God is
* authority forms the
basis of everybody's
lives, and in your home
there is authority
* my cultural habits and
values makes me accept
the authority of my
principal
* I accept my principal's
authority because he/she
has been appointed by a
higher authority
FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES)
* accept authority because
of his/her professiona-
lism, irreproachable
character, commands
respect, makes autono-
mous decision
* upholds professional
status
* morals, norms and code
of conduct playa vital
role
* accept authority because
of his/her professional
status, irreproachable
character, command
respect
* it is degrading for a
woman to dominate a man;
my wife is obedient to
me; I will find it very
difficult to accept a
female principal's
authority
FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES)
* authority has a distinct
bearing on the life and
actions of people
* trust and know one
another
* traditions, spiritual
values and respect play
a role
* mutual trust and know-
ledge, together with
morals, traditions,
spiritual values and
respect play a role in
acceptance of authority
* norms and laws of
society and code of con-
duct are important for
accepting authority
* women principals can
exact obedience if they
allow some freedom
FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
* accept authority be-
cause of his/her pro-
fessional status,
management expertise
and administrative
competencies
* be confident, profes-
sionally competent,
objective and specific
* accept his/her autho-
rity because of his/her
professional expertise
and administrative
competencies
* bureaucracy of system
together with confi-
dence, objectivity and
competency of principal
forces teachers to
accept his/her autho-
rity
* moral laws, spiritual
values and tradition
influence acceptance of
authority
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(TABLE 3.2 CONTINUED)
FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES)
* authority is a two-way
thing, if my principal
respects my moral, reli-
gious and cultural aspi-
rations, I will respect
his authority; sex is
not important in my
acceptance of authority
* authority is coupled
with repayments, rewards
* I freely accept autho-
rity of male and female
if there is respect,
rewards such as encou-
ragement, acknowledge-
ment and congratulating
of accomplishments
* gesag gaan gepaard met
wedersydse respek, be-
loning en deskundig-
heid
* solank my hoof oor die
beste kennis beskik
FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES)
* male teachers challenge
credibility and autho-
rity of female princi-
pals; her supportive-
ness, sensitiveness and
understanding inspired
confidence and trust in
her; it is unfair for
men to be sexist
* ek sal nooit die gesag
van 'n vrou-hoof onder-
myn nie vanwee haar
professionele bevoegd-
heid, kennis en ervaring
en bepaalde besluite wat
respek ontlok
* I will accept my princi-
pal's authority because
of his autonomy, perso-
nal involvement and
acknowledgement of
teacher's duties, also
his expert knowledge in
administrative matters
and fairness and just-
ness; the sex does not
matter
FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES)
* moral factors, profes-
sional competence and
personal behaviour play
a role in accepting a
principal's authority
* women differ from men
because of their femini-
nity, caringness, parti-
cipating and power
sharing; male principals
are more assertive and
use more power
* male teachers make women
principals feel power-
less by being over-
patronizing or over-
protective
* women principals will
have problems with
authority because they
are too emotional, too
petty and too control-
ling
FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
* personal, bureaucratic
and ideological factors
have a bearing on ac-
ceptance of authority
* if principal is non-
sexist and respects my
moral and professional
values, this will
cement the acceptance
of my principal's
authority
* male and female
teachers fail to take
a woman principal
seriously
* generally women are too
weak, too emotional,
they are the weaker
sex, talk too much, too
sensitive and caring;
these factors cause a
difference in accep-
tance of authority of
male and female princi-
pals
w
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(TABLE 3.2 CONTINUED)
FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES)
* gesag is gegrond in die
familie
* I would abide by my
principal's rules if my
work is aoknowredqed and
complimented
* women love compliments;
I accept my principal's
authority because he/she
is controlled by bureau-
cracy, rules prescribed
to him/her by circuit
and chief inspector;
his/her greater know-
ledge on technical and
professional matters; is
meticulous, exemplary
and loyal; position in
hierarchy
* I accept my principal's
authority, regardless of
his/her sex; this accep-
tance is based on his/
her good communication
skills, proficient know-
ledge, good personality
FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES)
* I have great respect
for male and female ,
principals, but he/she
must have good morals,
solve problems appro-
priately and command
respect
* authority is based on a
solid foundation of
mutual respect, respect
for the teacher's human
dignity; principal must
have self-confidence,
good communication
skills, radiate happi-
ness, integrity above
suspicion, encourage,
develop and participate
in developing teachers'
potential
* I will feel committed to
partake in any duties
assigned to me by my
principal, regardless of
the gender, but he/she
should be supportive,
show empathy and
FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES)
* op grond van hy/sy se
posisie, status en
tradisionele faktore
aanvaar ek my hoof se
gesag
* I will accept both a
male and female princi-
pal's authority if
he/she is productive and
shows love and concern
for teachers' well-
being, values and ideas
* I voluntary accept
authority of male and
female principal, if he/
she shows respect, gives
moral, sympathetic sup-
port and shows diplomacy
* sources such as profes-
sional, technical,
ethical and moral
values, influence accep-
tance of authority
FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
* women principals can
command authority be-
cause of their order-
liness, personal in-
volvement and interac-
tion and sensitivity
* teachers want to feel
accepted, so regardless
of the sex, I will
accept my principal's
authority because I
need his7her encourage-
ment and recognition
* sources such as free-
dom, rewards, moral and
professional behaviour
affect acceptance of
authority
* the success of the re-
lationship between
teacher and principal
is determined by the
quality of the rela-
tionship
W
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(TABLE 3.2 CONTINUED)
FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES)
and regard for my cul-
tural aspirations
* I am teaching under a
woman principal, and her
professionalism, nurtur-
ance, personal involve-
ment, motherly instinct
and participation in
getting things doen, mi-
nimizes problems at
school
* my principal, a male,
loves to use power, is
too autocratic, intole-
rant, but the emotional
and compassionate nature
of females, can and will
contribute to teachers
accepting her authority
FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES)
appreciation, making me
feel committed
* principals should be
discerning of teachers'
values, culture and
give meaningful praise
* give credit where credit
is due; reinforce tea-
chers' admirable quali-
ties since human beha-
viour is so unpredicta-
ble
* regardless of the sex,
for teachers to accept a
.principal's authority,
he/she must be predic-
table and consistent,
express approval and ad-
miration, and be aware
of professional and
ethical norms
* a male principal tends
to be very bureaucratic
and uses power over sub-
ordinates
FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES)
* bureaucratic system due
to rigid routines and
red-tape affect accep-
tance of authority
* gesag gaan gepaard met
professionele bevoegd-
heid, en deskundigheid
van prinsipaal
* women principals pass on
their power, encourage
innovative decision-
making, are not bureau-
cratic, respect and take
heed of teachers' pro-
fessionalism and needs,
thus increasing work
morale of teachers
* sexist behaviour towards
women should be stopped;
change attitudes of
being secondary to men;
ignore patriarchal atti-
tudes; principals are
youth and community
leaders; they should
value ideological and
ethical principles
FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
* technical authorial
guidance, bureaucratic
laws and rational prin-
ciples influence autho-
rity acceptance
* teachers succumb to
principal's authority
because of moral, pro-
fessional, personal,
family, cultural and
spiritual values and
traditional factors
* factors such as moral,
professional, personal,
bureaucratic and tech-
nical are sources
affecting acceptance or
rejection of authority
* tegniese bronne wat te
make het met insigge-
wende vermoe, uithou-
vermoe dra by tot ge-
sagsaanvaarding van
prinsipaal
ol::>
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(TABLE 3.2 CONTINUED)
FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES) FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES) FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES) FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
* male principals tend to * bureaucracy, rational
threaten teachers with and technical norms play
inspectors; female prin- a role
cipals are very sensi-
* dapperheid, toewyding entive, sincere and
carir&g, humanitarian and voorbeeldigheid, aso6k
intuitive towards tea- normatiewe reels, gees-
chers needs, thus mini- telike waardering en ook
mizing problems with tradisionele norme en
regard to accepting her wette respekteer
authority
* co-involvement, value
ideological and ethical
principles of teacher
Table 3.3 concentrates on the outcomes with regard to teachers' views of their ideal authority figure in a school
as well as examples of their ideal authority figure (table 3.3;1, p.44).
TABLE 3.3: TEACHERS' VIEWS OF THEIR IDEAL AUTHORITY FIGURE IN A SCHOOL
FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES) FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES) FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES) FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
* an ideal school princi- * In ideale skoolhoof be- * an ideal principal * I admire and respect
pal is an inspired per- skik oor goeie organi- should have sound admi- the following desirable
son, the hub around satoriese vermoens, voer nistrative, organiza- personal qualities in a
which the administration administratiewe pligte tional and communicative model school principal:
and organization of the konsensieus en doelgerig skills, have high and be a positive decision-
~
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FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES)
school revolves; he/she
is a key figure in the
school with regard to
wise decision-making, .
greater insight, clear
vision and leadership
style; an ideal princi-
pal should be warm,
approachable, hard-wor-
king, have professional
poise, be sympathetic
and tactful towards sub-
ordinates
* hy/sy moet oor goeie or-
ganisatoriese vermoens
beskik, moet onbesproke
van karakter wees; moet
godsdienstige beginsels
op 'n waardige wyse uit-
leef, moet voorbeeldig
en uiters verantwoorde-
lik, pligsgebonde, eer-
lik en opreg wees sover
dit hy/sy se daaglikse
en amptelike take betref
* a weak principal can
sabotage the entire ad-
ministrative organiza-
tion and foundation of
the entire school
FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES)
uit; is voorbeeldig;
handhaaf goeie dissi-
pline; tree onpartydig
op; sy/haar vriendelik-
heid en opregtheid dra
daartoe by dat leerkrag-
te agting en respek
teenoor hom/haar toon
* he/she should be a
person of high inte-
grity, be respectful
and exemplary, have
charisma, be modest and
humble, not be racist
nor sexist, be pragma-
tic, realistic and
idealistic, consult with
colleagues for inputs,
be father and mother to
teachers
* manifest good communica-
tive, administrative and
organizational skills,
be tolerant, flexible,
good co-ordination, be
futuristic, versatile,
decisive, rise to the
occasion, be construc-
tive, visionary and te-
nacious
FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES)
realistic expectations
of teachers; allow par-
ticipation and collabo-
ration in decision-
making; have a strong
sense of mission and
vision; resolve con-
flicts effectively; ana-
lyze problems; maintain
good human relationships
with colleagues, pupils,
parents and broader com-
munity
* gesonde interpersoonlike
verhoudings handhaaf,
oor deskundige kennis
beskik, sterk verant-
woordelikheidsin, sin
vir humor, goeie organi-
satoriese vermoens,
koordinering eneffek-
tiewe kontrolering van
opdragte en besluite wat .
onontbeerlik is vir die
skool se daaglikse werk-
saamhede
* have high integrity, re-
spectful, exemplary,
clean track record, good
communicative skills,
reflect analytically on
FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
maker and administra-
tor, have professional
qualifications and ex-
pert knowledge, display
patience, tact, adapta-
bility, not lose self-
control, avoid being
too prescriptive, not
postpone decisions for
too long, act resolute-
ly and with understan-
ding, be flexible and
keep abreast of new
developments
* have sound administra-
tive and organizational
skills, be school's
public relations offi-
cer, have good inter-
personal skills, act
with insight, diploma-
cy, be sympathetic but
firm, be confident, ob-jective and specific,
as this is conducive to
co-operation and pro-
ductivity; be future-
orientated, be prepared
for change and renewal
in education
.e:-
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FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES)
* be able to command re-
spect, be good in ana-
lyzing problems, be
decisive, be a profes-
sional, administrative,
spiritual and authorita-
tive leader, and also a
community leader
* have a positive attitude
and zest to reach
greater heights, have
great organizational
skills; contribute to
discussions in a cons-
tructive way with intel-
lectual honesty and an
eye for realities of a
situation
* have an irreproachable
character, maintain good
relationships, be flexi-
ble, meticulous, effi-
cient in administrative
skills
FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES)
* have undoubted adminis-
trative, organizational
and communicative abili-
ties, be approachable,
exemplary, reliable,
loyal, objective, deci-
sive
* praise, support and
positively encourage
teachers, have vision,
have high expectations,
have good interpersonal
and organizational
skills, handle stress
and have integrity and
high need for improve-
ment and achievement
FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES)
his/her credibility,
strengths/weaknesses of
authority, listen atten-
tively, sympathetic, en-
courage, confidential,
guod insight and human
relations
* he/she should be humane,
courteous, patient, ad-
mit his/her mistakes,
unite staff, maintain
equilibrium, expert in
subject method and tea-
ching principles, have
initiative, be strongly
motivated, co-operative,
purposeful, dynamic,
resourceful, and well-
disciplined
* take lead deliberately,
treat teachers with
dignity and respect;
have expert knowledge
and academic and pro-
fessional qualifications
FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
* initiate, create and
propagate secure and
satisfactory environ-
ment; be approachable,
friendly, consistent,
practice what he/she
preaches
* have empathy, listen,
have restraint, consis-
tency, able to handle
change and adversity,'
threats and conflicts,
act as initiator and
negotiator
* create opportunities,
be skilful, plan,
delegate and control
school affairs effec-
tively
* maintain sound inter-
personal relationships;
be humane, courteous,
assertive, use body
language, non-verbal
communication, have
sound knowledge of
human nature, break
away from traditions
II:>-
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In table 3.3.1 specific examples of ideal authority figures, as given by teachers, together with their reasons for
choosing this particular authority figure, are examined.
TABLE 3.3.1: EXAMPLES OF IDEAL AUTHORITY FIGURES AS SIGHTED BY TEACHERS
FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES)
* mother: nurt~rance, re-
ligiousness, supportive-
ness, sympathetic, in-
spirational, strict and
domineering
* mother and teacher: .re-
cognized my potential,
my mentor, alert, wil-
ling, sensitive to my
needs, conscientious and
dedicated teacher with
undoubted teaching abi-
lity, handles conflict
in a pleasant and con-
structive way
* mother, father, pastor
and teacher: good disci-
plinarians, decisive,
high need for achieve-
ment, father was good
at handling stress,
with good morals and
unimpaired character;
all were versatile and
flexible, showing love,
trust and understanding
FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES)
* Nelson Mandela: despite
his suffering, he is a
man of integrity, excel-
lent character, excel-
lent diplomacy and
dynamism, he has the
prudence, perspicuity
and dedication to hold
a position of such
great responsibility; he
adopts a unique style of
leadership
* Nelson Mandela: his
humility, patience, suf-
fering impressed me; a
refined gentleman sho-
wing self-respect and
respect for others;
good judgement; charis-
matic, modest, asser-
tive, good negotiating
abilities, predominant
democratic leadership
skills
* moeder: uiters pligsge-
bonde, voorbeeldig,
FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES)
* Mother, Eva Peron, Bena-
zir Bhutto and Margaret
Thatcher: charismatic,
tough, powerful, coura-
geous, self-confident
and dynamic; mother
plays a positive and
constructive role at
home and work where she
commands respect; is
tactful, and shows
drive and adaptability
* mother: emotional,
caring, soft, nurturant,
intuitive, manipulative
and domineering;
father: assertive,
strict, straightforward,
serious, powerful and
strong
De Klerk: powerful cha-
rismatic; _
Mandela: humble, tole-
rant, clear-thinking,
charismatic, -charming, .
affable and powerful
FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
* vader: baas, neem voor-
tou in die huis; koes-
ter hoe ideale; is 'n
eerlike man; predikant:
vertroulike mens,
standvastig, behulpsaam
en lojaal; swaer en
skoolhoof (man): hul
toegewydheid en nouge-
setheid het my beindruk
* father: good discipli-
narian, very straight-
forward, serious, ra-
tional, self-assured;
Nelson Mandela: incar-
ceration in jail made
him humble, a people's
person, initiative,
reconciled the races,
reconstructed politi-
cal, judicial and
social scenario in
South Africa; he has
charm, positive atti-
tude and untiring zest
* Adolf Hitler: excellent
ability of swaying
til>
til>
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FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES)
* Maggie Thatcher: led
nation through times of
adversity; her power
sharing, consistency,
courageousness and
charisma made her a
powerful authoritative
leader
* father, ex-principal(male): tough, aggres-
sive, independent, good
oral and written skills;
men of integrity high
ambition and high need
for power and both are
responsible decision-
makers
* ouers (vader en moeder):
deur hul volwassenheid,
voorbeeldigheid,verant-
woordelikheid, en goeie
handhawing van dissi-
pline; baie liefdevol,
pligsgetrou en standvas-
tig, goeie lewenswandel,
het hul my belndruk
* Margaret Thatcher: I
found her admirable be-
cause she persevered in
FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES)
liefdevol, behulpsaam
vader: neem voortou in
huis; menslik, streng,
opreg en' ook sy respek,
lojaliteit, harmonie en
toegeneentheid maak hom
In ideale gesagsfiguur
* Prophet of Islam, Rasu-
lullah: embodiment of
tolerance, humbleness,
love, compassion, kind,
truthfulness, hardship,
righteousness, all
attributes contained in
the Holy Koran
* it is rather unrealistic
to expect leaders to be
perfect; authority in
any organization is
linked to personal cha-
racteristics of leader
* it is rather difficult
to identify an ideal
authority figure I re-
gard Nelson Mandela as
an ideal authority
figure; but I ,consider
Dikgang Moseneke to be
my idea of an ideal
FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES)
* Indira Ghandi and Golda
Meir: their strong
attributes were their
drive, resourcefulness,
courageousness, capabi-
lities and dynamism;
aunt and sister-in-law:
their professionalism,
good communication
skills and respectful-
ness made them admirable
* mother: great organiza-
tional skills in running
our home; gentle, ca-
ring, sympathetic,
handles discipline with
circumspection;
father and brother: also
ideal authority figures
because of thei~ in-
sight, powerfulness,
good disciplinarians,
could command respect,
high integrity
* moeder en ouma: is
ideale gesagsfigure deur
hul voorbeeldigheid,
sterk verantwoordelik-
heidsin, en eerlikheid;
predikant: hy is van on-
FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
people; his remarkable
ambition in expanding
and controlling large
areas of Europe; he
exercised absolute
power and authority
during World War II;
ex-teacher (male):
dedicated and thorough,
positively inspired
pupils, exemplary,
reliable, conscien-
tious, loyal, a model
teacher and leader
* Margaret Thatcher, Eva
Peron and Benazir
Bhutto: prominent heads
of state, strong, firm
stalwarts who fought
back, using their poli-
tical muscle, persis-
tence, endurance and
strong willpower when
challenging their poli-
tical opponents, re-
tained their femininity
and still remained
powerful
* moeder: kan op soveel
dinge op een tyd kon-
A
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FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES)
a man's world, and was
firm towards male poli-
ticians in parliament"
not allowing them to
bully her, earned the
name, thtl "Iron Lady"
* President Ronald Reagan:
a charismatic leader
with an open, friendly
and dynamic personality
* Princess Diana: excelled
as charity worker, very
motherly, suffering in
silence, has perseve-
rance, maturity, devo-
tion to duty, ability to
relate well to those
around her; is a cheer-
ful, responsible, relia-
ble woman, coping well
with pressures and still
a caring mother
FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES)
authority figure because
he is a cool, calm,
collected person, well-
spoken, highly intellec-
tual, very competent,
refined and modest man;
involved in the Peace
Secretariat, served on
the Goldstone Commis-
sion, involved in elec-
tions in South Africa;
is an advocate with a
wealth of administrative
and organizational
skills, and a former
vice-president of the
Pan African Congress and
vice-chairman for the
newspaper, the Sowetan
FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES)
besproke karakter en sy
eerlikheid en integri-
teit staan bo aIle
twyfel; sy lewenswandel
is onberispelik, hy is
~ee~lik en.noug~set en
1S n aanW1ns V1r ons
gemeenskap
* onderwyseres: werksaam-
hede met toegewydheid en
entoesiasme aangepak;
het groot belangstelling
en motivering onder
leerlinge gewek; haar
eerlikheid en betrou-
baarheid het my baie
betndruk
FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
sentreer, pak talle
werksaamhede deeglik en
sistematies aan in die
huis; haar lewenswandel
is onberispelik, sy is
streng, stanJvastig,
betroubaar, liefdevol
en eerlik
Il:>o
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Table 3.4 focuses on the results compiled from data concerning teachers' reasons for accepting or rejecting the
authority of a male or female principal.
TABLE 3.4: TEACHERS' OPINIONS CONCERNING ACCEPTANCE OR REJECTION OF A WOMAN PRINCIPAL'S AUTHORITY
FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES)
* since authority is a
face-to-face relation-
ship, a teacher will
spontaneously accept a
principal's authority if
he/she engenders trust,
confidence and respect
in the teacher
* for his/her authority to
be obeyed, a principal
must know, understand,
trust, be tolerant and
sympathetic towards the
teacher
* there must be mutual
respect
* principal should listen
to teachers' needs,
wants, problems and per-
sonal viewpoints
* 'n skoolhoof se gesag
ontwikkel uit sy per-
soonlike eienskappe,
professionele bekwaam-
heid, kennis en ervaring
FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES)
* authority will readily
be accepted if principal
is well-disposed to
offer love, trust and
assistance towards staff
* essential factors such
as knowing and under-
standing teachers, being
an expert listener,
praising, not intimida-
ting them
* a relationship of accep-
tance will be consti-
tuted if principal has
faith, trust and confi-
dence in teachers
* a principal's support,
interest, involvement,
uninhibited guidance,
and freedom are factors
influencing acceptance
of authority
* a school without autho-
rity is unthinkable, but
requirements such as
FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES)
* principal is catalyst in
the school, and must
have self-confidence and
love and trust his/her
teachers
* for teachers to accept
his/her authority, a
principal must be a
thinker with vision,
directive ideas, show
love, trust, understan-
ding, support, expert
gUidance and encourage-
ment
* principal must show
respect, confidence,
radiate enthusiasm and
inspiration among staff
* a principal who is well-
loved, consistent, true
to his/her word,
listens, responds,
praises, respects and
treat his/her teachers
humanely, will have no
FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
* love, friendliness,
caring, are essential
ingredients which in-
fluence authority;
principals should act
like statesmen or
stateswomen
* 'n skoolhoof moet lief-
devol, verstandig, ver-
troulik en onpartydig
wees, maar nooit met 'n
ysterhand regeer nie
* trust and confidence of
teachers affect accep-
tance of authority
* respect, trust, confi-
dence, knowing and un-
derstanding will ensure
teachers' total commit-
ment and unconditioned
loyalty towards autho-
rity
* women principals will
effectively maintain
authority because they
~
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FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES)
* besides the principal's
power and position,
factors in the principal
such as love, tactful-
ness, fairness and true
empathy, affects tea-
chers' acceptance of
his/her authority
* teachers will accept the
authority of a female
principal if she shows
interest, emotion, sen-
sitiveness and care
towards them
* both male and female
colleagues do not take
a female principal
seriously when she tries
to exercise authority,
but by showing concern
for their individual
differences, involving
teachers in decision-
making, a female princi-
pal can contribute posi-
tively towards authority
* a female principal who
is fair, humane and im-
partial will be accepted
FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES)
love, trust, acceptance,
freedom and involvement
do affect acceptance of
authority
* women are the weaker
sex, they are too soft,
talk too much, argue
over petty things, stay
angry for years, are
over emotional, cry too
quickly, and are very
temperamental, they will
therefore not be able to
handle authority espe-
cially in high schools
* dit is nou die era van
die vrou, en ons as mans
kan nie meer chauvinis-
ties wees nie; deur haar
vroulikheid, uithouver-
moe, simpatieke houding
en moederlike instink,
sal leerkragte haar
gesag aanvaar
* 'n vrou kraak nie maklik
onder kritiek nie, nie
eens van mans kollegas
nie; as 'n vrou-prinsi-
paal progressief is,
FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES)
problems with mutual ac-
ceptance of his/her
authority
* empathy, love, trust,
respect, tolerance, are
essential for teachers
to recognize authority
* positiewe eienskappe
soos liefde, vertroue,
respek en agting laat
personeellede vrywillig-
lik die hoof se gesag
aanvaar
* although we women are
not as powerful as men,
we have that good abili-
ty of listening atten-
tatively to teachers'
problems, needs; we have
more patience, tact and
a natural instinct of
dealing with teachers'
and pupils' emotional
problems; although we
are not as powerful as
men, they are experts in
wielding power, in our
small way with very
little fuss and to the
FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
are caring, supportive
and nurturant by nature
* a woman principal's
intellectual strength
can be a driving force
in obtaining authority
and co-operation from
her staff
* this male-female issue
is somewhat conten-
tious, the new South
Africa has reconstruc-
ted the rights of the
woman; her compas-
sionate, approachable
and sympathetic nature
can be a calming factor
regarding authority;
but because women are
too emotional and cry
too quickly, they can
have problems with
authority especially in
the high school
* alhoewel baie vrouens .
kapabel, dinamies,
kreatief en toegewyd
is, bly hulle die
.c:.
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FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES)
by both her male and
female colleagues
* teachers will readily
abide by and obey the
instructions of a female
principal because of her
greater concern for a
teacher's social and
emotional abilities;
male principals are more
work-orientated and
serious in schools
* despite women's inherent
behaviours such as mani-
pulativeness, pushiness,
strictness, sensitive-
ness and sympathetic
nature towards teachers,
teachers will not doubt
the acceptance of their
authority; but males,
because of their mascu-
linity, natural power
and strength, will not
experience problems with
teachers obeying their
instructions
* the sex of the authority
figure does not matter
to me, with regard to my
FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES)
haar swakhede raaksien,
'n kompeterende span-
speIer is, kan sy beter
vaar ten opsigte van
gesagsaanvaarding as
haar manlike teehangers
* alhoewel vrouens gelyk-
heid het op aIle vlakke,
kapabel en dinamies is,
moet hulle nog beproef
word, want hulle is te
emosioneel, saggeaard en
stry en baklei te veel
onder mekaar, en vergewe
nie maklik nie, dus het
hulle 'n agterstand van
mans in gesagsposisies;
dit is vanselfsprekend
dat die man baas is in
die huis; vrou-prinsi-
pale het nog steeds 'n
agterstand omdat hulle
vrouens is en moet dus
ekstra harder werk om
hulself te bewys, veral
waar daar baie mans-
leerkragte op die perso-
neel is
FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES)
point, we complete tasks
successfully
* factors such as women's
natural intuition about
events and problems,
that knack of objective-
ly handling problems,
can be an advantage for
them when dealing with
authority
* where a male principal
is in charge, ladies vie
for special treatment,
but in a woman princi-
pal's case, men teachers
do not attempt to win
her favour, which can be
a good factor towards
her handling of autho- .
rity
* a female principal never
stops being an authority
figure, even outside the
school, because she
shows more feeling, more
concern for pupil and
teacher's well-being
than a male principal;
women principals never
tire of listening to
FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
swakker geslag, hulle
is te emosioneel, nie
kompeterend nie, dus
moet vrouens as skool-
hoofde nog hulself
bewys; dit sal bietjie
moeilik wees om die
gesag van 'n vrou te
aanvaar
* vrouens is te sagge-
aard om konflikte op
'n skool te hanteer
* because of sexist atti-
tudes towards them,
women have to strive
much harder to prove
themselves; because of
their motherliness,
nurturance, decisive-
ness, not rebellious,
not divorcing them-
selves from difficult
situations, and of
being diplomatic, open-
minded and analytical
in problem-solving,
all pluses with regard
to acceptance of their
authority
os::.
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FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES)
accepting their autho-
rity, but I expect a
principal to have self-
confidence and to be
emotionally stable
* a women's feminine cha-
racteristics can be an
obstacle in commanding
authority among teachers
* 'n man-prinsipaal tree
meer objektief op, igno-
reer onbenullige dinge,
kan soms harteloos op-
tree; maar vrouens in
gesagsposisies, deur
hulle innerlike moeder-
like instink, sien aIle
klein dingetjies raak by
die skool; omdat hulle
meer emosioneel as mans
is, is hulle ook meer
rustiger; ek glo dat
vrouens 'n belangrike
rol kan speel in die
skool ten opsigte van
gesagsaanvaarding
* wanneer probleme opduik,
raak vrouens gouer opge-
wonde as mans, maar
FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES) FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES)
pupil and teacher pro-
blems and solve these
problems wihout any fuss
* for a women it is easy
to give instructions
because in the family
she is an authority
figure, so a woman prin-
cipal will use her
authority to the benefit
of the school
* teachers respect and
obey a female principal
who is motherly and
shows respect; in many
schools, teachers are
hungry for a woman prin-
cipal
* omdat die ma die lei-
dende rol in die huis
neem ten opsigte van
siektes, kos en klere
voorsiening, is kinders
meer vrymoedig teenoor
haar, dus in di.e skool
sal sy ook suksesvol
gesag kan handhaaf omdat
sy die leerlinge en
leerkragte soos haar eie
dissiplineer; omdat
FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
* males should start
giving women an oppor-
tunity to prove them-
selves in this male-
dominated society;
teachers will have no
problem in accepting
authority from female
principals because of
their good personal
characteristics
* males should put their
chauvinism aside and
attempt to understand
the growing abilities
of women in authorita-
tive positions; through
their caring, nurturing
and emotional nature,
they can maintain
meaningful authority
in schools
U1
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FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES) FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES) FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES) FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
hulle vergewe en vergeet vrou-hoofde meer tege-
gouer as mans; haar moe- moetkomend optree voel
derlike instink laat leerkragte gemakliker
haar nie toe om haat- teenoor haar; 5005 In
draend te wees nie; moeder sorg vir die
leerkragte sal dus haar essensiele dinge in die
gesag baie makliker aan- huis 5005 kos en klere,
vaar so sal In vrou-hoof ook
aandag gee aan die es-
* a married woman princi- sensiele en belangrike
pal will get more aspekte in die skool
respect from staff and
will be able to handle
more pressure
* wanneer daar verskil van
sienings is, aanvaar
vrouens nie maklik iets
nie, hulle is baie uit-
dagend en steek nie hul
gevoelens weg nie, dus
kan hulle mans oorskadu
ten opsigte van gesag-
handhawing omdat mans
soms pieperig en kort
van draad is; in die
moderne samelewing is
vrouens nie meer so fyn-
gevoelig nie; al is die
werk hoe omslagtig ook-
aI, sal In vrou-hoof
onderdanig bly, maklik
U1
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FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES) FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES) FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES) FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
vergewe, en so sal leer-
kragte haar gesag aan-
vaar
* being the public rela-
tions officer of the
school, women are not
sexist, subservient,
and never have that "I
know it all" attitude,
so teachers will accept
her authority most
readily
* the sixth sense is an
inherent gift possessed
by most women and could
assist them in dealing
with authority
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Phase 2: Individual reports
During this phase, bripf individual summaries (tables 3.5 to 3.8) are drawn
up and assembled from the preceding tables (3.1 to 3.4). The first phase is
integrated with the second phase and concise accounts of the results are
compiled.
Table 3.5 represents a condensed version of the outcomes with regard to
teachers' perceptions of the term "authority" (see 3.1, p.35).
TABLE 3.5: A BRIEF EXPOSITION OF TEACHERS' PERCEPTIONS CONCERNING THE
TERM "AUTHORITY"
FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES)
* obedient towards principal
* bevoegdheid van hoof om gehoorsaamheid uit jou te eis
* a right of a leader to issue orders to incumbents
* legal right instructing others what, where and when to do it
* acknowledgement of directives from superiors
* authorize teachers to fulfil duties and comply
* the right to give orders
* allowing yourself to be told
FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES)
* the right of. a superior to call a subordinate to book
* authorize teachers to fulfil duties
* within certain guidelines
* gehoorsamig teenoor gesagdraers
* om jou te laat gese
* resides in the position
* ~ower to influence thoughts or behaviour of colleagues
* n erkende reg
* demand, enforce obedience
* gehoorsaamheid eis
* not alien to human beings
* inherent in man's nature
* a characteristic of any human to have security in his or her life
FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES)
* elicit obedience and respect
* guide actions of people
* issue orders to colleagues, allowing freedom to compromise and make
inputs
* gesag is 'n wettige reg om opdragte binne norme en perke aan onder-
daniges te gee
* die reg van 'n leier om opdragte aan onderdaniges te gee om reaksie
uit hulle te kry
* authorizing duties
* a legal right to give instructions within guidelines
* a power or right to delegate duties, exercising healthy discipline,
without abdicating
* acknowledge and accept responsibility
* a right to make decisions and give orders without restrictions
* the power to enforce obedience inexplicitly, allowing scope for
personal initiative and creativity, bringing out the best in people
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FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
* submit to instructions and orders from leaders
* acknowledge desired obedience
* a right accorded to a leader in the interests of aims of the
organization
* legal right to guide actions of others
* exact obedience from others
* gesag is iets wat liefs in die persoon is
* mense moet onderdanig aan gesag wees en gesagdraer se opdragte aan-
vaar en gehoorsaam
* clear issuing of duties and keeping communication channels open
* a right accorded to a leader to delegate without restrictions
* issue directives to those under you
In table 3.6 the focus is essentially on teachers' perceptions with regard
to their acceptance of the principal's authority (see 3.2, p.37-41).
TABLE 3.6: A CONCISE EXPLANATION OF TEACHERS' OPINIONS AS REGARDS THEIR
ACCEPTANCE OF .THE FEMALE PRINCIPAL'S AUTHORITY
FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES)
* respecting cultural habits and values
* appointed by a higher authority
* respect moral, religious and cultural aspirations
* rewards such as encouragement and acknowledgement affect acceptance
of authority
* will voluntary accept authority of a male and female principal
* authority forms the basis of everybody's lives
* will abide by both male and female principal's authority; this
acceptance is based on his/her communication skills, proficient
knowledge, good personality and regard for my cultural aspirations
* principal's authority is controlled by bureaucracy, greater know-
ledge on technical and professional matters. I accept authority of
both a male and female principal
* the professionalism, nurturance, personal involvement, motherly in-
stinct and participation in getting things done, all traits of my
principal who is a woman, minimizes problems at school
* my principal, a male, is too autocratic, intolerant and loves using
his power, but the emotional and compassionate nature of female
principals can contribute to teachers accepting their authority
FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES)
* his/her professionalism, irreproachable character, respect and
autonomous decision-making affects acceptance of authority
* morals, norms and code of conduct play a role in acceptance of
authority
* it is degrading for a woman to dominate a man; my wife is obedient
to me. I will find it very difficult to accept a female principal's
authority
* male teachers challenge credibility and authority of a female prin-
cipal. It is unfair for men to be sexist. Her supportiveness,
sensitiveness and understanding inspired my confidence and trust in
her .
* I will accept my principal's authority because of his/her autonomy,
personal involvement, acknowledgement, fairness, justness and
expert knowledge in administrative matters. The sex of the princi-
pal does not matter
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* acceptance of authority is based on a solid foundation of mutual
respect, good communication skills, integrity and participation of
the principal
* supportiveness and empathy of principal, regardless of the gender
makes teachers feel committed to accept his/her authority
* regardless of the sex, principal's awareness of professional and
ethical norms affects teachers' acceptance of his/her authority
* a male principal tends to be bureaucratic and uses power over sub-
ordinates
* female principals' have a very sensitive, sincere, caring, humani-
tarian and intuitive attitude towards teachers which contributes to
teachers accepting their authority
FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES)
* trust and knowing one another affects acceptance of authority
* traditions, spiritual values and respect playa role
* mutual trust, knowledge, morals, traditions, spiritual values and
respect influence acceptance of authority
* moral factors, professional competence and personal behaviour play
a role in accepting a principal's authority
* women differ from men with regard to authority because of their
femininity, caringness, participation and power sharing. Male
principals are more assertive and use more power
* male teachers make women principals feel powerless by being over-
patronizing or over-protective
* women principals will have problems with authority because they are
too emotional, too petty and too controlling
* I will voluntary accept a male and female principal's authority if
he/she is productive and shows love and concern for teachers'
values, ideas and well-being
* I voluntary accept authority of a male and female principal if he/
she shows respect, gives moral, diplomatic and sympathetic support
* sources such as professional, technical, ethical and moral influ-
ence acceptance of authority
* bureaucratic system affects acceptance of authority
* gesagsaanvaarding gaan gepaard met professionele bevoegdheid en
deskundigheid van prinsipaal
* women principals increase work morale of teachers because they pass
on their power, encourage innovative decision-making and respect
and take heed of teachers' professionalism
* sexist behaviour towards women should be stopped; patriarchal atti-
tudes should be ignored
* principals should value ideological and ethical principles if they
want teachers to accept their authority
FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
* accept principal's authority because of his/her professional
status, management expertise and administrative competencies
* bureaucracy of system, confidence, objectivity and competency of
principal affect teachers' acceptance of his/her authority
* moral laws, spiritual values and tradition influence acceptance of
authority
* personal, bureaucratic and ideological factors have a bearing on
acceptance of authority
* if principal is non-sexist and respects teachers moral and profes-
sional
values, this will cement the acceptance of his/her authority
* male and female teachers fail to take a woman principal seriously
* factors in a woman such as being too weak, too emotional, talk too
much, too sensitive and caring affect acceptance of a female
principal's authority
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* women principals can command authority because of their orderli-
ness, personal involvement, interaction and sensitivity to
teachers' and pupils' needs
* regardless of the sex, I will accept my principal's authority
because I need his/her encouragement and recognition
* sources such as freedom, rewards, moral and professional behaviour
affect acceptance of authority
* technical authorial guidance, bureaucratic laws and rational
principles influence acceptance of authority
* teachers succumb to principal's authority because of moral, profes-
sional, personal, family, cultural, spiritual and traditional
factors
Table 3.7 focuses specifically on teachers' views of their ideal authority
figure in a school (see 3.3, p.41-43)
TABLE 3. 7: AN ABRIDGED EXPLANATION OF TEACHERS' VIEWS REGARDING THEIR IDEAL
AUTHORITY FIGURE IN A SCHOOL
FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES)
* an ideal principal is an inspired person, the hub around which the
administration and organization of the school revolves. He/she is a
key figure with regard to wise decision-making, greater insight,
clear vision and leadership style. He/she should be warm, approach-
able, hardworking, have professional poise, and be sympathetic and
tactful towards subordinates
* hy/sy moet onbesproke van karakter wees
* hy/sy moet voorbeeldig en uiters verantwoordelik, pligsgebonde,
eerlik en opreg wees sover dit hul daaglikse en amptelike take
betref
* be able to command respect, be good in analyzing problems, be
decisive, and be a professional, administrative, spiritual,
authoritative and community leader
* he/she must have a positive attitude and zest to reach greater
heights and contribute to discussions in a constructive way with
intellectual honesty and an eye for the realities of a situation
* have an irreproachable character, maintain good relationships, be
flexible, meticulous and efficient in administrative skills
FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES)
* 'n ideale skoolhoof beskik oor goeie organisatoriese vermoens, voer
administratiewe pligte konsensieus en doelgerig uit; is voorbeel-
dig; handhaaf goeie dissipline; tree onpartydig op; en sy/haar
vriendelikheid en opregtheid dra daartoe by dat leerkragte agting
en respek teenoor hom/haar toon
* be a person of high integrity, be respectful and exemplary, have
charisma, be modest and humble, not be racist or sexist, be pragma-
tic, realistic and idealistic and be both father and mother to the
teachers
* manifest good commun~cative, administrative and organizational
skills, be tolerant, flexible, have good co-ordination, be futuris-
tic, versatile, decisive, rise to the occasion, be constructive,
visionary and tenacious
* have undoubted administrative, organizational and communicative
abilities, be approachable, exemplary, reliable, loyal, objective
and decisive
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* praise, support and positively encourage teachers, have vision,
high expectations, good interpersonal and organizational skills,
handle stress and high integrity and have high need for improvement
and achievement
FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES)
* an ideal principal should have sound administrative, organiza-
tional and communicative skills, have high and realistic expec-
tations of teachers; allow participation and collaboration in
decision-making; have a strong sense of vision and mission;
resolve conflicts effectively; analyze problems; maintain good
human relationships with colleagues, pupils, parents and broader
community
* hy/sy moet gesonde interpersoonlike verhoudings handhaaf, oor
deskundige kennisbeskik, sterk verantwoordelikheidsin, 'n sin
vir humor, goeie leierskapvaardighede, goeie organisatoriese
vermoens, koordinering en effektiewe kontrolering van opdragte
en besluite wat onontbeerlik is vir die skool se daaglikse werk-
saamhede
* have high integrity, be respectful, exemplary, have a clean track
record, good communicative skills, reflect analytically on her/his
credibility, strengths and weaknesses of authority, listen atten-
tively and sympathetically, encourage teachers, guarantee confi-
dentiality, have good insight and maintain sound human relations
* he/she should be humane, courteous, patient, admit his/her
mistakes, unite staff, maintain equilibrium, expert in subject
method, teaching principles, have initiative, be strongly motiva-
ted, co-operative, purposeful, dynamic, resourceful and well-
disciplined
* take the lead deliberately, treat teachers with dignity and
respect; have expert knowledge and academic and professional
qualifications
FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
* be a positive decision-maker and administrator, have professional
qualifications and expert knowledge, display patience, tact, adap-
tability, not lose self-control, avoid being too prescriptive, not
postpone decisions, act resolutely and with understanding, be
flexible and keep abreast of new developments
* have sound administrative and organizational skills, be a school's
public relations officer, have good interpersonal skills, act with
insight and diplomacy, be sympathetic but firm, be confident,
objective, specif~c, be future-orientated, prepared for change and
renewal in education
* create secure and satisfactory environment, be approachable,
friendly and consistent
* have empathy, listen attentively, have restraint, consistency,
handle change and adversity, 'threats and conflicts and act as
initiator and negotiator
* create opportunities, be skilful, plan, delegate and control school
affairs effectively
* maintain sound interpersonal relationships; be humane, courteous,
assertive, use body language, non-verbal communication, have sound
knowledge of human nature and break away from traditions
Table 3.7.1 is a brief version of teachers' impressions with regard to
their ideal authority figures (see 3.3.1, p.44-46).
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TABLE 3. 7 • 1 : A BRIEF ILLUSTRATION OF MODEL AUTHORITY FIGURES AS PERCEIVED
BY TEACHERS
FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES)
* mother: nurturance, religiousness, supportiveness, sympathetic,
inspirational, strict and domineering
* mother and teacher: mentor, willing, sensitive, conscientious,
undoubted teaching ability and handles conflicts in a pleasant
and constructive way
* mother, father, pastor and teacher (female): good disciplinarians,
decisive, high need for achievement, father was good at stress
handling with good morals and unimpaired character; all four ideal
figures were versatile and flexible, showing love and understanding
* Margaret Thatcher: led nation through times of adversity; her
power-sharing, consistency, courageousness and charisma made her a
powerful authoritative leader
* father, ex-principal (male): tough, aggressive, independent, good
oral and written skills; men of integrity with high ambition and
high need for power; both are responsible decision-makers
* ouers: volwassenheid, voorbeeldigheid, verantwoordelikheid, goeie
handhawing van dissipline, baie liefdevol, pligsgetrou en stand-
vastig en goeie lewenswandel
* Margaret Thatcher: persevered in a man's world; she was firm
towards male politicians in parliament, earned the name "Iron Lady"
* Princess Diana: excelled as charity worker, very motherly, her
perseverance, maturity, devotion to duty and good ability to
relate to people, a cheerful, responsible, reliable woman and
caring mother
FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALE)
-
* Nelson Mandela: man of integrity, excellent character, diplomacy
and dynamism, has the prudence, perspicuity and dedication to hold
a position of great responsibility; he adopts a unique style of
leadership
* Nelson Mandela: his humility, suffering and patience; a refined
gentleman showing self-respect and respect for others; goodjudgement; charismatic, modest, assertive, good negotiating
abilities and democratic leadership skills
* moeder: pligsgebonde, voorbeeldig, liefdevol en behulpsaam
vader: neem voortou in die huis, menslik, streng, opreg, respek,
lojaliteit, harmonie en toegeneentheid
* Prophet of Islam (Rasulullah): tolerance, humbleness, love, com-
passion, kindness, truthfulness, hardship, righteousness
* authority in any organization is linked to personal characteristics
of the leader
* Dikgang Moseneke: cool, calm, collected, well-spoken, highly intel-
lectual, very competent, refined, modest; a wealth of administra-
tive and organizational skills
FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES)
* mother, Eva Peron, Benazir Bhutto, Margaret Thatcher: charismatic,
tough, powerful, courageous, self-confident and dynamic
mother: commands respect, tactful with drive and adaptability
* mother: emotional, caring, soft, nurturant, intuitive, manipula-
tive and domineering
father: assertive, strict, straightforward, serious, powerful,
strong
FW de Klerk: powerful, charismatic
Nelson Mandela: humble, tolerant, clear-thinking, charismatic,
charming, affable and powerful
\'
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* Indira Ghandi, Golda Meir: drive, resourcefulness, courageous and
dynamic
aunt and sister-in-law: professional, good communication skills
and ~espectfulness
* mother: great organizational skills, gentle, caring, sympathetic,
handles discipline with circumspection
father and brother: good insight, powerful, good disciplinarians,
command respect and high integrity
* moeder en ouma: voorbeeldigheid, sterk verantwoordelikheidsin en
eerlikheid
predikant (man): onbesproke karakter, eerlikheid en integriteit
staan bo aIle twyfel; lewenswandel is onberispelik; deeglik en
nougeset
* onderwyseres: toegewyd, entoesiasties, groot belangstelling en
motivering onder leerlinge gewek; eerlik en betroubaar
FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
* vader: neem voortou in die huis; koester hoe ideale, eerlik en
streng
predikant: vertroulik, standvastig, hulpvaardig en lojaal
swaer en skoolhoof (manlik): toegewyd en nougeset
* father: good disciplinarian, straightforward, serious, rational,
self-assured
Nelson Mandela: humble, charming, positive attitude and untiring
zest
* Adolf Hitler: excellent ability of swaying people, remarkably
ambitious; exercised absolute power
ex-teacher (male): dedicated, thorough, positive, inspirational,
exemplary, reliable, conscientious, loyal, a model teacher and
leader
* Margaret Thatcher, Eva Peron, Benazir Bhutto: strong, firm stal-
warts, used their political muscle, persistence, endurance, strong
willpower and very powerful
* moeder: pak talle werksaamhede deeglik en sistematies aan;
lewenswandel is onberispelik; streng, standvastig, betroubaar,
liefdevol en eerlik
Table 3.8 emphasizes teachers' justifications regarding their acceptance or
rejection of the authority of a male or female principal.
TABLE 3.8: A SHORT REVIEW OF TEACHERS' PERCEPTIONS REGARDING THEIR ACCEP-
TANCE OR REJECTION OF A WOMAN PRINCIPAL'S AUTHORITY
FOCUS GROUP 1 (FEMALES)
* authority is a face-to-face relationship and teachers will spon-
taneously accept a principal's authority if he/she engenders trust,
confidence and respect in the teacher
* for his/her authority to be obeyed, a principal must know, under-
stand, trust, be tolerant and sympathetic towards teachers
* there must be mutual respect
* a principal should listen to teachers' needs, wants, problems and
~rsonal viewpoints
* n skoolhoof se gesag ontwikkel uit sy/haar persoonlike eienskappe,
professionele bekwaamheid, kennis en ervaring .
* factors in the principal such as love, tactfulness, fairness and
true empathy affects teachers' acceptance of his/her authority
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* teachers will readily accept the authority of a female principal
if she shows interest, emotion, sensitiveness and care towards
them
* male and female colleagues do not take a female principal seriously
when she exercises authority, but if she shows concern for their
individual differences, involving teachers in decision-making,
a female principal can contribute positively towards authority
* teachers readily obey the instructions of a female principal
because of her greater concern for a teacher's social and emo-
tional abilities; male principals are more work-orientated and
serious
* teachers will not doubt a woman principal's authority despite her
manipulativeness, pushiness, strictness, sensitiveness and sym-
pathetic nature; but males, because of their masculinity, natural
power and strength will not experience problems with teachers
obeying their instructions
* the sex of an authority figure does not matter to me with regard to
my accepting authority, but I expect a principal to have self-
confidence and to be emotionally stable
* 'n man prinsipaal tree meer objektief op, ignoreer onbenullige
dinge en tree 50ms harteloos op; maar vrouens in gesagsposisies,
deur hulle innerlike moederlike instink, sien hulle aIle klein
dingetjies raak by die skool; omdat vrouens meer emosioneel as
mans is, is hulle ook meer rustiger; ek glo dus dat vrouens 'n
belangrike rol kan speel ten opsigte van gesagsaanvaarding in
die skool
* leerkragte aanvaar makliker 'n vrou se gesag omdat sy gouer
vergewe en vergeet as mans; en haar moederlike instink laat
haar nie toe om haatdraend te wees nie
* a married woman principal will get more respect and will be able
to handle more pressure
* vrouens kan mans oorskadu ten opsigte van gesaghandhawing omdat
mans soms pieperig en kort van draad is; vrouens is baie uit-
dagend en steek nie hul gevoelens weg nie; al is die werk hoe
omslagtig, sal 'n vrou-hoof onderdanig bly, maklik vergewe, dus
sal leerkragte haar gesag aanvaar
FOCUS GROUP 2 (MALES)
* a principal's authority will be readily accepted if he/she is
well-disposed to offer love, trust and assistance towards staff
* factors such as knowing and understanding teachers, being an
expert listener, praising and not intimidating them, affects
acceptance of authority
* a relationship of acceptance will be constituted if the principal
has faith, trust and confidence in teachers
* a principal's support, interest, involvement, uninhibited guidance
and freedom influence acceptance of authority
* a school without authority is unthinkable, but love, trust, accep-
tance, freedom and involvement are requirements for acceptance of
authority
* women are the weaker sex; they are too soft, talk too much, argue
over petty things, stay angry for years, are over-emotional, cry
too quickly and are very temperamental, and are therefore unable
to handle authority especially in high schools
* dit is nou die era van die vrou en ons as mans kan nie meer
chauvinisties wees nie; deur haar vroulikheid, uithouvermoe,
simpatieke houding en moederlike instink, sal leerkragte haar gesag
kan aanvaar
* 'n vrou kraak nie maklik onderkritiek nie, nie eens van mans
kollegas nie; as On vrou-prinsipaal progressief is, haar swakhede
raaksien, 'n kompeterende spanspeler is, kan sy beter vaar ten
opsigte van gesagsaanvaarding as haar manlike teehangers
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* alhoewel vrouens gelykheid op aIle vlakke het, kapabel en dinamies
is, moet hulle nog beproef word, want hulle is te emosioneel,sag-
geaard, stry en baklei te veel onder mekaar en vergewe nie maklik
nie, dus het hulle In agterstand van mans in gesagsposisies; dit
is vanselfs~rekenddat In man baas is in die huis; vrouens het
nog steeds n agterstand omdat hulle vrouens is en moet ekstra
harder werk om hulself te bewys veral waar daar baie mansleerkragte
op die personeel is
FOCUS GROUP 3 (FEMALES)
* a principal is the catalyst in the school and must have self-
confidence, love and trust in his/her teachers
* for teachers to accept his/her authority, a principal must be a
thinker with vision, directive, directive ideas, show love, trust,
understanding, support, expert guidance and encouragement
* principal must show respect, trust, confidence, radiate enthu-
siasm and inspiration among staff
* a well-loved, consistent principal who is true to his/her word,
listens, responds, praises, respects and treats teachers humanely,
will have no problems with mutual acceptance of his/her authority
* empathy, love, trust, respect and tolerance are essential for
teachers to recognize a principal's authority
* liefde, vertroue, respek en agting is positiewe eienskappe wat
daartoe bydrae dat personeellede vrywilliglik die hoof se gesag
aanvaar
* although women are not as powerful as men, they have good listening
skills, more patience, tact and a natural instinct of dealing with
teachers' and pupils' emotional problems; and although men are
experts in wielding power, woman complete tasks successfully with
very little fuss
* women's natural intuition and knack of handling problems objective-
ly, can be an advantage for them when dealing with authority
* where a male principal is in charge, ladies vie for special treat-
ment, but men teachers do not attempt to win a woman principal's
favour; this can be a good factor towards her handling of authority
* a female principal never stops being an authority figure, even
outside the school, because she shows more concern for pupils' and
teachers' well-being than a male principal
* for a woman principal it is easy to give instructions because she
is an authority figure and will use her authority to the benefit of
the school
* teachers respect and obey a female principal who is motherly and
shows respect; in many schools teachers are hungry for a woman
principal
* omdat die ma die leidende rol in die huis neem kan sy ook suksesvol
gesag handhaaf in die skool, omdat sy die leerlinge en leerkragte
soos haar eie hanteer en dissiplineer; omdat vrou-hoofde meer
tegemoetkomend optree en aandag aan die essensiele aspekte gee,
voel leerkragte gemakliker teenoor haar
FOCUS GROUP 4 (MALES)
* love, friendliness and caring are essential ingredients influencing
acceptance of authority
* 'n skoolhoof moet liefdevol, verstandig, vertroulik en onpartydig
wees, maar nooit met 'n ysterhand regeer nie
* trust and confidence in teachers affects acceptance of authority
* respect, trust, confidence, knowing and understanding will ensure
total commitment and unconditioned loyalty towards principal's
authority
* women principals will effectively maintain authority because they
are caring, supportive and nurturant by nature
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* a women principal's intellectual strength can be a driving force
in obtaining authority and co-operation from her st~ff
* this male-female issue is somewhat contentious; the new South
Africa has reconstructed the rights of women, but because of
their compassionate, approachable, sympathetic nature, they can
be calming factors regarding authority; but they can have problems
with authority especially in the high school because they are too
emotional
* alhoewel baie vrouens kapabel, dinamies, kreatief en toegewyd is,
bly hulle die swakker geslag omdat hulle te emosioneel is, nie
kompeterend is nie; vrouens as skoolhoofde moet dus nog hulself
bewys; dus sal dit bietjie moeilik wees om die gesag van 'n vrou-
prinsipaal te aanvaar
* vrouens is te saggeaard om konflikte in 'n skool te hanteer
* because of sexist attitudes towards them, women have to strive
harder to.prove themselves; but their motherliness, nurturance,
decisiveness, diplomacy, open-mindedness and analytical methods
of problem-solving, are all pluses with regard to acceptance of
their authority
* males should start giving women an opportunity to prove themselves
in this male-dominated society
* males should put their chauvinism aside and attempt to understand
the growing abilities of women in authoritative positions
3.2.3 Phase 3: The final report
The findings (see tables 3.5 to 3.8, p.53-62) of each theme are
methodologically organized to compile a final report (see tables 3.9 to
3.12, p.62-66) which constitutes the categories. During this categorization
process the interview data are classified into categories which indicate
and illustrate a specific problem. The problems further elucidate direct
quotations arising from the comprehensive analysis (see 3.2.1, p.34), the
individual reports (see 3.2.2, p.53) as well as the transcriptions (see
Annexure B). These illustrations confirm the reliability and validity of
the categories, as well as the research problem.
Table 3.9 elucidates a concluding report about teachers' perceptions of the
term "authority" (see Annexure B).
TABLE 3.9: A CONCLUDING REPORT CONCERNING TEACHERS' OPINIONS OF THE TERM
"AUTHORITY"
CATEGORIES PROBLEM ILLUSTRATION
1. Perception Many teachers disobey "but many teachers ques-
instructions from the tion and object to this
principal authority"
"many principals are too
ri~id in their authori-
ty
CATEGORIES
2. Dissatis-
faction
3. Guidelines
4. Prescrip-
tive
5. Autocratic
6. A right
7. Power
8. Profes-
sionalism
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PROBLEM
If the authority is
negative, teachers
find it unacceptable
Lack of mutual agree-
ment
Principals are too
prescriptive in their
handling of authority
Principals are too
autocratic
Principals misuse this
authoritative right
Teachers disregard
authority if principal
explicitly abuses his/
her power
The teacher's profes-
sionalism is violated
ILLUSTRATION
"baie hoofde is afbrekend
in die uitvoering van ge-
sag veral as hulle dit
afdwing op leerkragte"
"teachers become dissa-
tisfied if principals are
negative and do not allow
compromise"
"duties and instructions
which are not clearly
issued, results inuncer-
tainty"
"authority should be done
within certain guidelines
in order not to provoke
resistance and disap'pro-
val from colleagues'
"principals are too pre-
scriptive in meting out
instructions"
"some leaders are too
autocratic and insensiti-
tive to teachers' needs,
thus making them feel
anxious and threatened"
"there are principals who
abuse this authority and
therefore provoke resis-
tance and disapp'roval
from colleagues'
"baie hoofde misbruik
hierdie gesag"
"hoofde dwing gesag en
mag af op leerkragte"
"my principal, who is
male, loves using power
and position to make de-
cisions"
"principals who do go
overboard in meting out
authority, violate the
professionality of the
teacher"
Table 3. 10 concerns teachers' views with regard to their acceptance or
rejection of the principal's authority.
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TABLE 3. 10: A FINAL REPORT STATING TEACHERS' VIEWS WITH REGARD TO THEIR
ACCEPTANCE OF THE PRINCIPAL'S AUTHORITY
CATEGORIES
1. Rewards
2. Humiliating
3. Powerless
4. Gender
stereotypes
5. Sexist dis-
crimination
PROBLEM
Authority is based on
rewards which are
overlooked by many
principals
Male teachers consider
it degrading to accept
authority from a
female principal
Male teachers make
f~male principals feel
powerless
Women principals are
less able to maintain
authority because they
are regarded as weak,
passive, dependent,
emotional and unsure
,themselves
Sexist attitudes to-
wards women negatively
affect acceptance of
their authority
ILLUSTRATION
"principals forget to
acknowledge, encourage
nor congratulate tea-
chers' good work"
"woman love compliments"
"it is degrading for a
woman to dominate a man"
"1 will find it very dif-
ficult to accept authori-
ty from a woman princi-
pal"
"by being over-patroni-
zing and over-protective"
"challenge her credibi-
lity and especially her
authority"
"women will have problems
with authority because
they are too emotional,
too pettr. and too con-
trolling'
"sexist behaviour inevi-
tably influences the
teacher's accepting a
principal's authority"
"male and female teachers
fail to take a woman
principal seriously"
Table 3.11 will focus on teachers' perceptions of their ideal authority
figure in a school as well as examples of their ideal authority figures.
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TABLE 3. 11: A FINAL REPORT EMPHASIZING CHARACTERISTICS OF IDEAL AUTHORITY
IN A SCHOOL AS WELL AS EXAMPLES OF IDEAL AUTHORITY FIGURES
CATEGORIES
1. Administra-
tive skills,
good inter-
personal
skills and
good commu-
nication
skills
2. Choice of
ideal autho-
rity figure(female res-
pondents)
3. Choice of
ideal autho-
rity figure
(male res-
pondents)
PROBLEM
Principals lacking the
necessary administra-
tive, interpersonal,
technical and communi-
cation skills, will
experience problems in
applying their autho-
rity
Most female respon-
dents mentioned women
(see 3.2.1, p.38) as
their ideal authority
figures. 10 males and
23 females were given
as ideal authority
figures by the female
respondents
The first group of
male respondents men-
tioned only 1 female
and 6 males as exam-
ples of ideal authori-
ty figures. The second
group of male respon-
dents named 8 males
and 4 females as ideal
authority figures
ILLUSTRATION
"a weak school principal
can sabotage the entire
administration, organi-
zation as well as the
foundation of the entire
school"
"my mother and my tea-
cher (female) are my
ideal authority figures
because of their good
administrative and good
human relations skills"
"the reason why I regard
my father as an ideal
authority figure, is
because he is a good
disciplinarian, a
serious, rational and
very self-assured man,
whereas my mother, being
subservient to my
father, is very caring,
gentle, dependent, and
not as powerful and in-
fluential as my father"
Table 3.12 ultimately indicates teachers' perceptions of a woman principal
(see 3.4, p.47).
TABLE 3. 12: A CONCLUDING COMMENT OF TEACHERS t PERCEPTIONS REGARDING THEIR
ACCEPTANCE OF A WOMAN PRINCIPAL t S AUTHORITY
CATEGORIES PROBLEM ILLUSTRATION
1- Feminine Woman principals en- "my feminine characteris-
traits counter problems in tics seemed to be my big-
establishing authority gest obstacle in comman-
because of their femi- ding authority amongst my
nine traits and are teachers"
forced to be tough and
hard in order to gain
obedience
CATEGORIES
2. Instability
3. Sexist at-
titudes and
prejudices
4. Marriage
5. Subser-
vience
6. Non-asser-
tive
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PROBLEM
Intuitive and concrete
thought patterns of
women affect their
authority
Female principals are
not able to handle
authority especially
in high schools be-
cause they are too
soft, nurturant, sen-
sitive and people-
orientated
The inherent manipula-
tive and talkative
nature of women can
influence their autho-
rity
Sexist attitudes
towards female princi-
pals negatively affect
acceptance of their
authority in schools
Married women are more
capable of handling
difficulties with re-
gard to acceptance of
their authority
The subservient nature
of women can create
problems with regard
to establishing their
authority effectively
Women lack the power
to assert their autho-
rity and therefore
experience problems in
establishing authority
ILLUSTRATION
"deur hulle innerlike
moederlike instink, sien
vrouens in gesagsposisies
aIle klein dingetjies
raak by die skool"
"I perceive women to be
the weaker sex, they talk
too much, argue over pet-
ty things, cry too quick-
ly and are very tempera-
mental"
"vrouens, veral in die
hoerskool, moet nog be-
proef word"
"mans en vrouens kan en
sal nooit gelyk wees nie
en vrouens het 'n agter-
stand omdat hulle vrouens
is ... hulle moet ekstra
harder werk om hulself te
bewys"
"married women get more
respect from male tea-
chers"
"gesagsaanvaarding ver-
skil van persoon tot per-
soon"
"regarding ourselves as
inferior to men"
"letting their subser-
vience affect the daily
running of the school"
"weens hulle saggeaard-
heid en magteloosheid,
sal hulle n09. baie strui-
kelblokke teekom in die
handhawing van gesag"
The above-mentioned categories and accompanying illustrations as indicated
in the study, identify pertinent problem areas with regard to establishing
authority as experienced by female principals. A conclusion can be drawn
from the above analysis that women principals do experience difficulties in
the application of their authority.
In the ensuing paragraphs, the relevant literature which was consulted is
compared with the findings of the research.
6?
3.3 LITERATURE RESEARCH
A comparison is now drawn between the literature and the findings of the
investigation. The following table indicates a comparison between the
literature and the patterns obtained from the data analysis.
RESULTS
* principals are too prescriptive
in their handling of authority
* principals are too rigid in
their authority
* principals are too prescriptive
in their handling of authority
* teachers find negative authori-
ty unacceptable
* lack of mutual agreement
* principals are too autocratic
* principals misuse this authori-
tative right
* teachers disregard authority if
principal explicitly abuses
his/her power
* principals who go overboard in
meting out authority, violate
the professionality of the
teacher
LITERATURE RESEARCH
* guard against undue emphasi-
zing of authority
(see 4.3.1.1, p.?3)
* allow teachers sufficient
freedom to use their initia-
tive, originality and special
talents (see 4.3.1.1, p.?3)
* school principals should be
fully aware of the limitations
of their authority(see 4.3.2.3, p.??)
* expertise and indispensability
give teachers substantial
autonomy or freedom from
authority (see 4.3.2.3, p.??)
* personal authority develops a
school climate characterized
by a high degree of compatibi-
lity between teachers and
school principals(see 4.3.2.1, p.?3)
* professional authority encou-
rages dialogue among teachers
and principals that reveal
professlonal values and accep-
ted tenets of practice
(see 4.3.2.1, p.?3)
* bureaucratic authority is when
teachers are expected to com-
ply with the demands made by
the school principal or be
prepared to face the conse-
quences (see 4.3.2.1, p.?3)
* authority as a right is not
universally accepted
(see 4.3.2.3, p.??)
* school principals who are re-
luctant to share any of their
authority with subordinates,
adopt a policy of ratification
(see 4.3.3, p.??)
* professional authority reveals
professional values
(see 4.3.2.1, p.?4)
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RESULTS
* rewards are overlooked by many
principals
* male teachers consider it de-
grading to accept authority
from a female principal
* male teachers make female prin-
cipals feel powerless
* women principals are less able
to maintain authority because
they are regarded as weak, pas-
sive, dependent, emotional and
unsure of themselves
* sexist attitudes towards women
negatively affect acceptance of
their authority
* women principals encounter pro-
blems because of their feminine
traits and are forced to be
tough and hard in order to gain
obedience to their authority
* women think intuitively and
concretely
* female principals cannot handle
authority especially in high
schools because of their insta-
bility, sensitiveness, nur-
turance and caring nature
* a women's sexuality, manipula-
tiveness and talkativeness can
cause problems with regard to
acceptance of her authority at
school
* married woman are more capable
of handling difficulties with
regard to authority
* women are unable to assert
themselves and therefore expe-
rience problems in establishing
authority
LITERATURE RESEARCH
* recognition of outstanding
service is generally rewarded
(see 4.3.2.2, p.74)
* males react negatively towards
a successful woman principal
(see 4.4.1, p.78)
* power is masculine, not only
in how men make women feel,
but in how they (men) monopo-
lise it (see 4.4.2, p.80)
* women are regarded as weak,
passive, emotional, dependent,
fearful and unsure of them-
selves, while men are consi-
dered to be strong, aggres-
sive, independent, fearless,
self-assured and rational
(see 4.4.2, p.79)
* the female principal should
guard against negative bias
of teachers due to stereo-
typical and sexist generali-
sation (see 4.4.2, p.80)
* a woman principal is forced
to be tougher and harder than
a man in order to gain re-
spect (see 4.4.2, p.79)
* the thought patterns of 'women
are intuitive, holistic, con-
texual and concrete
(see 4.4.2, p.79)
* because they are soft, nurtu-
rant, sensitive, patient and
caring, women are people-
oriented (see 4.4.2, p.79)
* women are believed to be mani-
pulative, flippant, talkative
and prone to lying and
although a women's sexuality
is her most valued asset, it
can cause her downfall(see 4.4.2, p.79)
* not in the literature
* women have a negative image of
their own self-worth and are
non-assertive (see 4.4.3.1,
p.80)
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The interviews undertaken with eight male and eight female teachers in
order to investigate the problematic nature of establishing authority as
experienced by female principals illuminated the following relevant aspects
which coincide with this study:
*
*
*
*
*
Teachers have a negative attitude towards unmarried women principals
and admit that they would respect and be more supportive towards the
authority of a married female principal.
Women principals are more intensely concerned with the social and
emotional aspects of teachers, pupils and the community.
Both sexes were in substantial agreement that they would not doubt
the authori ty of male principals because of their masculini ty ,
natural power and strength.
cultural and religious influences and traditions inevitably affect
atti tudes and behaviour relating to the acceptance of a woman
principal's authority in a school.
The existence of certain psychological and personality differences
between men and women influences the effective application of a woman
principal's authority.
*
Male and
leadership
authority.
female principals use their masculine and feminine
styles in a different and unique way when applying
* Society should therefore respect and accept these positive qualities
inherent in females as it will benefit the acceptance of their
authority in schools.
*
*
*
*
The two groups (male and female teachers) felt that the setting of
rules and regulations and the ways in which authority is
administered, leads to the acceptance or rejection of this authority
by the teacher.
There is a significant difference between teachers' acceptance of a
male principal's authority and a female principal's authority.
The degree to which principals (male and female) are involved with
authority attribute meaning to the acceptance of authority.
Authority makes teachers and pupils aware that there is order in the
school and that certain behaviours are unacceptable and others are
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rewarded to maintain this order. For this reason teachers and pupils
are controlled through rules and regulations.
* principals maintain responsible authority over their teachers who
should respond positively to this by displaying obedient acceptance
of this authority. A special bond will develop between principal and
teacher thus cementing this relationship of authority.
* Because of the different thought patterns and social and emotional
differences between males and females, teachers begin to weigh their
own thoughts and question the authority of female principals and
rebel against their authority.
* It appears that the sex of the principal is related to the degree to
which the teacher accepts his or her authority.
* Teachers who experience authority positively in their families, also
find it easier to accept the authority of the principal regardless of
his or her sex.
* Most respondents were almost unanimous that women principals have to
be better than men principals to achieve the same acceptance of
authority. This is a constraint to current and prospective female
principals.
The literature research indicates the complexity of the acceptance of a
female principal's authority. A comparison between the literature study and
the interview data 'has revealed the difficulties encountered by female
principals in establishing their authority. In general, this comparison
shows a significant difference between accepting the authority of a male
principal and that of a female principal.
In the ensuing chapter, the problematic nature of authority as experienced
by female principals, will be discussed.
3.4 SYNOPSIS
This chapter recapitulates and analyses results obtained from the interview
data in tabular form. The relationship between the interview data and the
literature study, which will be dealt with in chapter four, is also
addressed in this chapter.
Chapter four will attempt to emphasize the essential characteristics of
authority and its positive and negative aspects as experienced by female
principals.
I"'
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE PROBLEMATIC NATURE OF AUTHORITY AS EXPERIENCED BY
FEMALE PRINCIPALS
"There, can be no solution to South Africa's problems
until there is real equality between men and woman.
We need to get away from machoism and stereotypes of
boys playing wi th guns and girls wi th dolls"
(Minister Without Portfolio, Jay Naidoo, 1994; as quoted
by Sboros (ed.), 1994a:13).
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Although authority is a fundamental requirement to the functioning of every
school, many female principals seem to experience difficulty in the
acceptance of their authority (Bateman & Zeithaml, 1993:286; Gorton,
1983: 517) . In South African schools, authority (legitimate power) is
probably the single form of power that contributes most towards achieving
educational objectives. Because of historical inequalities and gender
stereotypes that are so prominent in our culture, society is still doubtful
as to whether or not women are as capable as men to be effective in school
management (Owens, 1991:89; Sboros (ed.), 1994b:10; Badenhorst, et al.
1982:23).
For learning to become possible, the teacher expects the pupil to respect
and accept his or her authority. Therefore, the rationally conscious
willingness of the teacher to accept the authority of the school principal
is an essential prerequisite for effective school management (Bantock,
1970:189; Badenhorst, et al. 1982:23). This study will thus involve women
in educational management with reference to the problematic nature of
authority as experienced by female school principals.
In order to understand the full complexity of authori ty and female
principals, brief attention will be given firstly to the essential aspects
of authority. This is followed by a brief historical perspective concerning
females in educational management. Stereotypical generalizations, salient
perceptions, personal characteristics, management styles of women managers
and a brief synopsis concludes this chapter.
4.2 ELUCIDATION OF THE TERM AUTHORITY
According to Trone (1977:138, as quoted by Badenhorst, et al. 1982:22), the
term authority means legitimate power and is the "socially accepted right
to influence the behaviour of others, prescribing and proscribing their
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activities". Authority thus resides in positions rather than in people
(Bateman & Zeithaml, 1993:286; Hersey & Blanchard, 1982:177).
However, Gorton (1983:517) states that authority is not power, since power
is the resource that enables leaders to induce compliance from or influence
others (Hersey & Blanchard, 1982:177; Kravitz, 1987:49). Sergiovanni and
Starratt (1993:22) continue by stating that authority is the power which
influences thought and behaviour of people. On the other hand, Gibson et
ale (1991:330), have recognized that, although authority is a subset of
power, it does not carry the implication of force and coercion which are
present in power.
While authority and power are different psychological processes, they are
intermeshed with respect to how school principals may use both depending on
the situation arising and the subordinates involved. This interrelationship
between authority and power with respect to the role of the educational
leader enables the reader to realize that authority, power and educational
management go hand in hand. From the aforementioned, it may be concluded
that power and authority are integral aspects of the school principal's
management tasks (Van der Westhuizen (ed.), 1991:33).
4.3 THE ESSENTIAL ASPECTS OF AUTHORITY
4.3.1 The aim and nature of authority
The concept "authority" is distinctly derived from "auctor" and
"auctoritas", which refer to producing, inventing, or power to influence or
command thought or behaviour (Peters, 1980:14; Woolf & Arton, 1979:75).
As educational leader of professional and other staff, it is the primary
task of the school principal to execute sound, stable and effective
authori ty in all matters concerning the school. Authority is therefore
based on the professional status of the school principal as the holder of
authority in the school. The essential features of authority will be
discussed in the paragraphs which follow.
4.3.1.1 Characteristic features of authority
Gibson et al. (1991:330) and Hoyle (1986:74/75) provide the following
essential characteristics of authority:
* The school principal possesses authority because of the position
that he/she holds in the school.
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* The school principal in a legal authoritative position, exercises
authori ty and thereby gains acquiescence because helshe has a
legitimate right.
* Authority flows from the top down in the hierarchy of schools.
* Authority refers to the formally sanctioned right to make final
decisions.
* Authority implies voluntary submission by subordinates. Principals
should guard against undue emphasizing of authority and allow
teachers sufficient freedom to use their initiative, originality and
special talents.
From the above, it can be deduced that although authority is universal,
cognisance should not only be taken of teachers' adherence to authority,
but also to the acceptance of the principal's authority (Owen, 1992:223;
. Van Schalkwyk, et ale 1982: 121; Van der Westhuizen, 1991: 29). Because
authority stems from various sources, these sources will be discussed
subsequently.
4.3.2 Sources of authority
The authority of the educational leader can be based on one or a
combination of five broad sources of authority.
4.3.2.1 Different sources of authority
Sergiovanni and Starratt (1993:23/24) highlight the following sources of
authority which influence teachers' acceptance of the principal's
authority:
*
*
*
Bureaucratic authority: This source of authority which is in the
form of legal and organizational mandates, depends on hierarchy,
rules and regulations where. teachers are expected to comply with the
demands made by the school principal or be prepared to face the
consequences.
Personal authority: Develops a school climate characterized by a
high degree of compatibili ty between teachers and school principals.
Technical-rational authority: This source of authority relies on
evidence derived from logic and scientific research in education.
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* Professional authority, that is, authority in the form of teacher
experience, expertise of teachers and knowledge of teaching skills.
This authority encourages dialogue among teachers and principals
that reveal professional values and accepted tenets of practice.
* Moral authority, that is, authority derived from teachers' duties
with regard to widely shared values, ideas and ideals.
As shown in Figure 4.1, it is apparent that each of the above sources of
authority, if applied as a combination of sources, will have on impact on
the acceptance of a principal's authority. The majority of responses to the
question regarding acceptance of the authority of the principal (see 3.2,
p.37-41) indicated that positive effect of the above sources on the
authority of the school principal. The factors which influence the basis of
teachers' obedience of authority, are emphasized in the next section.
4.3.2.2 Factors influencing the foundation of obedience to authority
Milgram (1974, as quoted by Torrington & Hall, 1987:61-63) illuminates the
significance of obedience to authority by pointing out the following
factors which form the foundation for acceptance of authority:
* Family: Parental rules, commands and a regard for adult authority
form the groundwork for moral obligations.
*
Institutional background:
positions, are ruled by
committees and the state.
Teachers,.
the school
who are in
principal,
subordinate
local school
*
*
*
*
Rewards: Recognition of teachers' outstanding service is generally
rewarded, while promotions, not only reward the teacher, but also
ensures the continuity of the hierarchy.
Discerning of authority: the fact that authority is normatively
supported, makes people perceive the principal as the socially
controlling figure in the school.
Admission and participation into the authority system: The principal
must perceive which authority is relevant to a specific event.
He/she can therefore delegate certain responsibilities in specific
teachers.
The dominating ideology: The lawfulness of the social situation is
associated with a justifying overarching ideology. The legitimacy
of the teaching profession, confirmed by society's values and needs,
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imply that the subordinate's obedience to authority is fundamental
to the attainment of desirable objectives at the school.
With the above in mind, the factors, as shown in Figure 4.1 (p.76), lay the
groundwork for obedience to the authority of the principal. As indicated in
Table 3.2 (p.37-41), most respondents felt that they were predisposed to
obey the authority of their principal, regardless of what gender he/she
was, on condition that the hierarchical setting, identification of
authority figure voluntary entry into the system and a justifying ideology
were present in the school. The willingness of most respondents to adhere
to the authority of the educational leader was greatly enhanced when
teachers emphasized that these ingredients, as mentioned on page 74, can
have a positive effect on their (teachers') acceptance of the principal's
authority.
It can therefore be inferred from the above discussion that teachers have
a predilection to obey instructions from school principals provided that
they (principals) take cognisance of the various factors and sources which
affect the basis of obedience to authority. The following discussion is a
review of the bases which influence acceptance of authority.
4.3.2.3 Bases influencing acceptance of authority
Elkins (1980:49-51) discusses the bases for the acceptance of authority as
follows:
* Firstly, the subordinates may consider the issue to be too trivial
and hence accepts the authority without question.
* Secondly, the subordinate may hold the knowledge, expertise or
competency of the educational leader in such high esteem as to allow
personal judgement in his/her favour.
* Thirdly, the subordinate perceives the educational leader's position
as legitimate.
* Fourthly, because the superior has the right to apply sanctions,
that is, to grant rewards or to punish in one or other way, the
subordinate voluntary accepts his/her authority.
As indicated in Figure 4.1, it is clear that the foundations, sources and
essences are related to each other in a variety of ways, and together they
influence teachers' acceptance of authority. Furthermore, discussions
concerning foundations and sources of authority, revealed that teachers
would voluntary accept the principal's authority because of his/her
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professional expertise, good organizational, interpersonal and negotiating
skills (see Table 3.11, p.65). Certain teachers (males and females) felt
that the emotional and compassionate nature of females could contribute to
teachers accepting the authority of a female principal (see Table 3.8,
p.59-62). Although authority as a right is not universally accepted, both
male and female respondents said that they have no problem in accepting
authority from a male principal, but they also felt that principals should
be fully aware of the limitations of their authority (see Table 3.4, p.47-
52 and Table 3.8, p. 59-62). Expertise and indispensability on the part of
teachers, gives them substantial autonomy and freedom from authority (see
Table 3.9, p.62-63). It can therefore be concluded from the aforementioned
that the foundation, sources and make-up of authority, as indicated in
Figure 4.1, (p.76) are integral factors affecting the acceptance of
authority by teachers (Elkins, 1980:51). Subsequently, the delegation of
authority will be briefly illuminated.
4.3.3 Delegation of authority
Although authority "makes itself felt through leadership that is multiplied
through delegation", school principals who are reluctant to share any of
their authority with subordinates, adopt a policy of ratification. In the
context of delegation, authority means to get something done through
others. Therefore, school principals must allow teachers an appropriate
level of authority for the successful completion of tasks (Nelson, 1988: 85;
Spriegel, et ale 1957:13).
Furthermore, effective delegation of authority requires the principal to
consider both the personalities and experiences of the teachers. It is
therefore accepted good practice that school principals should, because of
the vast increase in authority problems which they now face, delegate
authority because it could be beneficial to the school (Nelson, 1988:22;
Van der Westhuizen, 1991:172-175; Davies, et al. 1991:131; Rees, 1988:84-
89). A few concluding remarks about authority will be given in the ensuing
paragraphs.
4.3.4 Summary of authority
The aforementioned arguments show that the various defini tions of authority
serve as a point of departure and basis for further analysis of the
research problem. It may be concluded from the above that the bases,
source, factors and delegation of authority are fundamental aspects which
influence acceptance of authority by teachers. These factors are signifi-
cant for this research because they highlighted important aspects of
teachers' obedience to the authority of the principal. In the ensuing
section, brief perspectives on females in educational management, will be
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emphasized.
4.4 PERSPECTIVES ON FEMALES IN EDUCATIONAL MANAGEMENT
4.4.1 Brief historical review of females in educational management
Throughout the ages, the status and role expectancy of women has been
unenviable, negative and·riddled with contradictions. The ancient Greeks
propagated female inferiority, and this bias against women continued
throughout the Middle Ages and the Renaissance (Clabaugh, 1986:130-133). By
the onset of the twentieth century, women started acquiring educational
careers identical to those of men. From this stage, the campaigning of
women's rights emerged. In the South African context, women were generally
disadvantaged in comparison to men and were allowed limi ted access to
educational opportunities (Cook, 1991:43). It is interesting to note that
women have been conditioned throughout the generations to play a
subservient role, thereby denigrating their own sex (Duff, 1990:25).
Although women are overwhelmingly represented in the teaching service, they
are poorly represented among the ranks of school principals in most South
African schools today (RSA, 1994:26). Male teachers reacted negatively
towards a successful woman school principal (Larwood & Wood, 1977: 99) .
Despite this discrimination, many South African women in leadership
positions are emerging as strong authoritative power structures in their
communities (Raphaely, 1994:41).
However, because school principals have primarily been male for such a long
time, and the fact that past literature says very little about women in
educational management, an in-depth investigation into the factors
underlying this historical trend will be discussed in the next few
paragraphs.
4.4.2 Women in educational management: Gender role stereotypes and
myths
Various ingrained stereotyped beliefs regarding the innate gender roles
accorded to men and women determine the acceptance of authority of both
male and female principals. According to Walker (as quoted by Ozga,
1993: 17) , women principals are subject to stereotypical discrimination
which is not experienced by their male counterparts. The following
stereotypes commonly affect the authority of women principals (Dipboye,
1978, as quoted by Stead, 1978:2-6):
*
Men are emotionally more stable than women. A few male respondents
were doubtful about accepting a female principal's authority because
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of their emotional, compassionate and sensitive nature.
* Men value intrinsic motivators, such as achievement, promotion,
responsible and meaningful work, more than women. Several interviews
with male and female respondents reveal that women are equally as
committed to their work and as intrinsically motivated as men, if
they are given equal opportunities for self growth and progress.
* Men are innately more assertive and powerful than women and women
are considered to be passive, weak, dependent and unsure of
themselves. Recent interviews with teachers indicated that effective
female principals can assert their authority as effectively as male
principals.
* The successful principal possesses masculine traits such as
assertiveness, emotional stability, ambition, strength, aggressive-
ness and self-assurance. Some male respondents said that women are
less able to handle authority.because of their dependence, poor self
image, passivity, lack of assertiveness and powerlessness.
other mythical stereotypes with respect to gender roles which have created
deeply entrenched attitudes and which are difficult to change, can be
summarized as follows (Dipboye, et al. as quoted by Stead, 1978:3):
* A woman principal is forced to be tougher and harder than a man in
order to gain respect. This stereotyped expectation' can be
attributed partly to the fact that women are regarded as weak,
passive, emotional, dependent, fearful and unsure of themselves,
while men are considered to be strong, aggressive, independent,
fearless, self-assured and rational.
* The thought patterns of women are intuitive, holistic, contextual
and concrete.
* Because they are soft, nurturant, sensitive, patient and caring,
women are people-oriented, while men, because they are hard,
insensitive and protective, are regarded as task-oriented.
* - Women are believed to be manipulative, flippant, talkative and prone
to lying and although a woman's sexuality is her most valued asset,
it can cause her downfall.
* Women have a negative image of their own self-worth and are non-
assertive.
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Because gender role stereotypes and myths such as the above, have evolved
from the traditional roles that women have played for centuries, a few male
respondents who exhibited sexism and male chauvinism, mentioned that deep-
seated problems such as those above, does affect the acceptance of a female
principal's authority negatively (see Table 3.10, p.64).
In addition, although power is masculine, not only in how men make women
feel, but in how men monopolise it, the female principal should guard
against negative bias of teachers due to stereotypical and sexist
generalisations, as this could inhibit her effective application of
authority which would be counterproductive to effective school management
(Rizzo & Mendez, 1990:19; Schein, 1977, as quoted by Smit, 1978:52).
In conclusion, Picker (1979: 27) agrees with Fenn (1978, as quoted by Stead,
1978:29), when she admits that stereotypical myths have "truly limited the
horizons" of female principals, thus resulting in a disregard of their
authority by teachers. Smith and Smits (1994:44) contend that male and
female principals experience authority differently because of their
different histories, perceptions and behaviours in the school. The
barriers, personal characteristics and management styles, will be discussed
in the paragraphs which follow.
4.4.3 Barriers, personal characteristics and management styles
deterring acceptance of female authority in schools
Although education appears to be undergoing a feminization of leadership,
both demographically and conceptually, most women principals still
encounter intrinsic and extrinsic barriers which influence the acceptance
of their authority (Smith & Smits, 1994:43). Intrinsic and extrinsic
barriers will be discussed firstly.
4.4.3.1 Intrinsic and extrinsic barriers
Intrinsic barriers, such as women have a "negative image of their own self
worth", result in acquiescence and indecisiveness, if these barriers are
reinforced (Greyvenstein, 1989:95; Duff, 1990:20). External barriers, such
as "chauvinistic filter techniques, tokenism and marginality", operate
insidiously to discriminate against women in management positions (Duff,
1990:21; Greyvenstein, 1989:104). Other factors which undermine the
acceptance of female authority in schools are personal characteristics and
management styles.
4.4.3.2 Personal characteristics and management styles
"Silly, as it seems, but my feminine characteristics seemed to be my
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biggest obstacle in commanding authority amongst my teachers" (see Table
3.4, p.47-52 and Table 3.12, p.65-66). This is a comment from one female
respondent who was an acting principal. The literature (Smith & Smits,
1994:43; Larwood & Wood, 1977:27; Picker, 1979;51; Duff, 1990:78) suggests
that, even though the personal characteristics of male and female leaders
are similar, the authority executed by female principals affect the
teachers differently than male principals who also exert authority in the
school.
Although women have numerous personal qualities which also imply good
educational skills, Schmuck (1980:57) determinedly stated that "women have
to be very good and work twice as hard" and she was convinced that "even
superior experience was not enough" for women to succeed in applying
authority effectively in schools (see Table 3.8, p.59-62 and Table 3.12,
p.65-66). Chapman and Luthans (as quoted by Stead, 1978:229) state that
women principals exhibit a more human-relationship-oriented leadership
style than their male counterparts (see Table 3.8, p.59-62 and Table 3.11,
p.65).
In conclusion, Gerdes (1972, as quoted by De Witt, 1991:528) states that
women's inherent feminine qualities such as people-relatedness, intuition
and warmth, aesthetic, cognitive and participatory styles are underrated by
society and thereby results in subordinates' reluctance to accept authority
from a female principal (see Table 3.8, p.59-62 and Table 3.12, p.65-66).
Furthermore, flagrant generalizations concerning the personal
characteristics and management styles of women in management positions,
evoke negative perceptions which reinforce the female principal's dilemma
with regard to the acceptance of her authority (Chapman & Luthans, as
quoted by Stead, 1978:232; Kok, et al. 1994:35).
To illuminate the foregoing, a brief synopsis is given.
4.5 SYNOPSIS
In this chapter, a systematic inquiry into the dilemma of authority as
experienced by females in educational management, is conducted. An
exploratory literature study has revealed several distinct variables which
contribute to the problematic nature of authority as experienced by female
principals. Throughout the history of mankind, androcentric philosophies
and a patriarchal culture have had a significant impact on the traditional
stereotyping of gender roles, and thereby contributing negatively to
women's control of authority in educational institutions (Gutek, et al.
1988:192; Greyvenstein, 1989:20/21).
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It may therefore be concluded that many of the views found in the
literature correspond with this research project. Chapter five comprises
various strategies which can be adopted by the female principal as a means
of effectively establishing her authority.
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CHAPTER FIVE
PROPOSED STRATEGY FOR THE FEMALE PRINCIPAL AS A MEANS OF
EFFECTIVELY ESTABLISHING HER AUTHORITY
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, the focus falls on the formulation of guidelines which can
be adopted by female principals for the effective application of their
authority. The aim of this chapter is to provide positive approaches which
will contribute significantly towards teachers readily accepting the
authority of a female principal. The comprehensive literature study and the
empirical study provided useful information which could serve as a basis
for the formulation of such a strategy.
In the subsequent paragraphs, guidelines, which could contribute towards
the effective establishment of a female principal's authority, will be
formulated.
5.2 GUIDELINES FOR EFFECTIVE ACCEPTANCE OF THE FEMALE PRINCIPAL'S
AUTHORITY
5.2.1 Approaches required of women principals
The way in which women principals conduct themselves will determine the
acceptance of their authority. The following are a few characteristics with
regard to the authority of female principals which could determine their
acceptance:
*
*
*
*
Acceptance of authority is based on factors such as moral,
professional, personal, bureaucratic, technical, participation,
rewards, et cetera.
Women principals should adopt an interactive style of management.
They should continue being participative in their decision-making.
They must try to handle the male-female attitude towards authority
tactfully and be sensitive towards the egos of male colleagues.
It is essential that the female principal should have high ambition,
a high need for power and knowledge of the system of politics and
power present in the school situation.
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* For her authority to be recognized and obeyed, she must know,
understand, trust, be tolerant and empathetic towards male and
female teachers.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
By showing increasing awareness for teachers' social and emotional
needs as well as their individual differences, she will retain the
respect and support of her male colleagues towards accepting her
authority.
Women principals should rethink stereotypical attitudes and
assumptions which affect the acceptance of their authority. They
must develop a strategy which will enable them to handle situations
without giving their male colleagues an opportuni ty to say "we
refuse to take her seriously because she is too emotional and cries
too quickly".
Female principals must foster an atmosphere of mutual respect
towards teachers. Perhaps the most effective support which a female
principal can offer towards breaking down this perceived discrimina-
tion against her, is by providing professional counselling for both
male and female teachers.
Women need to recognize that their inherent strengths can contribute
towards the effective establishment of their authority. Their
feminine, intuitive, caring and supportive nature as well as their
ability to observe detail are qualities which can contribute
positively towards teachers accepting their authority.
Women should read and study books about the experiences of other
women in management positions.
The battle of the sexes is one which will take place as long as
mankind exists and women principals can only level this playing
field by gaining a thorough understanding of themselves, their
school environment and the problematic nature of authority facing
them. It is imperative for women principals to realize that they are
bound to be hurt and disappointed in their handling of authority,
but they will have to prove themselves and their abilities in the
workplace.
Because of discrimination against them, women principals are faced
with the gruelling fact that it is expected of them to strive much
harder to prove themselves in this male-dominated society.
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The above strategy which can be adopted by the female principal as a means
of effectively establishing her authority, can have important implications
in the school.
The ensuing paragraphs will focus specifically on the significant role
played by the Government towards addressing the historical inequalities as
experienced by women in management positions.
5.2.2 The contribution of the state
The state could contribute towards the utilization of the potential of
women principals with special reference to the acceptance of their
authority in the following ways:
*
*
*
*
*
Legislation, which promotes any form of discrimination and
inequality should be eliminated. The Constitution recognized the
specific nature of gender inequality by establishing a Commission
on Gender Equality (RSA, 1994:25).
In the field of education, from primary school level, girls should
be trained to adopt posi tive and non-stereotyped attitudes. However,
within the South African education system there are disparities
between girls and boys and many girls and women suffer unfair
discrimination and ill-treatment (RSA, 1994:25).
Governmental organizations should canvass the demands of women.
The government should undertake to educate and train women by
promoting management-orientated courses.
Appointment of Gender Equity Units to research all aspects of gender
equity in the education system. In particular, the Gender Equity
Unit appointed by the Ministry of Education in the Republic of South
Africa will attempt to:
Rectify the gender imbalances in enrolment, dropouts, subject
choice, career paths and performance;
address sexism in curricula, textbooks, teaching and guidance;
increase the representation of women in educational management
positions, and also enhance the influence and authority of
women teachers by proposing affirmative action strategies;
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counter and eliminate sexism, sexual harassment and violence in
the education system; and
establish close relations with the organized teaching
profession, organised student bodies, the Education Labour
Relations Council, the National Women's Coalition and other
organisations (RSA, 1994:26).
5.3 SYNOPSIS
This chapter briefly describes a possible strategy which can be adopted by
the female principal as a means of effectively establishing her authority.
The strategy is specifically concerned with the role of women principals
and the acceptance of their authority.
In the concluding chapter, important findings and recommendations regarding
the implications of authority as experienced by women principals in
educational management positions, will be discussed.
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CHAPTER SIX
SYNOPSIS, FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
" ... women do not want an advantage over their male
peers, rather they seek only the chance to compete
as equals for leadership roles in schools"
(Edson, 1988, as quoted by Owens, 1991 :88).
6. 1 ORIENTATION
This research on the role of the female principal in educational management
wi th special reference to the acceptance of her authority, is concluded by
way of a synopsis of the study, a report of the general findings,
recommendations and conclusion. A. brief summary of the research now
follows.
6.2 SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH
The central theme throughout the research is the female principal and the
acceptance of her authori ty. The introductory chapter outlines the problem
to be investigated and formulates the aims of the research. The general aim
of this research is to identify the difficulties encountered by female
principals in establishing their authority and to create guidelines for the
effective application of their authority. The pertinent problem areas
identified allows the following specific aims to be formulated, namely:
* to investigate the problematic nature of establishing authority as
experienced by female principals, and
* to formulate a strategy which can be adopted by the female principal
as a means of establishing her authority.
An in-depth exposition of the empirical investigation underscored by the
method of research, the focus group interview and the research project, is
provided in chapter two. Focused interviews were preferred for this study
because relevant data was obtained by conducting focus group interviews
wi th teachers. The empirical study aims to identify essential
characteristics of the female principal's authority as experienced by her
subordinates.
Chapter three highlights the findings resulting from the empirical
investigation. Focus group interviews were utilized as a data-gathering
instrument in an attempt to identify the characteristics of the female
principal's authority as experienced by teachers. To ensure reliability and
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validity of the measuring instrument, an independent academic scrutinized
and analyzed the transcriptions according to protocol. The results of the
study is displayed in tabular form. The literature study is compared with
the research findings to emphasize t~e essential aspects of this research
problem.
Chapter four illuminates the essential characteristics of authority and its
positive and negative aspects as experienced by female principals.
Historical perspectives of women, gender role stereotypes, barriers,
personal characteristics and management styles are reviewed as factors
contributing to the status quo. From the literature study, it is evident
that authority as experienced by female principals, is a problematic issue.
The relevant sources which have been consulted provides an important basis
for the empirical study.
Chapter five briefly concentrates on a suggested strategy for the female
principal which could serve as a positive means of establishing her
authori ty effectively. The guidelines which are given, emanate from an
integration of the literature with the interviews.
The general conclusions arising from and reported in each section of this
research allow for the formulation of pertinent findings which are of
importance to the female principal in the effective application of her
authority. These findings will be emphasized in the ensuing paragraphs.
6.3 MAJOR FINDINGS RESULTING FROM TEACHERS' PERCEPTIONS WITH REGARD TO
THEIR ACCEPTANCE OF THE FEMALE PRINCIPAL'S AUTHORITY
The research focuses an the role of the woman principal in educati~nal
management with special emphasis on the acceptance of her authority. The
specific objective of this research is to investigate the problematic
nature of establishing authority as experienced by female principals. The
distinctive findings are now succinctly displayed.
6.3.1 Research findings
The significant outcomes of this research emanating from focus group
interviews which were conduc~ed with male and female teachers, will now be
briefly considered:
* Most teachers regard authority as a priority issue within schools.
Both male and female teachers agreed that factors such as rewards,
participation, moral, professional, personal, bureaucratic and
technical sources influence .acceptance of authority.
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* All female teachers frequently commented that sexist atti tudes, male
chauvinism and a patriarchal culture are still prevalent in their
schools. This was ascribed to the fact that women principals had to
work much harder so that teachers could readily accept their
authority.
* From the comments of the female respondents throughout the
interviews, it was clear that they had no objection towards
accepting the authority of a female principal.
* Several female respondents said that the innate qualities of the
woman such as her nurturance, motherly instinct, tolerance,
femininity and manipulative nature, could be instrumental in
teachers accepting her authority.
* Another frequent comment from female teachers was that female
principals would obtain voluntary co-operation and willing obedience
to their authority from the staff, since they are generally more
approachable, sympathetic, humane, sensitive and compassionate when
compared with their male counterparts.
* Other female respondents agreed that teachers would readily obey the
authority of a female principal because she shows greater concern
for their social and emotional problems and her natural intuition
about happenings as well as the knack of handling numerous problems
objectively and simultaneously. It is quite evident that women, in
fact can be a driving force in educational management positions.
* A comment advanced by male respondents was that "women are the
weaker sex, they are too soft, talk too much, are over-emotional and
very temperamental" in their handling of issues. This exhibiting of
sexism and male chauvinism overshadows all perceptions of a woman's
strengths and capabilities.
* Other male teachers felt that women principals would find it
difficult to be ruthless and powerful in the school situation. Some
men appear not to realise that functions requiring physical strength
cannot be compared to those requiring intellect when managing
teachers.
* A criticism towards a female principal's approach, was that she
tended to overreact, becoming over-aggressive and consequently lacks
self-confidence. Some male respondents were therefore doubtful
regarding the acceptance of her authority.
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* Several male and female respondents were in substantial agreement
that it is now the era of the woman, especially in South Africa and
despite setbacks and obstacles, such as discrimination and sexism,
they should continue fighting for their rights in order to take
their rightful place in society.
* A few male respondents mentioned stereotypical assumptions such as
"dit is vanselfsprekend dat die man baas is in die huis"; hulle is
die swakker geslag"; "hulle is te emosioneel en nie kompeterend
nie"; "dus moet vrouens as skoolhoofde nog hulself bewys en dit sal
bietjie moeilik wees om die gesag van 'n vrou te aanvaar".
* A positive reaction towards the acceptance of a female principal's
authority from one male teacher was that their (women) diplomacy,
open-mindedness, analytical approach of solving problems,
motherliness and not divorcing themselves from difficult situations,
are all contributory factors with regard to teachers willingly
accepting the authority of a female principal.
The recommendations evolving from this research will now be briefly stated.
6.4 RECOMMENDATIONS
The general objective of this research was to investigate the reasons why
female principals encountered difficulties in establishing their authority.
A literature study together with an empirical study was undertaken to gain
a perspective of the problems experienced by women principals with regard
to the acceptance of their authority and to formulate guidelines for the
effective application of this authority. The findings necessitated the
following recommendations pertaining to this research:
*
*
*
Besides having higher aspirations, women should improve their
academic qualifications through further study to combat prejudicial
attitudes towards them and to compete in a man's world.
In this macho, male-dominatect society, women in management positions
should recognize that they have an extraordinary capacity to adapt
and to triumph even when conditions are tough.
The feminine leadership style of women is a wonderful gift which can
contribute immensely to good educational management and specifically
towards the effective establishment of their authority.
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* Women should gain experience in public situations where they can
"think on their feet" and clearly articulate their opinions and
feelings.
* Women in management positions should not be afraid of rejection and
should be prepared to "put themselves on the line".
* Women principals should assess their value realistically by
recognizing their strengths and weaknesses.
* Do not be embarrassed about recogn1z1ng and admitting your
strengths. Let people know that you are capable of establishing
authority effectively. Build up their confidence in you.
* In today's gender-sensitive workforce, masculine leadership styles
should not be replaced, but a balance should be created.
* Women principals can bring about balance in their schools by acting
as catalysts in eradicating sexism and male chauvinism, making the
workplace more people-orientated.
* The deep-seated patriarchal culture dominating most schools should
be gradually eradicated.
* Further research should be conducted with regard to historical
gender stereotyping.
* Intrinsic and extrinsic barriers affecting women's authority in
educational management, should also be researched.
* The comparison between male and female management styles is also
recommended for further research.
Significant inferences, arising from the research, will now be briefly
presented.
6.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Although education without authority is inconceivable, it is undeniable
that numerous obstacles appear to imPede the authority of women principals
in educational management. Where teachers respond positively to this
authority, a special relationship develops between the teacher and the
principal. Unfortunately, acceptance of the female principal's authority is
a somewhat contentious matter.
I \
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Historical inequalities, stereotypical myths, intrinsic and extrinsic
barriers, gender imbalances, sexist discrimination and male chauvinism, are
amongst the numerous hurdles encountered by woman principals with regard to
the acceptance of their authority. However, major findings evolving from
the research indicate that male and female teachers still doubt the
abilities of women principals specifically with regard to the acceptance of
their authority.
The new government of South Africa is rigorously addressing the specific
nature of gender inequality and the Constitution is in the process of
establishing a Commission on Gender Equality which will investigate
specifically all aspects of gender equity in the education system (RSA,
1994:25/26) .
Despite the many discriminations against women, society, especially
teachers, should begin to accept that women have metamorphosed from
housewives to becoming capable and dynamic leaders in educational
management. The fact that women are overwhelmingly represented in the
teaching service, but poorly represented among the ranks of school
principals is also being addressed without delay by the Ministry of
Education (RSA, 1994:26).
Broadly speaking, one could state that a feminine style of leadership
should benefit the female principal in establishing her authority. It would
furthermore be beneficial if male teachers could accept the feminine
aspects of their personalities and women teachers the masculine aspects of
their personalities. In this way, the elements of conflict with regard to
the willing acceptance of a female principal's authority, will be greatly
reduced. Educating and restructuring the social roles of both male and
female teachers seem to be the most promising strategies which can be
adopted by the female principal as a means of successfully establishing her
authority (Uys, 1994:12).
The following two apt quotations apply to this research: "Such negative
expectations and stereotyping impede the process of development by
impacting on both levels of self-confidence and the opportunities to
certain groups" (Human & Bowmaker-Falconer, 1992: 26, as quoted by Uys,
1994: 14); and "forget the scorned part - he11 hath no fury like a woman
fighting for equality" (Sboros (ed.), 1994a:13).
6.6 FINALE
The bottom line with regard to female principals and the successful
establishment of their authority lies in careful negotiation and reaching
mutual agreement with the teachers. The challenge for women principals is
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that they should allow their authority and determination to grow, becoming
even more vociferous, and moving increasingly toward the centre stage.
Women are indeed the "rock of South Africa, and should not be lightly
struck" (Sboros (ed.), 1994c: 17) .
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ANNEXURE A
LETTER OF INVITATION TO FOCUS GROUP
Dear Sir/Madam
Thank you for accepting my invitation to attend a discussion
at 52 Thor Street, Odin Park, Ennerdale, on Thursday, 21 April
1994. I would like you to be my guest for dinner which will
begin at 6.00 p.m. The meeting will follow the meal and
conclude by 9.00 p.m.
Since I will be talking to a limited number of people, the
success and quality of our discussion is based on the co-
operation of the people who attend. Because you have accepted
my invitation, your attendance at the session is anticipated
and will aid in making the research project a success.
We will be discussing the meaningfulness of authority and I
would like to get your opinions on this subject. This is
strictly a research project. At the conclusion of the session
I will be giving you a small token of my appreciation.
If for some reason you find that you are not able to attend,
please call me and inform me as soon as possible. My phone
number is (011) 855-2900.
I look forward to seeing you on 21 April.
Sincerely
G. GASSIEP
FORUM MODERATOR
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ANNEXURE B
TRANSCRIPTIONS OF AUDIOTAPED INTERVIEWS
KEY: R = Researcher FP = Person being interviewed:
Female teacher
MP = Person being interviewed:
Male teacher
FIRST INTERVIEW
QUESTION 1: WHAT DO YOU UNDERSTAND BY THE TERM AUTHORITY?
R Tell me what do you understand by the term authority?
FP Authority means to be obedient towards the person in
charge. I think ... uhm ... authority in a school means
that teachers should obey rules and regulations meted out
by the principal.
FP Ja, gesag kom eintlik neer op die bevoegdheid waaroor In
hoof in In skool byvoorbeeld, beskik ... om take aan jou
uit te reik ... uhm ... en sodoende kan die hoof gehoor-
saamheid uit jou eis.
FP Authority I think is that right which a boss or
principal has, uhm ... to direct the actions of the
teaokers or workers who fall under him or her ... so, this
will benefit the school or any other organization as well.
FP Uhm well uhm ... I fee~ that authority in the school,
uhm is when your principal as the bearer of authority
... issues instructions to you and he expects you to abide
by it.
R Tell me more about the term authority.
FP Well, I feel that authority is a right which is possessed
by any person in a leadership position, ... uhm ... but
in issuing orders to incumbents, the leader should be fair
and just as well.
FP Yes ... I agree, that the leader, in meting out these
orders, should also allow incumbents to compromise freely
in abiding by these orders.
FP It is 'also quite obvious that authority is a legal right
possessed by any leader in an organization to ... uhm
... instruct others under you what to do and also ...
where and when to do it.
FP I just want to add that ... teachers become dissatisfied
if principals are negative in their authority, not
allowing them to com~romise ... uhm ... what is coupled
with this order given to you the subordinate ... is the
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responsibility required of you.
FP Ja, ek stem saam met die vorige sprekers dat ... gesag 'n
erkende reg is ... dit wil se ... 'n reg wat toegestaan
is aan leiers van en i qe organisasie ... uhm ... baie
hoofde is afbrekend in die uitvoering van hul gesag, veral
as hulle dit afdwing op leerkragte ... ek sal later weer
byvoeg.
FP Uhm ... ek wil ook net byvoeg ... dat in die uitvoering
van sy of haar gesag aan onderdaniges ... verwag die leier
ook dat aIle onderdaniges opdragte wat aan hulle ... uhm
... toevertrou is, gehoorsamig sal uitvoer.
FP I would like to mention that ... like you ... the wife is
subservient to your husband as the leader in the home ...
as the authoritative person in the home ... you should be
subservient to your husband by obeying his or her orders
as well.
FP I disagree ... because today both men and women work ...
and the wife does not have to be subservient to her
husband ... but I do agree that subordinates should obey
instructions from a boss .... but the boss ... in turn
should allow the workers some freedom to express their
feelings as well ... in the carrying out of their duties
assigned to them.
R Can you give any further definitions of the term
authority?
FP Yes ... authority is when a leader ... such as a principal
of a school, for example assigns certain duties to the
teachers ... and ... uhm authorizes the teacher to
fulfil these duties and to comply by them as well.
FP I would like to add ... that authority is a directive or
directives which a superior receives from his or her
seniors and ... which is acknowledged by him or her
as well and in turn ... expects you ... as the subor-
dinate to comply or .•. I'm thinking of a better word ...
conforming ... to this directive.
FP To create order in any organization authority is essential
... therefore I see authority as the application of rules
and prescriptions which subordinates have to obey ... but
principals should guard against being too prescriptive ...
that is all.
FP To develop the potential of the staff in any organization
... authority is essential authority enables the
superior of an organization to utilize the abilities and
potential of the staff ... this results in staff co-
operation ... satisfaction of their personal needs and
ultimately to the benefit of the organization as well.
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FP Yes but the principal should hold the teacher,
especially when assigning responsible rules and duties to
him or her ... show trust and respect ... towards the
teacher ... therefore I want to mention that ... the
authori ty applied by the principal ... depends on the
si tuation ... since authori ty is a very complex matter ...
and is something which should not be misunderstood by the
teacher ... because authority does have certain limits as
well.
R Would you like to say anything else about authority?
FP Yes, lastly ... I want to mention ... that authority is
that right possessed by any manager, school principal, you
name it ... to guide ... influence the subordinates .
and, you know ... that power of being able to get them .
the subordinates to obey and abide by these directives.
FP In short ... authority means ... the right to give orders.
FP Yes, authority can be defined as a relationship whereby
a subordinate because of his or her trust and respect for
the authority figure, or the person in charge, allows
himself or herself to be told what to do.
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FIRST INTERVIEW
QUESTION 2: WHY DO YOU ACCEPT THE AUTHORITY OF YOUR SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL?
R In your opinion, why do you accept the authority of your
school principal?
FP I'll start ... uhm ... I feel that authority forms the
basis of everybody's lives ... it is something which comes
naturally ... because in your home there is authority ...
you expect your kids to accept and abide by your rules in
the horne ... so I accept my principal's authority because
he is the holder of authority ... he is the highest in the
hierarchy at the school and also because of his
professional status as school principal ... I accept his
authority at school.
FP As ek dink aan my hoof se gesag ... dan wil ek eerstens
net se dat aIle gesag vanaf God afkom ... dit is afkomstig
van God ... 'n ... dus aanvaar ek die gesag van my skool-
hoof omdat aIle gesag afkomstig van God is ... ek sal
later weer nog iets byvoeg.
FP Ek glo dat ... gesag gesetel is in mense se kultuur .
dus is die bron van aIle gesag gesetel in die kultuur .
asook die tradisies van die mens ... uhm daarom aanvaar
ek maklik ... geredelik my hoof se gesag ... ongeag of my
hoof 'n man of 'n vrou is.
FP I agree with the first two speakers that authority is
something, given ... or rather ... granted by God ... to
us, and at home I expect my children ... and also in my
classroom, I expect my pupils to obey my authority ... uhm
... and also my cultural habits and values as one of the
previous speakers said ... all these aspects ... which I
mentioned makes me accept the authority of my
principal.
R Tell me ... you all know that a house needs a foundation
... so authority also has foundation. In your opinion,
what factors influences the basis or foundation of
authority?
FP Uhm ... because my principal has been appointed into this
... uhm ... superior position by a higher authority ...
uhm and also because he is experienced and also qualified
for this job as leader of the school ... I willingly
accept his or her authority.
R In your opinion, is the acceptance of this authority
different·for a male principal or a female principal?
FP No, regardless of which sex my principal is, I will accept
any instruction or task from my principal uhm ...
since authority is a two-way thing ... uhm if my
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principal respects my moral ... uhm ... religious and also
my cultural aspirations, I will at all times respect his
or her authority ... so sex is not an important issue in
accepting your principal's authority.
FP I expect my pupils in the class to be obedient to my
rules, therefore I respect and accept the authority of my
principal.
FP Yes, but authority is coupled with certain repayments
or I want to give another word ... rewards ... such as
R Please explain what you mean.
FP I mean firstly that ... in ... applying his (sorry or her)
authority ... there should at least be some respect from
the principal and like I said previously ... some
rewards ... uhm many principals forget to encourage,
acknowledge or congratulate teachers on their good work
or on their accomplishments achieved, ... and the princi-
pal is seldom consistent when applying his/her authority
in the school ... I will contribute more later on.
FP Ek voel ... en ek stem ook saam met die vorige persoon dat
gesag gepaard gaan met wedersydse respek ... en veral
beloning ... uhm .. ongeag of the beloning in die vorm van
'n kompliment of ... uhm ... 'n positiewe opmerking
van die hoof is ek wil net verder ook noem dat my hoof
se deelname in die uitvoering van take ... ook positief
bydrae tot die suksesvolle verloop van sake by die skool.
FP Selfs ... ek aanvaar my hoof se gesag omdat hy of sy ...
ek bedoel dit maak nie saak of my hoof 'n man of 'n
vrou is nie solank my hoof aangestel is deur 'n hoer
rang en ... solank hy of sy die deskundige in die skool
is ... dit wil se ... solank my hoof oor die beste kennis
beskik ... aanvaar ek geredelik sy of haar gesag.
FP Ja, dit kom eintlik neer op die feit dat ... gesag ook
gegrond is in die familie ... en ook ... die gemeenskap
... dus aanvaar ek en respekteer die gesag van my prinsi-
paal ... en probeer om nooit sy of haar gesag te ondermyn
nie, omdat ek ook nie verwag dat die gemeenskap nooit my
gesag as leerkrag sal ondermyn nie.
FP Whether my principal was a male or a female, I would
voluntary accept and ... abide by any rules laid down by
him ... on condition that ... uhm ... my good work is
recognized especially complimented ... women love
compliments as you all know ... rewards ... we love
them ... not necessary in the form of money.
FP We have a very bureaucratic control system where rules are
prescribed to the principal by the circui t and chief
inspectors ... uhm ... I therefore bow down to my princi-
pal's authority because of the position held by him in the
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hierarchy ... his or her greater knowledge on ... uhm ...
. technical and professional matters ... my principal is
meticulous, exemplary ... and especially my principal's
loyalty ... for these reasons which I mentioned I
strongly accept my principal's authority.
R Would you like to say more?
FP I accept my principal's authority regardless of
whether he is a male or a female ... because this accep-
tance if based on the good skills he or she has ... uhm
... such as ... good communication skills, proficient in
dealing with colleagues, ... greater knowledge ... good
personality ... superior knowledge, especially with regard
to my cultural aspirations.
FP Yeah, I am presently teaching under a woman principal ...
and besides being very professional ... her nurturance,
her personal interest and involvement in our work uhm
. .. her inherent motherly instinct and morals and
moreover, her intense involvement and active participation
in getting things done, without any fuss ... minimizes
many problems at school.
FP Yes, my principal ... who by the way ... is male ... loves
using his power to get things done, and because of this
he has a tendency to be too autocratic ... you know what
I mean ... using his position and his power ... to
make decisions ... but ... uhm he also encourages our
personal and professional development ... I on the other
hand, have never taught under a female principal before,
but I want to mention that ... the nurturing ... sixth
sense ... inst.inctive ... good morals ... and moreover her
emotional and compassionate nature ... and most important,
her femininity are factors which could possibly affect her
authority in a school.
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FIRST INTERVIEW
QUESTION 3: WHAT IS YOUR VIEW OF THE IDEAL AUTHORITY FIGURE
IN A SCHOOL? WHO DO YOU REGARD AS YOUR IDEAL
AUTHORITY FIGURE? WHY?
R What is your view of the ideal authority figure in a
school?
FP First of all ... uhm ... a true authority figure is above
all, an inspired person ... the school principal is the
hub around which the administration and organization of
the school revolves he or she is therefore a key
figure in the school as such, the wise decision-
making, greater insight, clear vision and style of
leadership of the principal ... uhm influences the
prestige of the school in a community an ideal autho-
rity figure in a school should be warm and approachable,
hardworking, have professional poise and also be sympa-
thetic and tactful towards subordinates.
FP Kan ek maar weer in Afrikaans praat? (Glimlag) My ideale
gesagsfiguur in In skool moet goeie organisatoriese
vermoens het ... hy of sy moet onbesproke van karakter
wees ... uhm, hy of sy moet hul Godsdienstige beginsels
op In waardige wyse uitleef ... uhm ... In ideale skool-
hoof, ongeag die geslag, ... moet voorbeeldig en uiters
verantwoordelik en pligsgebonde wees, veral sover dit hy
of sy se daaglikse onderwys en ook amptelike take betref
In belangrike vereiste is dat 'n ideale skoolhoof
eerlik en opreg teenoor personeellede en leerlinge weese
FP Well ... uhm ... we all know that a bad teacher can do
enormous harm to a school ... but a bad or should I rather
say, a weak school principal can sabotage the entire
administration, organization as well as the foundation of
the entire school.
R Would you explain further?
FP So ... uhm ... the prominent features which I view in an
ideal school principal are that he or she must be good in
human relatiohs .•. by this I do mean that he or she must
be able to command respect and be good in analyzing
problems, many principals are indecisive in ... important
authoritative matters, an ideal authority figure
should be a professional leader an administrative
leader ... a good spiritual leader also an authority
leader and most of all, be a good community leader.
FP Yes, I want to say that ... an ideal school principal must
have a positive attitude and a zest to perform to the best
of his or her ability ... and teachers as well as pupils
must be motivated to greater heights ... and therefore an
ideal school principal must also have great organizational
skills, and should contribute to discussions in a
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constructive way, but at all times with intellectual
honesty and an eye for the realities of any situation
arising in the school.
FP I feel that an ideal school principal must have an irre-
proachable character ... he or she must maintain good
relationships with colleagues as well as with pupils ...
be flexible, and also meticulous and efficient in the
execution of administrative duties, yes an ideal
school principal must also partake and show active
involvement in classroom teaching and extra-mural activi-
ties ... as this will contribute to the phenomenal uplift-
ment of the school.
R Are there any other points of view?
R Who do you regard as your ideal authority figure?
FP My ideal authority figure in my life, has and still is,
my mother.
R Why is your mother your ideal authority figure?
FP My mother has through her nurturance, religiousness,
supportiveness and sympathetic nature towards our needs,
since we were children, ... and still today ... inspired
us to utilize our potential ... and has established a
special relationship, even through her strictness and
domineering nature ... with us.
FP My ideal authority figure is also my mother, but besides
her, I have had a lot of female teachers during my school
years, who I also regard as good authori ty figures ... but
one particular teacher, who made a great impact on me, was
my standard four teacher ... I want to refer to her as my
mentor because she was able to recognize the potential
in me as my ideal authority figure, she was alert,
willing and at all times sensitive to our needs as pupils
..• she was a conscientious and dedicated teacher with
undoubted teaching ability, and today she is a principal
..• but unfortunately I do not teach under her, but from
what I hear about her ... is that she has good leadership
as well as administrative skills ... and that she also
handles conflicts and emotional aspects in a pleasant and
constructive manner ... so my ideal school principal must
have good administrative and leadership and most of all,
good human relations skills.
FP My ideal authority figures are both my parents ... my
father is a pastor and my mother a teacher. The reason why
I regard both of them as my ideal authority figures in my
life, is because they are good disciplinarians, they are
decisive and my mother, especially has a high need for
achievement and improvement. My father, on the other hand,
is a father figure, good at handling stress, has good
morals ... with good morals and an unimpaired character
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... besides these traits ... my parents are versatile and
flexible and capable of perceiving our needs, and most of
all ... showing love, trust and understanding.
FP (Smile) My ideal authority figure is Maggie Thatcher ...
she has led the nation through times of adversity. Through
her power sharing, consistency, courageousness and
maintaining her composure even when under pressure she
enhanced the self-worth of all her people ... they admired
and respected her her charisma made her a powerful
leader.
FP No, I differ with the others' points of view. My ideal
authority figure, is my father, and also my ex-principal,
who, by the way ... is a male. I perceived the following
strengths in them, namely ... they were tough, aggressive
and independent. Other admirable traits, which made them
such strong leaders are their good oral and written
skills, good leaders at home and in their jobs ... they
were men of high integrity, high ambition and high need
for power and improvement both are responsible
decision makers.
FP Ten laaste, wil ek se dat my ideale gesagsfigure, my
ouers, is. Die ideale leierskapeienskappe wat ek in
oenskou geneem het ... was eerstens hul volwassenheid,
voorbeeldigheid en verantwoordelikheid ... hulle kon goeie
dissipline handhaaf, ook was my ouers baie liefdevol,
pligsgetrou en standvastig, ... hierdie besondere ken-
merke, asook hulle belangstelling en betrokkenheid tesame
met hul onberispelike lewenswandel, ... in al ons doen en
late ... het my besonder beindruk, dus beskou ek hulle
albei as my ideale gesagsfigure.
FP Uhm. .. like somebody else already mentioned, I also
regard Margaret Thatcher as an ideal authority figure. I
found her very admirable because she persevered in a man IS
world, being very firm towards all those males in
parliament, not allowing them to bully her ... thus she
earned the name the Iron Lady.
FP Another admirable authority figure, in my mind, is Presi-
dent Ronald Reagan ... a charismatic leader with an open,
friendly and dynamic personality. I was particularly
impressed by the manner in which he applied all his acting
talents during his term in office.
FP I (smiling) regard Princess Diana, as an ideal figure
because, despite her problems with her husband, she stood
by the royal family. Although being in the spotlight all
the time, she excelled as a charity worker, belonging to
a lot of charity organizations, she loved visiting the
aids and leprosy patients. She may not be highly educated,
but her motherliness, silent suffering, perseverance,
maturity devotion to duty, ability to relate to those
around her uhm ..• a cheerful, very attractive and co-
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operative young woman, are highly commendable. Her abili ty
of responsibly and reliably coping with the pressures of
the royal family and at the same time being a caring
loving mother, makes her eminently suitable, despite the
problems in her marriage, to be chosen as Queen of
England.
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FIRST INTERVIEW
QUESTION 4: IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT FACTORS IN THE PRINCIPAL
INFLUENCES ACCEPTANCE OF AUTHORITY BY TEACHERS?
DO TEACHERS ACCEPT AUTHORITY OF A MALE OR
FEMALE PRINCIPAL MOST READILY? WHY?
R In our previous question, we discussed the qualities of
an ideal authority figure. Now, in your opinion, what
factors in the principal influences acceptance of
authority by teachers?
FP May I start? ... Well, I want to say that a teacher's
grateful acceptance and spontaneous obedience of the
principal's authority ... is a face-to-face relationship
and this relationship of authority can only be
accomplished ... uhm ... successfully if the principal
engenders trust, confidence and ... uhm ... respect in the
teacher.
FP Yes, I'm convinced that ... accepting the authority of a
principal poses no problems for the teacher ... uhm ...
because a teacher is prepared to allow himself to be told
by the principal what, where, when and how to do it
but the principal must firstly trust the teacher ... and
also be tolerant and sympathetic towards the teacher ...
the principal must know and understand the teacher.
FP Well, ... because teachers and principal spend a lot of
time together ... a teacher recognizes the principal's
authority bec~use of his respect for the principal ... so
there must be mutual respect.
FP Yeah, it is true that a teacher believes in his or her
principal's authority ... and comes to know the principal
as someone to whom he or she can entrust himself or
herself ... it is unlikely that the authority of the
principal will be accepted if a teacher is treated unjust-
ly, ... uhm ... a good principal who continually tries to
place himself or herself in the same situation as his or
her followers ... in this case, the teachers ... he or she
will listen to the teachers' needs, wants, problems ~nd
personal viewpoints.
FP WeI, ek sal die gesag van my skoolhoof vrywilliglik
aanvaar ... omdat ek .. op grond van sy professionele
bekwaamheid en sy persoonlike optrede ... hoe agting vir
hom het en ook omdat ek lojaal teenoor hom wil wees .•.
maar deesdae beskik leerkragte oor magte soos
byvoorbeeld die krytsmytaksies sloerstakings ... aIle
verskillende tipes werkstakings waar hulle die gesag
van die hoof ook ondermyn ... baie keer misbruik leer-
kragte hul mag ... omdat hulle as 'n groep baie sterker
is ... sodoende bied hulle weerstand teen die skoolhoof
... dus, wanneer hierdie geskied ... kan die skoolhoof op
'n demokratiese wyse ... op grond van sy posisie
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onthou die skoolhoof kry instruksies vanaf die kringin-
spekteur en hoofinspekteur ... dus ontwikkel In skoolhoof
se gesag uit sy persoonlike eienskappe, sy professionele
bekwaamheid en die kennis en ervaring waaroor hy of sy
beskik.
R Are there any other points of view?
FP I've listened to the other people's contributions
likewise ... uhm ... in the interests of the teachers
besides factors such as the power and position of the
principal, as discussed by the other persons ... factors
such as love, tactfulness, fairness and true empathy are
aspects which demands that a principal's authority shall
be respected and obeyed by teachers.
R Tell me, will teachers accept the authority of a male or
a female principal most readily? Why?
FP Well, silly as it seems, but my feminine characteristics
seemed to be my biggest obstacle in commanding authority
amongst my teachers ... and I am talking of personal
experience, because I had to act as principal on many
occasions in the absence of my principal, who is a male
and I feel that both my male and female colleagues .
did not take me seriously when I exercised authority .
but gradually, I started to uncover some strengths in me
... such as ... uhm ... actively involving teachers in
decision-making ... showing greater concern for individual
differences in both teachers and pupils being an
interested, motherly questioner, and trying to suggest ...
intuitive, caring, and motherly solutions to all sorts of
problems ... and I was prepared on various occasions ...
to set relentless standards for myself, by showing great
emotion and sensitivity towards the rights of my staff and
pupils. I will contribute more later on.
FP My personal experiences are ... that I will most readily
accept the authority of a female principal ... even that
of a male principal as well ... but as superiors, I don't
want to be belittled and I expect a principal regardless
of his or her sex, to be humane towards me ... so I will
readily accept a male or female principal as an authority
figure ... if he or she is fair and impartial.
FP When I taught in the primary school, my principal then was
a female •.. but now I am teaching in the high school
under a male principal ..• what I did perceive was that
... a female principal does show greater concern with the
social and emotional aspects concerning both the teachers
and the pupils, ... my present principal ... a male ...
is more work-orientated and serious ... however, probably
because it was a primary school, but my ex-principal did
not have any problems with regard ... to exercising autho-
rity over teachers and pupils.
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FP My perception is that ... because women ... in general
tend to be pushy, manipulative ... and sensitive to the
needs of others, they can also be strict and sympathetic
at times and because of this ... teachers will readily
accept the authority of a female principal on the
other hand, males, because of their masculinity their
natural power and strength naturally will not have
problems with teachers obeying their instructions.
FP Probably, to me it does not matter what sex a school
principal is ... but I will readily accept the authority
of anyone, whether it be a male or a female principal ...
but the principal must also be someone with self-confi-
dence who can inspire confidence in his or her colleagues
.. and be an emotionally stable person ... and he or she
will be loved and respected by all.
FP WeI, ek onderwys al 22 jare, en my ervaring van mans in
gesagsposisies is ... uhm ... dat hulle baie meer objek-
tief optree, en baie dinge, wat hulle as onbenullig
beskou, glad nie raak sien nie ... hulle kan soms harte-
1005 optree ... maar vrouens in gesagsposisies, deur hulle
innerlike moederlike instink sien hulle, of let hulle aIle
klein dingetjies op by die skool ... omdat vrouens meer
emosioneel as mans is, is hulle ook meer rustiger as die
mans, dus glo ek dat hierdie moederlike instink en die
emosionele sy van hulle karakter speel 'n belangrike rol
ten opsigte van die aanvaarding van hul gesag by die
skool.
FP Ja, ek wil net ... se punt versterk ten opsigte van die
gesagsaanvaarding van In vrou-prinsipaal ... wanneer In
probleem by die skool opduik, raak die vrouens gouer
opgewonde as die mans, maar hulle vergewe en vergeet gouer
as die mans ... tydens rusies tussen leerkragte en veral
In vrou-prinsipaal, laat haar moederlike instink haar nie
toe om haatdraend te wees nie, maar met mans in gesags-
posisies, is dit net dieteenoorgestelde. Ek voel dus dat
leerkragte maklik die gesag van 'n vrou-prinsipaal sal
aanvaar omdat sy deur haar moederlike instink, baie gou
vergewe en nooi t haatdraend teenoor haar kollegas sal wees
nie.
FP Wanneer probleme met leerlinge op skool ondervind word,
is dit weinig dat albei saam sal kom, in die meeste
gevalle is dit die rna aIleen wat skool toe kom om probleme
in verband met haar kind op te los ... By die huis sorg
die rna dat aIle tuiswerk en studeerwerk gedoen word ...
so behalwe die huiswerk, is die moeder die opvoeder, en
dus die gesagdraer ... so, volgens my mening, glo ek dat
leerkragte maklik die gesag van 'n vrou-prinsipaal sal
aanvaar omdat sy In groot rol in haar eie huis speel as
In gesagdraer. Min of meer twintig jare gelede, was
vrouens nie bestuurders of prinsipale nie, en nog minder
het hulle agter preekstoele gesit, vandag is dit die
teenoorgestelde ... die wereld sal beslis In beter wereld
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wees as vrouens regeer ... leiers soos Thatcher en Ghandi
het dit bewys dat in lande waar vrouens aan bewind was,
was die koskasse van daardie lande altyd vol ... net so
sal die koskasse van 'n skool altyd vol wees waar In vrou
die prinsipaal is.
FP Teachers will readily accept authority from a female
principal, especially if she is a married woman ... as a
married woman, she will get more respect from male
teachers especially ... married women can take more pain
I'm thinking of child birth ... and pressure and
handle more responsibilities at the same time than men ...
and she is always open for any criticism. With these good
qualities and many more, I am sure women principals can
make excellent authority figures and teachers will not
question their authority.
FP Ja, 'n vrou kan gesag handhaaf as sy positief ingestel is
... sy moenie aarsel of bang wees nie, en ten aIle tye ope
wees vir kritiek en meningsverskille ... vrouens aanvaar
nie 'n ding so maklik nie ... hulle is baie uitdagend en
steek nie hul gevoelens weg nie, dus oorskadu hulle altyd
die mans omdat die mans soms pieperig en kort van draad
is ... in die moderne samelewing gee baie vrouens uiting
aan hulle gevoelens, en hulle is glad nie meer so fynge-
voelig nie, ek voel dat gesagsaanvaarding verskil van
persoon tot persoon. As kollegas jou nie sien as minder-
waardig nie, ... jou ook nie op In troon plaas nie ... jou
krediet gee as jy kredietwaardig is ... uhm ... hulle
moenie bevooroordeeld wees nie, glo ek stellig dat vrouens
wat gesagsposisies beklee ... ook die voortou kan neem ...
al is die werk hoe moeilik of hoe omslagtig ook al ... uhm
... dus is ek seker dat leerkragte haar ... ek bedoe1 ...
die vrou as prinsipaal ... gesag sal aanvaar ... omdat sy
baie maklik haar leerkragte kan vergewe ... en nog steeds
onderdanig bly ... glo ek dat sy 'n effek-tiewe leidster
sal weese
FP Women principals just have that personal touch of main-
taining authority and discipline ... I don't mean running
a school in a Gestapo manner but women tend to be more
consistent ... not sexist always open for any new
ideas, and still remain subservient but they
should guard against letting their subservience affect the
daily running of the school.
FP The problem is that ... uhm ... we women do not have th~t
"I know-i t-all-atti tude" and make the mistake of
regarding ourselves as being inferior to men ... female
principals have many inherent admirable quali ties
caring, feminine, natural communication skills ..• suppor-
tiveness ... I think that a female principal will not
experience any problems from teachers with regard to the
acceptance of her authority.
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FP What we did not mention, is this natural intuition ... or
sixth sense ... which most women have ... and I feel this
uhm gift can definitely contribute to them
applying their authority effectively ... I'll add more
later.
FP Yes ... that ability of always noticing the petty little
details of any situation at school ... is another inherent
gift which could assist women in dealing with many
problems regarding the application of their authority.
R Do you think we've missed anything in our discussion?
R Well, thank you very much for your co-operation.
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SECOND INTERVIEW
QUESTION 1: WHAT DO YOU UNDERSTAND BY THE TERM AUTHORITY?
R Tell me, what do you understand by the term authority?
MP I will start authori ty involves the right of a
superior ... that is ... uhm ... the person appointed
above you in the hierarchy, to give instructions ... and
you as the subordinate must obey these instructions ...
uhm ... I will mention more later on.
MP I agree with ... but I feel dat the principal should ...
when he or she applies this authority ... have the courage
of his or her convictions to call the teacher to book if
he or she has disobeyed instructions from the principal.
MP I also quite agree ... that the bearer of authority in the
upper hierarchy has the right to authorize the
teachers or subordinates ... to fulfil certain duties ...
and subordinates in turn should not object or question
this authority.
MP Yes ... there are occasions when teachers question and
object this authority ... uhm ... therefore this authority
which is issued by the person in authority ... the person
in charge ... should I feel ... be within certain guide-
lines ... in order for the incumbent to fulfil certain
duties satisfactorily.
R Could you please describe what you mean by that?
MP Yes, certainly ... for the school to benefit ... to attain
certain educative goals ... duties and instructions ...
uhm ... which are not clear ... uncertain to the teacher,
results in uncertainty ... or even dissatisfaction, so ...
uhm .. coupled with love, understanding ... a mutual
agreement to carry out the duties as efficiently as
possible.
MP Ek dink dit is vanselfsprekend dat soos jy
opgroei, word dit van jou as kind verwag dat jy gehoor-
samig teenoor jou ouers ... veral mense wat ouer as jy is
ook gesagdraers soos leerkragte, predikante,
ensovoorts ... te wees ... dit wil se ... gesag is om jou
te laat gese word.
MP Gesag. .. het ek dink ... veral betrekking op In
persoon se reg erkende reg ... aanvaarde reg ... om
onderdaniges wat onder die hoof resorteer ... dit wil se
... die mense wat In laer rang as die hoof beklee ... uhm
... die interaksie wat plaasvind wanneer In hoof besluite
neem ... en daardeur opdragte aan onderdaniges gee ... die
probleem ontstaan wanneer hoofde hul gesag misbruik.
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MP Ja, ek wil net beaam ... dat die opdragte soos genoem deur
die vorige persoon .. ja ... baie keer word die gesag en
mag afgedwing op die leerkragte sodoende word nega-
tiewe reaksies ontlok ... so, gesag moet nie op die
leerkragte afgedwing word nie daar is 'n etiek daaraan
verbonde ... 'n professionele etiek ... ek dink dus dat
... gesag omvat die reg om vooraf duidelikheid te kry ten
opsigte van sekere riglyne te verrig om sodoende spesi-
fieke take uit te voer.
MP Uhm ... I can define authority as an order ... issued by
a superior to fellow professionals .. ~ without violating
the professionalism of the colleague ja. .. many
principals do violate the teacher's professionality,
without even being aware of it ... uhm ... authority is
thus an order to perform certain tasks for the benefit of
the school ... to attain certain educative goals.
MP May I just emphasize that many principals do succeed
yes they violate and even harm the professionality of the
teacher. I will mention more later on.
MP Authority is an act of management which resides in the
person's position in the organisation ... uhm ... it also
means the right to give out instructions to make
decisions for certain objectives to be reached ... and
thereby subordinates will abide by instructions from the
superior eagerly to prove their competencies.
R Are there any further definitions of authority?
MP My view of authority is ..• the power which a superior has
... to be able to influence the thoughts or behaviour of
colleagues .•. authority originates in the position of the
person in charge ... uhm, what else can I still say.
MP Authority is the right or the power to demand ... uhm ...
enforce obedience from subordinates.
MP The term authority as applied in the school is the right
accorded to a principal ..• as the highest authority in
the school, to delegate professional tasks to teachers ...
and if the authority is wielded correctly ... and exem-
plary teachers will freely accept the principal's
authority ... uhm ... and a principal who expresses his
or her instructions strongly will be taken more
seriously by teachers.
MP The authority process begins by uhm ... the principal
describing the task in question being specific when
giving the directive ... then teachers will volunteer to
co-operate, but principals should not go overboard in
meting out authority.
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MP Ja, gesag kom eintlik neer op die bevoegdheid van 'n
skoolprinsipaal om opdragte aan leerkragte ... te kan
uitreik en daardeur ... uhm ... gehoorsaamheid uit hulle
kan kry.
MP Inteendeel die skoolhoof besi t 'n erkende reg om
opdragte aan onderdaniges te gee en ... te verwag dat
hulle hierdie besluite en opdragte sal uitvoer.
MP Ja. .. die ander punt wat ek wil noem ... is dat die
ondergeskikte die gesag sal aanvaar omdat die prinsipaal
die hoogste rang in die skool beklee ... geen skool sal
vlot verloop sonder die gesag van die skoolhoof nie.
MP Uhm, before I give a definition of authority ... I want
to mention that ... authority is something which is not
alien to the nature of human beings ... it is rather a
characteristic of any human being ... to have some form
of security in his or her life ... that man is always on
the lookout for a guiding authority to place demands on
him and therefore, freedom and authority go hand in
hand uhm ... authority in my opinion ... means ... to
... lay claims on the loyalty and services of employees
... and also to exact obedience from them ... and also to
control them ... but within certain limitations.
MP Ja, ek stem volkome saam met gesag en vryheid nie van
mekaar geskei kan word nie omdat die mens geneig is om
ter wille van sy eie veiligheid en geborgenheid ... te
soek na gesag dus voel ek dat 'n gesagdraer eise stel
aan die mens opdragte aan hom of haar gee ... en
terselfdertyd aanspraak maak op die toewyding van die
onderdaniges en ook verder gehoorsaamheid van hom of haar
vra ... dit is my persoonlike definisie van gesag.
MP Lastly, I want to say ... that authority is a guide for
the child as he progresses to adulthood ... so, the child
freely accepts the parent's authority yes, this
authority is inherent in man's nature ... I think that the
term authority means ... uhm ... the ability of a leader
to make demands on incumbents and to expect some obedience
from them as well ... and also to allow some freedom in
voluntary acknowledging these rules and regulations given
by the leader.
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SECOND INTERVIEW
QUESTION 2; WHY DO YOU ACCEPT THE AUTHORITY OF YOUR SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL?
R In your opinion, why do you accept the authority of your
school principal?
MP I accept the authority of my principal because I have a
high regard for him because of his professionalism ...
that is his character is irreproachable ... he commands
respect at all times he has the ability to make
autonomous decisions and also accepts responsibility for
them as well.
R Will you, as a male, accept the authority of a male or a
female more readily?
MP As I mentioned, although I have never taught under a
female principal, only under male principals, I would
readily accept a female principal's authority if she is
a professional person who upholds the status which is
required, ... so ... I am not sexist ... therefore I will
accept both a male and a female principal's authority
because of their professional status which they hold in
the community.
MP I am sorry, but I do not mean to offend anybody, but I
have taught only under male principals all my life ... and
I have been brought up to believe that it is degrading for
a woman to dominate a man ... my mother has always been
obedient towards my father and my wife is obedient-to me
... so I have and will always accept the authority of my
principal firstly because he is a man ... because of his
professional competency and also exemplary behaviour .
uhm ... with due respects to anybody sitting here .
should I have to work under a female principal or deputy
principal for that matter ... one day in the future ...
I will find it very difficult to accept the authority of
a woman principal despite her professional competencies.
MP ... My wife is a deputy principal at a secondary school
... and she is experiencing problems especially with the
male teachers ... they respect her professionalism, but
they challenge her credibility and especially her
authority ... but after a few nasty experiences ... her
supportiveness, and sensitiveness ... have inspired some
confidence and trust from them ... in her ... so now that
the African National Congress is fighting for women's
rights, I think it is grossly unfair for us as men to be
sexist ... so naturally, as long as there is a good under-
standing between a teacher and a principal, regardless of
what sex he or she is ... and also because of the princi-
pal's professional and personal competencies, I will
readily accept the authority of any principal.
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MP Ongeag of my hoof In man of In vrou is ... aanvaar ek
maklik sy of haar gesag ... my hoof is tans In vrou ...
al is dit maar in 'n tydelike hoedanigheid ... en ek
aanvaar haar gesag omdat dit gebaseer is op haar profes-
sionele bevoegdheid ... sy beskik oor die nodige kennis
en ervaring om probleme op te los en bepaalde besluite te
neem en haar persoonlike optrede in die gemeenskap ...
uhm ontlok respek vanaf haar medemens. Dus sal ek
nooit die gesag van In hoof ondermyn nie, ongeag of dit
'n man of In vrou is.
R So, just like a house needs a foundation, so does autho-
rity also need a foundation. In your opinion, what factors
influences the basis or foundation of your acceptance of
this authority?
MP Uhm ... I would abide by my principal's instructions ...
on condition that he remains autonomous in his decisions
... also if he is personally involved ... showing interest
... and acknowledging my duties ... and I in turn will not
disregard his authority because of his personal skills,
such as his ability to solve problems ... his greater
knowledge that he possesses ... and expertise in adminis-
trative matters ... and lastly his fairness and justness
towards us.
R Will the acceptance of your authority be different for a
male or a female principal?
MP No, ... uhm ... the factors which I have just mentioned
... will contribute to me freely accepting and abiding by
my principal's authority and it does not matter
whether my principal is a male or a female ... the sex
does not matter.
MP Irrespective of which sex my principal is, I have great
regard for his or her authority because ... he is a highly
qualified professional, a person with good morals and
integrity, one who can handle unexpected crises success-
fully, one who never belittles colleagues ... one who can
solve problems and suggest appropriate solutions ... and
one who commands respect of everybody ... these ingre-
dients ... form an important basis for the principal's
authority.
MP In my opinion, authority is based on a solid foundation
of mutual respect and especially in the individuality
of the teacher as well as the respect for the human
dignity of the teacher further ... a principal must
have self-confidence have good communication skills
... must radiate happiness ... a person with morals ...
his or her integrity must be above suspicion ... also
encourage and develop and participate in developing the
potential of teachers, ... uhm ... these factors ... are
important in forming the foundation of the principal's
authority ... if my principal complies with these bases
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which I have mentioned, I will wi thout question accept
his or her authority ... whether he or she is a male or
female.
MP I'm thinking ... I don't see any problem in accepting any
form of authority from my principal ... whether he or she
may be a male or female ... but in their giving out
any instruction or authority there should be some
support, empathy and especially appreciation, you know ...
this enables the teacher to feel committed to partake in
any duties assigned to him or her.
MP Yeah (smiling), I agree with ... that ... in the issuing
of authority or any official duties to teachers ...
the principal I might sound dorky, but I do feel that
some women in authority can be very nurturing ... but at
the same time ... also provide meaningful praise ... I
therefore firmly believe that uhm ... the principal
who acknowledges and ... more important ... rewards
a teacher for any achievements uhm ... be discerning
of the teacher's values, culture and emotions ... these
aspects ... I think ... form the essence for any teacher
freely and without fear accepting a principal's
authority.
MP The bottom line of authority is that ... principals must
let their staff know what they are doing well ... they
must give credit where credit is due ... uhm ... (smiling)
... they .•. principals ... must reinforce the admirable
qualities of their teachers' work ... so, I think that ...
since authority is such an intricate aspect, even in
everyday life, ... and considering the fact that human
behaviour is so unpredictable, the principal should
firstly have a thorough knowledge of his or her teachers
... their aspirations ... their shortcomings ... involving
teachers in decisions.
MP (Shakes his head) ... But principals must remember that
their actions have a major effect on the school ... they
will find that they can only maintain good authority ...
if they are predictable and consistent and always
express approval and admiration ... uhm ... for teachers
not to jeopardize the principal's authority ... issues
such as ... being ... professional ... being ethical and
reasonable in the application of authority ... accepting
the teacher's norms and values ... and being mutually
involved, I feel are factors which play a vital role in
the acceptance of any principal's authority so
regardless of what sex the principal is ... the factors
mentioned are a foundation for accepting a principal's
authority ... by teachers.
R In your opinion, which of these sources, mentioned, does
a male principal use and which sources does a female
principal use most?
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MP Uhm, Oh, I see what I can tell you is that ... male
principals ... in exerting their authority ... have a
tendency to be too bureaucratic towards subordinates ...
male principals, are inclined to use power over their
subordinates that is, always referring to rules and
regulations or even tend to threaten subordinates with
authori ty figures such as inspectors higher up in the
hierarchy ... female principals on the other hand ... look
I have been in the fortunate position of teaching firstly
under a male principal and now, presently, under a female
principal ... she, on the other hand ... is very motherly
... is not bureaucratic, and very sensitive and sincere
and caring, that is very humanitarian ... women tend to
be more intuitive these aspects or sources, which I
have spoken about ... are used in different ways by men
and women leaders.
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SECOND INTERVIEW
QUESTION 3: WHAT IS YOUR VIEW OF THE IDEAL AUTHORITY FIGURE
IN A SCHOOL? WHO DO YOU REGARD AS YOUR IDEAL
AUTHORITY FIGURE? WHY?
R Please describe what is your view of the ideal authority
figure in a school.
MP In Ideale skoolhoof moet ... uhm ... goeie organisatoriese
vermoens het ... hy of sy moet die nodige administratiewe
pligte konsensieus en doelgerig uitvoer ... hy of sy moet
voorbeeldig wees ... goed dissipline kan handhaaf ... ten
aIle tye op hoogte van sake wees ... moet onpartydig
optree in sy of haar interaksie met leerkragte, leerlinge
en veral die gerneenskap ... ander ideale eienskappe soos
. .. uhm ... vriendelikheid ... opregtheid ... dra daartoe
by dat leerkragte agting en respek teenoor hul skoolhoof
toon ... hierdie genoemde eienskappe ... is eienskappe
waaroor In ideale skoolhoof behoort te beskik. .
MP My opinion of an ideal school principal is that he or she
should be a person of high integrity ... uhm ... I mean
that he or she should be respectful and exemplary ... an
ideal principal should have charisma ... he should possess
qualities such as modesty and humility ... not be racist
nor sexist also be pragmatic, realistic and
idealistic ... not be overbearing and rather be democratic
... rather first consulting with colleagues ... and recei-
ving meaningful inputs ... an ideal leader in a school
should be able to assess the abilities of his or her
teachers ... be both father and mother to them ... and
handle problems and discipline with great circumspection.
R Would you lik.e to say more about your ideal authority
figure in the school?
MP Yeah ... an ideal school principal should manifest the
following attributes, namely good communication,
administration and organizational skills ... uhm ... be
tolerant ... allow wholesome feedback from teachers ...
be flexible with regard to rules and regulations giving
colleagues a say in matters, he or she must also be a good
co-ordinator and most,of all, be futuristic, versatile
and flexible and even when faced with uncertainty,
still be decisive in analyzing problems an ideal
school principal should be able to rise to any occasion
... should be constructive, visionary and tenacious ...
these great leadership attributes and many others which
I cannot think of now ... are what I see in an ideal
school principal.
MP Yes, I agree with the others, that an ideal school princi-
pal should have undoubted administrative ... organiza-
tional and communicative abilities ... he or she should
be approachable, exemplary, reliable, loyal, objective,
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decisive ... but how many of our principals know what is
going on in the classroom? How many principals know what
is going on in ~heir schools?
R Is this anyone else's experience too?
MP No, I work with a wonderful principal who praises and
supports his teachers, who is posi tive and encouraging and
who has clear visions of what he wants for the school ...
he has high expectations of his staff and pupils
continuously monitors teacher and pupil progress ... in
my opinion, an ideal school principal should have good
interpersonal and organizational skills, he should be able
to handle stress ... should be a man of integrity and
should have a high need for improvement and achievement.
R Who do you regard as your ideal authority figure and why
do you regard him or her as your ideal authority figure?
MP My ideal authority figure is Nelson Mandela. I regard him
as my ideal authority figure, because, despite his suffe-
ring, he is a man of integrity and excellent character ...
apart from exceptional diplomacy and dynamism ... I have
great respect for Mr Mandela because he has the prudence,
the perspicuity, integrity and most of all, the dedication
to hold a position of such great responsibility ... it is
just a pity ... he is so old ... he definitely has the
ability of influencing people to co-operate in a co-
ordinate manner towards the achieving of common objectives
... he therefore adopts a very unique leadership style
which is manifested in the way in which he organizes
matters in the country.
MP Yes, I have ,a perspective similar to ... I also regard
Nelson Mandela as my ideal authority figure ... and I have
been particularly impressed by his humility, patience,
suffering, but a refined gentleman showing self-
respect and respect for others ... he has good judgement
and is receptive to change and innovation ... to my mind
... Mr Mandela is charismatic, modest ... and he is marked
by. a considerable degree of assertiveness and good nego-
tiating abilities and predominant democratic leadership
skills ... and many other admirable human qualities ...
therefore, I think Mr Mandela is definitely an ideal
authority figure.
MP My ideale gesagsfigure ek kan In hele paar noem ...
is my vader en my moeder en ek beskou enige moeder as
In goeie gesagsfiguur ... positiewe eienskappe waaroor my
vader beskik is ... uhm ... menslikheid, strengheid ...
opregtheid ... my moeder is uiters pligsgebonde en voor-
beeldig sover dit haar daaglikse take betref ... sy is
liefdevol en behulpsaam, en alhoewel my vader die voortou
in die huis neem ... handhaaf sy nog steeds goeie dissi-
pline ... haar sterk eienskappe met betrekking tot die
huisgesin is respek, lojaliteit, harmonie en toegeneent-
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heid ... hierdie goeie kwaliteite van beide my vader en
veral my moeder ... stel hulle in staat om ideale gesags-
figure te wees.
MP My ideal authority figure is the great Prophet of Islam,
namely, Rasulullah ... the life of the Prophet Rasulullah
... was an embodiment of ... tolerance, humbleness, mercy,
love, compassion, kindness, cleanliness uhm
truthfulness, hardship and utmost devotion for the cause
of Islam ... Muslims should try to emulate ... these true
characteristics of the Prophet, ... I can assure you that
these traits ... together with a multitude of others ...
which I cannot recall ... and most of all righteousness
and no discrimination on the basis of colour or nationa-
lity ... He had an extraordinary sincerity and piety
yes, these attributes of Prophet Rasulullah as
contained in the Holy Koran ... the religious book of the
Muslims ... has dominated my life since childhood I
therefore regard the Holy Prophet Rasulullah as the .
ideal authority figure.
R Are there any other points of view with regard to your
ideal authority figure?
MP I want to conclude ... that it is rather unrealistic to
expect leaders to be perfect authority figures ... but I
also want to add that .~. authority in any organization
is closely linked to the ... personal characteristics of
the leader,as well.
MP All in all, I want to ask everybody sitting here. Is there
in life really an ideal authority figure? It is rather
difficult to identify an ideal authority figure ... nobody
can ever be perfect, nevertheless, on the positive side
... like the others, I also regard Nelson Mandela as a
model leader, but I also see Dikgang Moseneke as a key
authority figure. Despite his suffering on Robben Island,
he is a cool, calm, collected, well-spoken and highly
intellectual person ... being a very competent, refined
and modest man, he was involved in the Peace Secretariat
and served on the Goldstone Commission ... these and other
activities, such as his tireless involvement in the first
democratic elections held in South Africa, clearly demon-
strates his qualities as a key authority figure. Mr
Moseneke, who is by profession an advocate, has a wealth
of administrative and organizational skills, is a former
vice-president of the Pan African Congress and serves on
many other boards, of which I cannot recall, but I do
remember that he is also serving as vice-chairman for the
newspaper, the Sowetan.
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SECOND INTERVIEW
QUESTION 4: IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT FACTORS IN THE PRINCIPAL
INFLUENCES ACCEPTANCE OF AUTHORITY BY TEACHERS?
DO TEACHERS ACCEPT AUTHORITY OF A MALE OR
FEMALE PRINCIPAL MOST READILY? WHY?
R In our previous discussion the qualities of an ideal
authority figure was pointed out. Now, let's discuss the
factors in the principal which influences the acceptance
of his or her authority by teachers.
MP Well, I think that teachers are committed to the authority
of the principal firstly ... uhm ... because of the posi-
tion .. . professional status and power which he or she
holds in the school aspects inherent wi thin the
principal which does affect his or her authority are love
... educative love ... a principal who is well-disposed
to offer love will be accepted without question and loved
by his or her teachers ... by creating a relationship of
trust with his or her staff, a principal makes them feel
secure ... for this reason, a teacher feels motivated to
render assistance and readily accept the authority of his
or her principal.
MP From my own experience ... I want to point out essential
factors such as ... a principal must know and understand
his or her teachers ... he or she must believe in his
teachers ... he or she must be an expert listener ... not
ridiculing an erring colleague ... nor intimidating them
either ... rather praising the teacher when he deserves
it. .. and in so doing the principal will command the
trust and respect of the teachers.
MP Uhm ... my perception is that ... it is unpredictable for
any principal to know that he will succeed in teachers
readily accepting his or her authority ... many teachers
might even disappoint him or her ... but it is firstly
imperative that a principal must have faith and trust in
his or her teachers ... showing confidence in the teachers
.•. radiating enthusiasm and inspiration ... teachers will
respond with the same trust, excitement and keenness ...
and in this way a relationship of acceptance will be
constituted.
MP This is in reality nothing new to an experienced teacher
... uhm ... but a principal's increasing support, keen
interest and involvement uninhibited guidance
expert guidance either in a specific subject or task ...
coupled with some freedom ... enables the teacher to submi t
to the demands made on him or her by the principal ... the
fact that the principal acknowledges the personal and
professional qualities of the teacher are ... vi tal to his
or her authority being respected and obeyed by them.
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MP Now, after listening to the 0plnlons of everybody else,
I agree that the ... power, position and authority ... uhm
... love, trust, acceptance, freedom and involvement ...
knowledge ... are essential requirements ... for princi-
pals to reflect upon ... in order to arouse teachers to
accept and obey the instructions of their principal ...
but I also want to emphasize that ... a school without
discipline and authority is unthinkable.
R You all seem to understand what he is saying, but tell me,
what do you think of a woman as principal? Would you
readily accept the authority of a woman principal?
MP Well (laughing). We're dealing with a sensitive. issue
here, but I I d find it very difficult to accept
authority from a female principal should lone day teach
under her ... I don't mean to be biased ... I perceive
women to be the weaker sex ... Imagine what they can do
to you as a male ... in the first place, they are too soft
... they talk too much, argue over petty things ... and
then stay angry with one another for years ... so unlike
men ... women are over-emotional, and cry too quickly .
and to crown it all, they are very temperamental too .
so, personally ... I don't think women will be able to
handle authority, especially in the high schools ... I
have no problem respecting and obeying the authority of
a male school principal.
R Does anyone differ with his point of view?
MP WeI, ek het geen probleem met 'n vrou as skoolhoof nie
dit is nou die era van die vrou ... ons as mans kan nie
meer chauvinisties wees nie ... haar goeie eienskappe,
soos ek in die vorige vraag genoem het, soos haar vroulik-
heid, haar uithouvermoe ... op soveel dinge op een tyd kan
konsentreer, haar simpatieke houding en haar moederlike
instink ... met hierdie uitstaande eienskappe ... beskik
sy oor die vermoe om gesag te kan handhaaf ... en ek glo
stellig dat leerkragte geredelik haar gesag sal aanvaar.
MP Ja, ek wil net ... se punt versterk dat omdat 'n vrou
nie maklik kraak onder kritiek nie nie eens in die
teenwoordigheid van haar mans kollegas nie in vandag
se samelewing ... 'n verdeelde samelewing waar onder-
wysers se persoonlike opvattings verskil, glo ek dat
- leerkragte hoe agting en respek teenoor 'n vrou sal het,
veral as sy bewys dat sy progressief is, iemand wat haar
swakhede kan raaksien veral ook ' n kompeterende
spanspeler en leierfiguur is ... en ons as mans, moet dit
maar nou begin aanvaar dat daar baie vrouens in gesagspo-
sisies vandag is ... wat baie beter vaar en meer suksesvol
is as hul manlike teehangers.
MP (Smiling and shaking his head). Ek het 'n verskillende
opinie ten opsigte van vrou-hoofde of vrouens in
gesagsposisies. Alhoewel vrouens gelykheid het op aIle
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vlakke . en al is hulle kapabel en dinamies met
betrekking tot administratiewe werk en goeie interper-
soonlike vaardighede moet vrouens, veral in die
hoerskool, nog beproef word ... omdat hulle te emosioneel
en saggeaard is, het hulle In agterstand van die mans in
gesagsposisies ... my persoonlike ervaring met vrouens is
dat hulle te veel baklei onder mekaar, te veel stry onder
mekaar en vergewe nie maklik nie ... dit is net vanself-
sprekend dat die man is die baas in die huis ....hoe kan
hy dan 'n vrou bo hom het in sy werk, wat die baas is ...
mans en vrouens kan en sal nooit gelyk wees nie ... en
almal kan nie leiers wees nie dus voel ek dat,
alhoewel daar baie vrou-hoofde in die prImere skole is wat
bevoegd is om gesag te handhaaf, glo ek dat hulle nog
steeds 'n agterstand het omdat hulle vrouens is en hulle
moet ook ... ekstra harder werk om hulself te bewys, veral
waar daar baie mans op die personeel is.
R Thank you for your contribution.
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THIRD INTERVIEW
QUESTION 1: WHAT DO YOU UNDERSTAND BY THE TERM AUTHORITY?
R Tell me, what you understand by the term authority?
FP well, . I think authori ty is the ability to elicit obedience
and respect from those in your care. The two parties
involved do not necessarily have to agree with each other
... but the fact that the person who is issuing the order
... shows care and concern, makes the incumbent obey this
order.
FP Uhm, well ... yes my view of authority is that right which
a leader has ... to direct ... or guide the actions of the
people working under him or her ... to benefit the organi-
zation ... or the school.
FP No ... but I know of many principals who are too rigid in
their authority ... so I think that a principal should try
not to be rigid in any of his ... or her approaches ...
therefore ... authority the way I understand it ... means
that right possessed by any leader to issue orders to your
colleagues and to allow them the freedom to compromise and
make meaningful inputs ... again I want to say that many
principals do not allow teachers the freedom to compromise
and make meaningful inputs ... which leads to dissatisfac-
tion, even rejection of the principal's authority.
FP Gesag. .. uhm ... is daardie bevoegdheid waaroor enige
bestuursleier beskik om instruksies aan onderdaniges te
gee en sodoende, ... ja, ek wil net byvoeg ... baie hoofde
dwing hulle gesag af op leerkragte ... en dit lei tot
ongehoorsaamheid ... gesag is wettig, en op grond van
daardie wettigheid van gesag, aanvaar leerkragte die gesag
van hulle hoof.
FP Alhoewel gesag iets is waaroor mense beskik, ek bedoel
veral mense wat leiersposisies beklee, soos hoofde van
skole ... is hulle gesag soms afbrekend ... hoofde moet
waak daarteen ... gesag is dus die reg van In leier om
opdragte aan onderdaniges te gee om 'n sekere reaksie uit
hulle te kry ... vir kollegas om dit te gehoorsaam, moet
dit ... dit wil se ... hierdie gesag, moet binne sekere
norme en perke weese .
FP I think that authority is a cardinal feature of leader-
ship, and it is a right possessed by a leader to direct
those in his or her care ... for the attainment of certain
goals for the organization, ... some leaders are too auto-
cratic and insensitive to teachers' needs, thus making
them feel anxious and threatened this could be
disadvantageous to the smooth running of the school ...
but I want to add further that principals should try to
be as democratic as possible when issuing rules and
regulations so that colleagues may obey it.
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FP Yeah, yes, authority is a legal right of persons in
leadership positions to order others what, where and when
to do it ... not to misuse it ... but to allow teachers
to display initiative, creativity and also to acknowledge
their contributions as well.
FP Uhm ... authority is when the person in command authorizes
his or her colleagues to fulfil certain duties to the
benefi t of the organization ... but the leader accepts the
final responsibility ... and allows some freedom and also
a willingness to abide by these orders, will be
created.
FP Leaders are paid to assume certain responsibilities, such
as maintaining authority in their schools ... authority
is thus a right, a legal right of a person in a leadership
position to give instructions to others ... within guide-
lines.
FP Ja, I just want to add ... that principals who abuse this
authority will therefore provoke resistance and disappro-
val from colleagues so authority is a very sensitive
matter which should not be taken lightly.
R Can anybody give me more definitions of the term autho-
rity?
FP Uhm, authority is a power ... a right of a leader to
confidently delegate duties and responsibilities to others
... and thereby utilizing their expertise ... and at the
same time ... by exercising heal thy discipline ... without
abdicating this authoritative right but to. fully
accept final responsibility for whatever happens in the
organization, ... a relaxed atmosphere is created ... a
working atmosphere ... where colleagues can contribute
positively and contribute towards discussions ... and also
acknowledge the leader as the head of the team.
R Would anybody like to give other definitions of authority?
FP Yes, I finally would like to say that ... authority is a
right which is accorded to a leader of any organization
... to make decisions and to give orders and instructions
to those working with him, ... without restrictions ... and
to allow them some freedom in obeying these rules meted
out by the person in command ... but I also want to add
that ... many principals are too prescriptive when meting
out instructions to teachers, thus resulting in teachers
disobeying or disregarding his or her authority.
FP My view of authority is ... that it is the power to
enforce obedience but this power should not be
explicitly enforced and should allow scope for
personal initiative and creativity of colleagues ... to
bring out the very best in each one ... and because
leadership is a gift of masterly handling people ... it
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is important that leaders should aspire to the challenges
presented by authority in organizations.
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THIRD INTERVIEW
QUESTION 2: WHY DO YOU ACCEPT THE AUTHORITY OF YOUR SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL?
R Can you tell me, why do you accept the authority of your
school principal?
FP The child accepts the authority of the parent, uhm ... and
so does the parent accept authority from another higher
authority above him or her ... because he or she is aware
that this authority has a distinct bearing on his life and
actions.
R Just like a house needs a foundation ... so does authority
also have ~ f6undation. In your opinion, what factors
influences the basis or foundation of acceptance of
authority?
FP Okay, before a subordinate can accept the authority of a
school principal ... I think there should be some trust
and ... knowledge between them ... yes, I think there are
moral factors, such as traditions, spiritual values ...
and also respect which play a role in the acceptance of
authority.
FP Can I interrupt ... these moral forces, I agree do play
a vi tal role for obedience to the authority of the
principal, but the norms and laws of society, especially
their code of conduct are absolutely important in the
accepting of authority from an educational leader?
R In your opinion, is it different for a male principal and
a female principal?
FP (Shakes her head). No, I don't think so, because I think
women principals can exact obedience from teachers, if
they allow the teachers some freedom in realizing this
authority. .
FP Yes, the bases of authority, I mean the factors
influencing the acceptance of your principal's authority
are definitely ... moral, as somebody already mentioned,
. .. but there are other, factors, such as professional
competency and moreover, personal behaviour of the
principal which do playa role in accepting a principal's
authority ... here, I want to mention, not only because
I have worked under a male and female principal, but my
own personal experiences ... and I have noticed that women
differ from men in that they, despite their femininity,
encourage in a caring way ... teachers to participate in
matters concerning the school ... they are ... in fact
they enjoy sharing power and information with the staff
... whereas male principals, on the other hand ... are
more assertive ... use more power ... which ... I mean
these aspects do build credibility, in teachers accepting
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the authority of a male principal much easier.
FP Uhm, especially some male teachers on the staff, have a
tendency to make female principals ... feel powerless ...
by being over-patronizing ... especially when authorita-
tive problems arise or showing concern ... by even
being overprotective but the fact that women princi-
pals enjoy sharing their power with teachers, makes
teachers respect them.
FP Yes, but I think women will have problems with authority
because they are too emotional, too sensitive, petty and
too controlling.
FP Ek wil net ook noem ... dat 'n skoolhoof ... op grond van
die posisie wat hy of sy beklee In sekere status op
die onderwyspersoneel het ... uhm dit wil se ... die
gesag van die skoolhoof is gebaseer op tradisionele grond,
uhm ... dus, in my opinie, voel ek dat dit tradisioneel
is vir onnies en leerlinge om hulle deur hulle skoolhoof
te laat gese ... ek wil verder byvoeg ... dat ek die gesag
van die hoof aanvaar ongeag of hy of sy 'n man of 'n vrou
is.
FP Uhm ... a school is a people-orientated enterprise ... and
teachers will readily accept the principal's authority ...
without even considering what sex the principal is ... as
long as the principal creates an educational environment
where teachers are inspired to work well ... and prove his
or her productivity .if principals reward their
achievements with love, concern for their general well-
being and especially consideration of their values and
ideas ... teachers in turn will not question the authority
of their principal ... and they in turn will respect the
values and ideas of the principal as well.
FP Yes, I voluntary accept the authority of my principal .
without considering if he or she is a male or female .
if he or she shows respect ... always give moral support
to us ... as teachers ... is at all times sympathetic and
diplomatic towards us.
FP Yes, respect is therefore a two-way thing because it
is the responsibility of. the principal to apply his
or her authority effectively ... uhm ...
R So, just as food is a source of energy for you as person,
so authority must also have some sources. Tell me, in your
opinion, what are the sources of authority of a school
principal?
PF Can I start ... firstly ... the various sources which have
an influence on the acceptance of the principal's autho-
rity ... are firstly ... professional ... this means ...
the conforming of the principal to various technical or
ethical standards of the teaching profession ... the ...
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moral ... ar~s~ng from the principal's conduct ... such
as righteousn~ss ...
FP I want to add that the bureaucratic system in our schools
... also influences the acceptance of authority of princi-
pals ... it is in my opinion a source of authority ...
because our schools follow rigid, narrow routines where
principals have to adhere to red-tape from the department
... and principals in turn expect their teachers to abide
by these bureaucratic rules and especially when
principals are too autocratic, then teachers question
their authority.
FP ... Gesag moet dus nie afgedwing word nie ... gesag gaan
gepaard met volwassenheid in my opinie, is' gesag
gebaseer op die professionele bevoegdheid van die
prinsipaal ... dit wil se sy bekwaamheid, sy
opleiding en verder ook sy ervaring '" ten opsigte van
die oplossing van probleme, sy deskundigheid ... sodoende
aanvaar leerkragte maklik die gesag van hulle skoolhoof
ongeag of hy of sy 'n man of vrou is.
FP Oh no, ... I tend to disagree ... I just know that women
can use different means of enabling teachers to accept
their authority ... I also do know of many teachers who
refuse to accept and accede to the instructions of women
principals ... the point I am trying to make is that women
principals enjoy passing on their power they encourage
innovative decision-making from teachers they are not
as bureaucratic I mean, constantly referring to rules
and regulations whereas women respect the professio-
nalism of teachers ... their strong interpersonal and
social skills make them take heed of teachers' needs ...
and are more, supportive in praising and acknowledging
meritorious work done by teachers these factors
promote the teacher's work performance and increases his
or her work morals, as well, yes I am only giving my
personal experiences and I have had very nasty
experiences wi th male principals who were very autocratic.
FP Yes, sexist behaviour towards women should be stopped ...
first and foremost ... we as women must change our atti-
tudes about being secondary to men ... therefore women
principals should make themselves visible ignore
patriarchal attitudes towards them ... by this I mean that
... and I really mean that ... because I have had personal
experiences ... sexist behaviour inevitably influences the
teacher's accepting a principal's authority ... this state
of affairs is detrimental to the proper functioning of the
school.
FP You forgot to mention that bureaucracy and rational and
also technical norms ... also playa role in the accepting
of a principal's authority ... I therefore have no problem
in accepting authority from a principal of any sex ... you
know, we cannot be sexist anymore ... but these founda-
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tions ... which we have discussed thus far ... ·inevitably
do influence the teacher's acceptance or obedience to the
principal's authority.
FP Ja, uhm ... ek wil net byvoeg dat a l l.e skoolhoofde ten
aIle tye in gedagte moet hou dat gesag en vryheid nie
van mekaar los gedink moet word nie ... ek sal dus nooit
die gesag van my skoolhoof ondermyn nie, ongeag of hy of
sy In man of In vrou is ... as my skoolhoof oor goeie
persoonlike eienskappe soos dapperheid ... toewyding ...
voorbeeldigheid, beskik ... normatiewe reels en geestelike
waardes ... en veral ons tradisionele norme en wette ...
respekteer ... glo ek ... stellig dat ... hierdie aspekte
die gesagsaanvaarding en gehoorsaamheid van leerkragte
teenoor skoolhoofde, sal belnvloed. .
FP I will not question the authority of my school principal,
regardless of what sex he or she is uhm my
principal's authority ... arises from his or her profes-
sional competency as well as his or her personal approach
towards teachers ... uhm ... besides being a professional
leader a principal should be a youth and community
leader also, the principal's co-involvement ... and
valuing ideological and ethical principles of the teachers
... yes what's important about these basic factors which
I mentioned ... is they are indispensable ... in directing
and guiding, the work of teachers ... to the extent that
principals can possibly succeed in gaining obedience or
acceptanc~to their authority.
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THIRD INTERVIEW
QUESTION 3: WHAT IS YOUR VIEW OF THE IDEAL AUTHORITY FIGURE
IN A SCHOOL? WHO DO YOU REGARD AS YOUR IDEAL
AUTHORITY FIGURE? WHY?
R What is your personal view of the ideal authority figure
in a school?
FP Okay, I'll start ... uhm ... an ideal school principal
should have sound administrative, organizational and
communicative skills ... he should have high and realistic
expectations of all teachers ... give teachers an opportu-
nity to participate appropriately in decision making and
collaborate with them too ... an ideal school principal
must have a strong sense of mission and vision
furthermore ... an ideal authority figure in a school must
be effective at resolving conflicts and ... in analyzing
problems ... an ideal educational leader, therefore always
maintains good human relations with colleagues, parents,
pupils and the broader community.
FP Ja, ek stern saam dat die handhawing van gesonde
interpersoonlike verhoudings met personeellede en leer-
linge is 'n vereiste ... en verder moet 'n ideale skool-
hoof oor deskundige kennis beskik ... uhm ... hy of sy
moet hul administratiewe take op 'n professionele en
bekwame wy"se ui tvoer ... persoonlike gawes waaroor 'n
ideale prinsipaal moet beskik is verantwoordelikheidsin
... 'n sin vir humor ... en goeie leierskapvaardighede,
500S goeie organisatoriese vermoens ... koordinering en
effektiewe kontrolering van opdragte en besluite .•. wat
onontbeerlik is vir die vlot verloop van die skool se
daaglikse werksaamhede.
R Do you have any additional thoughts on your ideal autho-
rity figure in a school?
FP I do agree with the previous speaker ... uhm ... and want
to say that ... firstly ... regardless of the sex ... but
an ideal school principal should have a high integrity ...
he or she should be respectful, exemplary and admirable
he or she should have a clean track record
furthermore, an ideal school principal must have good
communicative skills since communication is the life-blood
of any school because schools are mainly concerned
with people a good principal will continually take
stock of himself -oz herself be reflecting analytically ...
uhm ... on the credibility, strengths and weaknesses of
his or her authority ... an ideal authority figure in the
school ... should never assume a superior attitude in his
or her approach to staff members ... and should listen
attentively and sympathetically to the teacher ... and
also encourage him or her to voice their opinion freely
... and most of all, an ideal principal will guarantee
confidentiality ... an ideal principal should always be
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confident and relaxed ... a good educational leader must
have the ability to judge and have good insight into the
overall set-up in a school ... an ideal school principal
... must at all times maintain sound human relations.
FP Yes, I want to give more clarification of what ... said
in connection with an ideal authority figure in a school
... should be humane, courteous and patient ... he or she
should be able to admi t their mistakes ... an ideal school
principal should at all times try to unite the staff ...
to maintain an equilibrium ... he or she must be an expert
on aspects such as subject method, teaching principles .
and at all times be able to give guidance to teachers .
an ideal authority figure in the school must have
initiative strongly motivated, be co-operative,
purposeful, and ... uhm ... dynamic, resourceful and well-
disciplined.
R Are there any other similar or different points of view?
FP Yeah (smiles). Probably I would agree with the other
viewpoints, but ... I want to emphasize that ... uhm ...
an ideal school principal must deliberately take the lead
in trying to improve and develop teachers ... during staff
meetings ... the views and ideals of teachers should be
democratically recognized teachers should not be
treated merely as subordinates, but with the necessary
dignity and respect. An ideal authority figure in a school
must therefore have the necessary academic and professio-
nal qualifications as well as the expert knowledge.
R Who do you regard as your ideal authority figure and why
do you regard him or her as your ideal authority figure?
FP I I m assuming that this figure can be anyone not
necessarily a professional figure ... well I can name
quite a few ... uhm, besides my mother, who by the way is
a bank manageress ... I want to mention heads of state
like Eva Peron, Benazir Bhutto, and even Margaret Thatcher
... these are female heads of state whom I regard as ideal
authority figures because they are charismatic, powerful
... tough ... they are courageous, self-confident and ...
dynamic. My mother ... whom I see as an ideal authority
figure ... plays a positive and constructive role both in
the home and at her work' where she commands respect
because of her tactfulness drive and adaptability.
FP I I ve many ideal authority figures which I want to mention,
firstly, both my parents ... who because of their insight,
abili ty to perceive our needs and good communication
skills, have been indispensable in my life ... good traits
of my father are assertiveness, strictness, straightfor-
wardness, seriousness, power and strength. My mother,
besides being emotional, caring, soft and nurturant ...
intuitive ... is also prone to being manipulative and
domineering. Other authority figures which I hold in high
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regard are Nelson Mandela and F W de Klerk ... they both
are powerful, charismatic ... I mean, they are charming
and affable leaders, Mr Mandela, because of his
hardships and suffering in jail ... is a very humble,
tolerant and clear-thinking man, whom I hold in high
regard.
FP I'd like to mention prominent female heads of state, like
Indira Gandhi and Golda Meir, who ... I think were power-
ful and prominent ... and they were successful in leading
their respective nations ... strong attributes of these
female leaders were their drive, resourcefulness, coura-
geousness ... both were very capable and dynamic ... and
still maintain their composure even during times of
adversity I also have other ideal authority figures,
such as my one aunt, who is a retired principal ...
my sister-in-law, who is a subject adviser ... both these
ladies I see as ideal authority figures because of their
professionalism, good communication skills, wide variety
of interests and most of all their respectfulness ... I
found these ladies very admirable and consider them to be
ideal authority figures.
FP Uhm I also want to give more examples of ideal
authority figures my mother in particular ... who,
firstly in the home has great organizational skills
which have contributed to the smooth running of our home
... besides this, she is gentle, caring ... sympathetic
. .. and handles the discipline in our home wi th great
circumspection in contrast to my father, and his
brother ... who I consider to be ideal authority figures
in my life ... because of their great insight, powerful-
ness ... both are good disciplinarians, and can command
respect ... are men of high integrity ... they both have
good leadership skills ... so I consider them to be ideal
authority figures.
FP Ja ... ek beskou my moeder en my ouma as ideale gesags-
figure, omrede ... hul voorbeeldigheid, sterk verantwoor-
delikheidsin, eerlikheid albei is gesaghebbende figure
... ons predikant, 'n man beskou ek ook as 'n ideale
gesagsfiguur ... omdat hy 'n persoon van onbesproke karak-
ter is ... en omdat sy eerlikheid en integriteit bo aIle
twyfel staan ... sy 'n .. ~lewenswandel is onberispelik en
vir sy medemens 'n voorbeeld, ... uhm hy is 'n aanwins
vir ons gemeenskap omdat hy sy pligte op 'n besondere
wyse met deeglikheid en nougesetheid behartig ... dus
beskou ek ons predikant as 'n ideale gesagsfiguur.
FP Ek wil graag net byvoeg ... dat ... een van my onderwy-
seresse op die hoerskool beskou ek as ' n ideale
gesagsfiguur ... omdat sy ... haar werksaamhede in die
klaskamer met toegewydheid en entoesiasme aangepak het ...
en die fei t dat sy 'n groot mate van motivering en
belangstelling onder ons, ja, haar leerlinge gewek het ...
sy was 'n besondere leerkrag en het haar werk sistematies
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beplan ... vandag ... probeer ek am soos sy te wees ...
omdat ek besonder bei:ndruk was met haar betroubaarheid
en eerlikheid.
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THIRD INTERVIEW
QUESTION 4: IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT FACTORS IN THE PRINCIPAL
INFLUENCES ACCEPTANCE OF AUTHORITY BY TEACHERS?
DO TEACHERS ACCEPT AUTHORITY OF A MALE OR
FEMALE PRINCIPAL MOST READILY? WHY?
R Tell me, are there any factors in the principal which
influences acceptance of his or her authority by teachers?
FP Well uhm ... I would prefer a school principal to be warm,
generous, charming personality, and most of all, he or she
should, besides having a thorough expert knowledge of
education ... and a clear understanding of the goals of
the school, a school principal must love and trust his or
her teachers, uhm being the catalyst in the
school, a principal should have self-confidence, and
thereby he or she will inspire confidence in the teachers
as well, and likewise, the acceptance of authority will
pose no problems for the principal because he has created
a relationship of love and trust with his or her staff.
FP Yes, I'd most readily accept and obey any requests from
my principal, but I in turn expect him to be ... look I
don't expect him or her to be perfect, nobody is infalli-
ble ... uhm ... but a thinker with vision and directive
ideas, one who shows love, trust, understanding, support
and expert guidance, and most of all, encouragement. These
qualities which I've mentioned determine the quality of
teachers freely accepting the authority of their
principal.
FP Uhm I also want to say more ... but school principals
should be keenly aware that effective planning, organiza-
tion, supervision and control, are not the only criteria
for a successful school, but first priorities such as job
satisfaction of teachers are essential. In this case, for
teachers not to doubt or reject the authorit~ of the
principal, he must show respect, trust, confidence and
radiate such enthusiasm and inspiration that his or her
staff to such an extent that they will even allow them-
selves to be told what to do by the principal, without
even questioning his or her authority.
FP I feel ... that a well-loved, consistent, true to his or
her word, one who addresses, listens and responds to
teachers when they in turn encounter unmanageable
problems, one who gives well-deserved praise to teachers
... uhm ... and a principal who acknowledges, respects and
treats his or her teachers professionally and humanely ...
I know these demands sound a bit unrealistic, but without
the exercise of authority by the principal and its mutual
acceptance by the teachers, no effective teaching nor
effective educational management can take place.
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FP Ja, I've listened to everybody's comments and like we
have discussed in the previous questions the authority
of the principal is inherent in his or her position and
principals can use their power to the benefit of the
school, but ultimately keeping in mind that empathy, love,
trust, respect, tolerance, pointing out the authoritative
knowledge, skills and norms to the teachers and treating
them justly ... are all essential for teachers to recog-
nize and obey the authority of the principal. We also have
to keep in mind that lack of authority in a school will
ultimately lead to degeneration and anarchy in the school.
FP Ek voel egter dat ... uhm ... op grond van 'n skoolhoof
se persoonlike eienskappe, soos liefde, vertroue in mense,
respek en agting, en onder andere, die professionele
posisie en mag waaroor 'n hoof beskik ... stel hom of haar
in staat om agting, vertroue en respek vanaf leerkragte
te kry ... hierdie positiewe aspekte met betrekking tot
die hoof, sal tot gevolg het dat personeellede vrywillig-
lik die hoof se -gesag sal aanvaar.
R Tell me, what do you think of a woman as principal? Will
you accept the authority of a male or rather a fema~e
principal most readily, and why?
FP Yes, certainly, I will readily accept the authori ty of any
authori ty figure ... and being a woman myself, I'm certain
that with their personal touch, consistency and sixth
sense they can effectively maintain authority in any
school. In my personal experience as a deputy principal,
I found that when pupils, boys and girls have problems,
they always approach a female senior teacher because she
is more emotional, more approachable, more sympathetic ...
and the same applies to the teachers where a senior female
teacher is expected to be an intermediary, and teachers,
especially if the principal is a male, ... if they have
a problem, they do not go directly to the principal, they
go to the first lady in charge ... I've found that women
have that good ability of listening to teachers' problems
and needs, they have more patience and are more tactful
. .. we women have a natural instinct of dealing with
teachers' and pupils' emotional problems ... although we
are not as powerful as men, they are experts in wielding
the power, but in our smal.l, way with very little fuss and
very much to the point, we complete a task effectively and
successfully.
FP Women must not be looked upon as weaklings anymore ... in
the past only men stood behind the altars in the various
churches, but today women are also becoming priests, and
in the past it was improper for women teachers to teach
matriculants because they felt that we were to weak to
handle these senior pupils, but today it is just the
opposite, where senior pupils actually take advantage of
the male teachers on the staff. Women have a natural
intuition about events and problems arising, and have that
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knack of handling these happenings objectively, whereas
men, on the other hand, can just distance themselves from
any problems arising so these factors which are
inherent specifically in women could be an advantage for
them when dealing with the authority of a teacher.
FP Where a male principal is in charge, the lady teachers vie
for special treatment from him which could be towards his
disadvantage ... and unfortunately a male principal has
favourites with the more beautiful and younger teachers,
women ... whereas in a woman principal's case, you will
not find this where the men want to win the favour of the
lady principal which is a good factor towards both male
and female teachers accepting her authority.
FP Somehow, a female principal has a natural knack ... she
never stops being an authority figure, even outside the
school, parents, pupils and teachers regularly coming to
your house with problems or requests ... because a female
has more feeling, more concern for the pupil 'or the
teacher's well-being than a male principal. Today there
are many homes with single parents, divorced mothers where
a woman is doing a wonderful job in successfully running
their homes and doing sterling work in schools, where all
families are vut together ... and women principals never
tire of listening attentively to problems of both male and
female teachers and still simultaneously advise them and
also revive pupils on the other side. These admirable
features of women count in their favour when dealing with
authori ty. So I definitely think women will have no
problem with teachers readily accepting their authority.
I just want to mention that, even in the home, when
disciplinary problems arise, the mother responds always
much quicker, and solves the problem, then by the time the
father wants to react, the problem is solved without any
fuss. So give our women a chance to prove themselves and
they will succeed in becoming good authority figures.
FP I don't think a female principal will have problems with
teachers accepting her authority ... teachers, male and
female, want to be given duties. For any woman, it is easy
to give instructions because she is an authority figure
in the family. Women teachers are not only concerned with
the child I s books and tests, but especially with the
discipline, and the same applies to a woman principal
where she will use her authority to the benefit of the
school.
FP My personal experience as an acting principal for six
months was unbelievable. Just like a mother would chastise
and spank a child, so I meted out discipline and authority
coupled with love, and teachers never undermined my autho-
rity because I had no personal friends and took everybody
at face value, gave them extra individual attention
without labelling them, and they really tried their best
by showing respect and never undermining my authority. In
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many schools teachers are hungry for female priricipals ...
a few decades ago it was unheard of ... so I do see a
place for women in principal roles, I definitely advocate
that women be appointed into principal positions,
especially at high schools. I really became the mother of
the school and was regarded as a loving motherly figure,
never afraid that teachers would disregard my authority,
and they made placards, one which I want to mention, read:
"the king has gone, long reign the queen".
FP Opvoeding begin eerstens by die huis, met die rna. As die
kinders honger is, vra hulle vir rna kos ... kinders is dus
meer vrymoedig teenoor rna ... as hulle siek word in die
aand, roep hulle vir rna, nie vir pa nie ... kinders het
dus meer vertroue in hul rna ... daardeur neem sy die
leidende rol in die huis. In die skool, sal In vrou-
prinsipaal gesag suksesvol kan handhaaf omdat sy die
gesaghebbende mens in die huis is ... sy sien ook die
leerlinge as haar eie kinders en dissiplineer hulle soos
haar eie ... mag is nie belangrik vir In vrou-hoof nie,
soos met In man nie ... leerkragte voel dus gemakliker
teenoor In vrou-hoof omdat sy meer tegemoetkomend optree
as 'n man ... soos 'n moeder in die huis altyd sal sorg
vir die essensiele dinge soos kos en klere, so sal 'n
vrou-hoof ook prioriteit gee aan die handhawing van
'dissipline, tekorte aan skryf- en handboeke, ensovoorts
... en sy sal ook die skoolfonds meer effektief gebruik
... dus gloek stellig dat waar 'n vrou die prinsipaal van
'n skool is, of dit nou In primere of 'n hoerskool is, sal
sy beslis samewerking kry van beide mans en vrouens op die
personeel ... gepaard met respek van hulle ... deur die
moederlike instink wat sy in haar het, glo ek stellig dat
leerkragte haar gesag sal aanvaar, sonder om di t te
bevraagteken.
R Would you like to clarify any additional thoughts?
R Thank you very much for your co-operation.
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FOURTH INTERVIEW
QUESTION 1: WHAT DO YOU UNDERSTAND BY THE TERM AUTHORITY?
R Can you tell me, what you understand by the term autho-
rity?
MP Authority means submitting to the instructions and orders
given to you, the subordinate ... by your leader or your
superior.
MP I want to add that ... in the issuing of these duties to
colleagues, such as teachers for example, the principal,
as the leader of the institution, should be clear and
supportive .... uhm ... in order to yield the desired
obedience to his or her instructions. I'm clearer now ...
R About what?
MP About what's important regarding authority, about what
authority really is so basically authority
involves the right accorded to a leader in the
interests of a specific aim of the organization ... to
give instructions ~o fellow-workers ... and thereby allow
them the freedom to obey and abide by these rules meted
out by the leader.
MP But ... I war.t to add ... that the principal, for
example, as leader of a school should be precise ...
not prescriptive, ... be sensitive to needs of individual
teachers ... make them feel important and respected
in the handling of authority at the school ... and
teachers in turn will feel committed to obey the
principal.
R Let's hope that talking about authority will shed some
light on this subject.
MP (Nodding his head) Yes, there can be only one authorita-
tive person heading an organization such as a school, but
this leader ... educational leader should not abuse his
or her power and authority ... although authority is a
legal right possessed only by a person leading an organi-
zation such as a school, for example ... and uhm ...
authority, means to guide ... or direct the actions of
subordinates ... such as the teachers, for example ... in
order to attain educative goals.
MP Ja, ek dink gesag omvat die mag en reg van bestuursleiers
soos skoolhoofde, byvoorbeeld ... uhm ... om opdragte aan
leerkragte te gee ... en daardeur ... reaksies uit leer-
kragte kry ... uhm, skoolhoofde is legitiem daargestel
deur 'n hoer gesag ... dus is dit aanvaarbaar dat jy as
onderdanige hom of haar toelaat om jou te se ... wat jy
moet uitvoer.
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MP Ja, maar ek wil net byvoeg dat wanneer die
gesagdraer enige besluite of opdragte uitreik aan onder-
daniges ... moet dit op In verantwoordelike wyse gedoen
word ... want ... alhoewel die skoolhoof, byvoorbeeld, die
setel van gesag in die skool is ... moet hy of sy ...
sover as moontlik ... aIle opdragte aan leerkragte korrek
en effektief uitoefen, sodat hulle dit sal aanvaar ... en
. dan ui tvoer .
MP En om verder daaraan te sluitin gesaghebbende
persoon, soos In hoof van In skool .•. het die mag om
bevele aan jou ... die onderdanige te gee ... sodat
hy of sy reaksie uit jou kan 10k die hoofmaak die
wette wat jy as onnie moet gehoorsaam.
MP Well, I think ... authority is that ability possessed by
any leader to issue ... directives and these
directives should not be too prescriptive ... in order to
exact obedience from subordinates.
MP I will add more to this comment that persons in
authoritative positions ... should not be too authori-
tarian ... that is, threatening and demanding subordinates
to perform certain duties ... will lead to them becoming
rebellious.
MP Yes ... authority should not be abused ... it should be
issued within certain parameters ... then colleagues will
not question the authority of the person in command.
R Can you explain what your mean?
MP Yes. .. in the issuing out of duties to teachers, as
subordinates, the principal as supreme holder of
authority ... should ... if he or she expects teachers to
adhere to his or her authority precisely, unscrupulously
and inconsistently ... some principals are not consistent
and scrupulous in their handling of authority.
MP Gesag is wanneer die hoof as gesagdraer van In skool
opdragte ... binne sekere norme en perke ... uhm
uitreik, en dan verwag dat leerkragte hierdie gesag sal
gehoorsaam.
MP Uhm ... gesag is iets wat liefs in die persoon is ... soos
In hoof van In skool is legitiem daargestel ... deur In
hoer gesag, ... uhm gesag gaan gepaard met vryheid en
verantwoordelikheid as die hoof onderdanig is in die
uitvoering van sy gesag sal hy of sy daarvolgens reaksies
uit onderwysers 10k.
MP Ja, die Bybel bevat talle reels in verband met gesag ...
in die samelewing is di t vanselfsprekend dat die mens
onderdanig aan gesag moet wees ... en die gesagdraer,
hetsy man of vrou, se opdragte moet aanvaar en gehoorsaam
word.
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R Could you please give more definitions of authority?
MP Authority, in my opinion is the clear issuing of
duties and instructions to a subordinate ... uhm ... and
at the same time ... keeping the channels of communication
open ... and also allowing the subordinate or the teacher
some freedom to obey the bearer of authority ... such as
the principal ... as the highest holder of authority in
the school.
MP My personal definition of authority is ... that it is
the right accorded to a leader ... a superior to make
decisions ... and to delegate instructions without any
restrictions to subordinates ... while delegating duties
... subordinates should be allowed freedom in obeying this
authority ... and without realising it, subordinates will
listen attentively, appreciate your interest in them and
thereby a happy balance between freedom and authority is
maintained.
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FOURTH INTERVIEW
QUESTION 2: WHY DO YOU ACCEPT THE AUTHORITY OF YOUR SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL?
R Can you tell me why do you accept the authority of your
school principal?
MP Uhm. .. Just as pupils rely on the support of their
teachers, so do the teachers in turn rely on the support
of the principal ... the setting of rules and regulations
by the principal, can lead to acceptance or rejection by
the teachers.
R Tell me more.
MP Well, I accept the authority of my principal because of
his or her professional status as holder of authority in
the school ... and also because of his or her expertise
in personal management, and administrative competen-
cies and also because my principal has been appointed
legitimately by a higher authority.
R Does anyone have a similar perspective?
MP Yes, I want to say that ... uhm ... that an educational
leader is fir~tly one who has the overall influence over
everybody in the school ... the roles fulfilled by the
principal cis diverse he or she has to fulfil a
professional role.
MP A principal is responsible for seeing that specific
objectives are met ... uhm ... and those teachers who are
given directives to perform certain tasks ... ultimately
results in achieving objectives for the school ... yet
many school principals state their directives in the form
of requests to the teacher which is confidently
conveyed to the teacher •.. very few teachers like to be
told what to do ... even though this bureaucratic system
forces them to perform duties under the direction of an
authoritative person ... therefore a confident principal
... who is professionally competent ... will be objective
and specific when giving directives to teachers.
R Tell me ... you all know that a house needs a foundation
... well, so does authority also have a foundation ...
Now, in your opinion, what factors play a role ... or
influences the basis or foundation of your obedience or
acceptance of this authority?
MP Yes, I'm a little bit more clear on this question ... uhm
. .. just like authority in the classroom makes pupils
aware that there is order in the classroom ... and that
certain behaviours are reprimanded while others are
rewarded ... for this reason, teachers in schools are
controlled by the principal through rules and regulations.
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R Tell me more.
MP Uh huh ... (shaking his head) ... yes, I think norms
such as moral laws, spiritual values, tradition are
factors which are manifested in the behaviour of teachers
as well as the principal.
MP Uhm ... I also want to say that basic legal principles
which are common to all schools such as professional
aspects, as somebody already mentioned ... nevertheless
maybe I am reiterating what the others said
personal factors and most of all, bureaucratic factors,
yes ... and traditional ideologies ... have a bearing on
the acceptance of the principal's authority.
R Will the acceptance of this authority be different for a
male and a female principal?
MP No, I will respect the authority and accept my
principal's authority even if he or she is a male or a
female ... one cannot be sexist anymore ... but I will
without question accept my principal's authority if it is
coupled with respect for my moral and professional values
... and if my principal becomes involved ... a special
bond develops between teacher and principal and also
increasingly recognizing my services rendered ... as this
will, uhm ... besides promoting my good teaching abilities
and morale, also ... I'm thinking of an appropriate word
... cement the relationship of accepting the principal's
authority.
MP But ... I have a different perspective ... my experiences
with female principals differ in that many
teachers, that is, both males and females ... fail to take
a woman principal seriously.
R Tell me more.
MP I don't mean to offend anybody ... but ... generally women
are weak they are the weaker sex, they are too
emotional ... they talk too much ... they are too sensi-
tive and caring ... it is in their nature ... and because
of these typical characteristics ... women principals will
have problems in exerting their authority over teachers
... and I, for one, please I don't mean to be biased, but
it would be humiliating for me to abide by the authority
of a female principal, ... yes there is a significant
difference in the voluntary obedience or acceptance of
authority with regard to female and male principals.
MP Well (laughing) I disagree with the preceding statement
... I have had very positive experiences in working under
female principals, and found that ... women principals
became more personally involved in teachers' professional
activities ... they were more orderly and participative
in their administrative tasks, and most important ... they
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tended to interact on a more personal level with teachers
and pupils, than male principals would ... I therefore
feel that women are more influential in commanding
authority and that the fact that they are more committed
and especially more sensitive to the needs of their
teachers ... they can rely on the teachers accepting their
authority.
MP I will accept the authority of my principal ... regardless
of what sex he or she is ... because ... to maintain order
in a school ... there should be authority as well .
teachers want to be accepted by the principal as well .
therefore they will encourage and recognize the authority
of the principal ... because ,they are in need of his or
her support ... and the principal is capable of providing
that support to the teacher.
R Just as food is a source of energy for you, so does
authority also have some sources, so in your opinion, what
sources of authority will influence the acceptance of your
principal's authority?
MP The success of any relationship of authority is, in my
9pinion, determined by the quality of the relationship
between the teacher and the principal ... uhm ... for this
reason, I think, that the sources of authority to which
teachers are subjected ... is firstly characterised by
freedom ... rewarding educational skills of teachers,
moral and professional behaviour of both principal and
teachers as well.
MP However ... uhm ... teachers are reliant on the participa-
tive, and moreover, the personal and most of all .~. the
technical authorial guidance of the principal ... and
since authority is based on bureaucratic laws and rational
principles ... teachers display obedient acceptance of the
principal's authority without even considering his or her
gender.
MP Teachers also accept their own moral, professional and
personal responsibility and strive to live up to ... and
also honour these norms ... as a result ... because they
expect these same behaviours from their principals ...
they positively accept t~e authority of their superiors.
MP Yes, because many teachers fear rejection, they succumb
to the principal's authority and recognize that
factors such as the community ... especially the family
... are involved to a great extent in the schooling ...
and their involvement, coupled with the cultural and
spiritual values, and traditions ... attribute special
meaning to the ... authority of the principal and the
teachers' reaction ... experience and most of all ... the
acceptance of his or her authority.
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MP I have a better understanding of authority now ~ .. in fact
I am learning a lot from this discussion that
teachers I rational behaviour in accepting or rejecting the
authority of the principal ... should firstly involve an
understanding of any basic principles, as mentioned by
other speakers ... such as moral, professional, personal
I'm thinking of some more yes bureaucratic,
technical and so forth ... are all sources of authority
for the principal and especially for the teacher to
consider in the authority relationship.
MP You forgot to say ... that sources such as rewards and
involvement are also sources evolving from this
authority relationship ... yes this special bond which can
develop ... if teachers do not rebel against the norms and
values of the principal's authority.
MP Ons aanvaarding van ons skoolhoof se gesag kom eintlik
neer op tegniese bronne, wat te make het met die leier se
insiggewende vermoe , hy of sy se meerdere kennis en
vaardighede ... en die goeie sin van verantwoordelikheid
van aspekte soos uithouvermoe ... en respek, bevat ...
hierdie aspekte, wat gepaard gaan met die korrekte
aanwending van gesag ... sal daartoe bydrae dat leerkragte
die gesag van hul hoof sal aanvaar.
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FOURTH INTERVIEW
QUESTION 3: WHAT IS YOUR VIEW OF THE IDEAL AUTHORITY FIGURE
IN A SCHOOL? WHO DO YOU REGARD AS YOUR IDEAL
AUTHORITY FIGURE? WHY?
R Tell me, what is your view of the ideal authority figure
in a school?
MP Well ... uhm ... the aspects which I admire and respect
in an ideal or a model school principal are ... that he
or she 'should manifest desirable personal qualities ...
regard for his or her colleagues and be willing to
recognize their professionalism ... uhm an ideal
principal must be a positive decision-maker and adminis-
trator besides having the necessary professional
qualifications and expert knowledge, he or she must
display patience, tact and adaptability, a model
principal must guard against losing his or her self-
control ... should also avoid being too prescriptive ...
and try not to postpone important decisions for too long
... yes an ideal principal must at times, act resolutely,
but also with understanding he or she should be
flexible and keep abreast of any new developments.
MP Yes ... my view of an ideal school principal is that he
or she must have sound administrative and organisational
abilities ... as the school's public relations officer .
he or she should have good interpersonal skills I
mean, act with insight and diplomacy, be sympathetic, but
firm and must not let the daily problems which
confront him or her damage the good image which
teachers and pupils have of him or her he or she must
be a role model for teachers and pupils in his or her
dealings with teachers and pupils, an ideal principal must
be confident, objective and specific, as this is conducive
to co-operation and especially productivity ... an ideal
school principal must be future-orientated, he or she must
be prepared for the rapid changes and renewals taking
place in education.
MP I want to point out that the principal as an ideal autho-
ritative leader must first of all .. earn his or her
role as leader not on the grounds of the office which
he or she holds but specifically on their actions ...
the first priority of an ideal school principal is to
initiate, create and propagate ... an environment where
all stakeholders -can experience security and job satisfac-
tion ... therefore, an ideal school principal should be
approachable, friendly, consistent ... and should practice
what he preaches.
MP Uhm ... my views are more-or-Iess similar to the previous
speakers regarding the qualities of an ideal school
principal and I want to emphasize that qualities such
as empathYr being able to listen ... restraint, consis-
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tency ... and the ability to handle change and ... like
one person said, renewal, being able to handle adversity,
threats and conflict, furthermore ... he or she should act
as initiator and negotiator.
MP The principal of any school is the person on whose
shoulders rests the responsibility ... of leading the way
especially in creating opportunities ... and he or she
... in order to ensure the smooth running of the school
... and to be recognized as an ideal authority figure ...
or a model principal, should be skilful in the organiza-
tional structure of the school, that is, the ideal
principal must do justice to all facets of planning,
delegating and controlling affairs of the school.
MP Yeah ... uhm ... I just want to add onto what ... said
regarding the strengths ... and weaknesses ... maybe he
or she should not have weaknesses ... but then they are
not human, if they don I t have weaknesses ... uhm ...
another priority of an ideal school principal should be
... to maintain sound interpersonal relationships between
all role players here besides being humane, courteous
and assertive principals should ... effectively use
body language or ... non-verbal communication ... these
requirements of an ideal school principal ... seem unrea-
listic, but an ideal authority figure in a school should
have a sound knowledge of human nature, an ideal school
principal ... should project his or her own enthusiasm
onto the staff ... by breaking away from traditions,
encouraging negotiation until consensus is reached.
R Who do you regard as your ideal authority figure? Would
you give me a reason why you regard him or her as your
ideal authority figure?
MP Ek wil graag net duidelikheid he ... die ideale gesags-
figuur hoef seker nie noodwendig In skoolhoof te wees nie
... dit kan enigiemand wes weI (glimlag), ek beskou
my vader en ons predikant ook my swaer as ideale
gesagsfigure ook my vorige skoolhoof, hy het nou
afgetree eerstens beskou ek my vader as In gesags-
figuur In ideale gesagsfiguur ... omdat hy altyd die
voortou in die huis geneem het ... hy het altyd hoe ideale
gekoester ... hy is In eerlike man en vol selfvertroue ...
ons predikant is In vertroulike mens, standvastig,
behulpsaam en lojaal ... my swaer en vorige skoolhoof het
my beindruk met die toegewydheid en nougesetheid waarmee
hulle hul huis, en ook werkspligte ... behartig het.
MP Yes, my viewpoint regarding an ideal authority figure is
also my father and also Nelson Mandela
firstly, the reason why I regard my father as an ideal
authority figure, he is a good disciplinarian, very
straightforward ... a serious, rational and very self-
assured man ... whereas my mother, on the other hand ...
being subservient to my father, very caring gentle,
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dependent, a nurse by profession ... and not as powerful
and influential as my father I also regard Nelson
Mandela as an ideal role model authority figure ...
his incarceration in jail has made him reflect carefully
over a just, democratic and political model for South
Africa it has made him humble ... a people's person
wi thout compromising his authority, and I have high praise
for his initiative shown regarding ... the reconciliation
of the races ... and the reconstruction of the political,
judicial and social scenario in our country, South Africa
... besides his charm, I respect and salute his positive
attitude and untiring zest ... in the phenomenal uplift-
ment of all aspects in our country.
MP A good authority figure in my opinion, is Adolf Hitler,
he may not have been an ideal authority figure because of
his ruthlessness, but his excellent ability of swaying the
people was impressive ... I was impressed by his remark-
able ambition in expanding and controlling the large areas
of Europe ... and in this way he exercised absolute power
and authority during World War II ... An ex-teacher of
mine I regard as an ideal authority figure ... he was
dedicated and thorough ... and positively inspired us ...
his English pupils ... and motivated us to greater heights
... he was an exemplary man, conscientious, ... uhm ...
reliable and loyal ... he excelled as a model teacher and
leader in every respect ... and still I hold him in high
esteem.
R Does anyone have different points of view with regard to
their ideal authority figure?
MP Uh huh (shaking his head). The others have given examples
of ideal authority figures ... who are male ... but I want
to mention some female authority figures such as
Margaret Thatcher, Eva Peron and still today, Benazir
Bhutto ... prominent female authority figures ... who I
view as ideal authority figures because of their
ability to remain strong, firm stalwarts and fight back
... a determination to fight back during difficult times
... using their political muscle, their persistence and
endurance, and their strong willpower, was admirable in
that they performed well when challenged by their politi-
cal opponents ... they ... these ideal female leaders ...
excelled well as heads 'of state ... and, in fact yes,
considering the more intricate political problems facing
most heads of state ... these female leaders, resembled
male heads of state, like Winston Churchill and Franklin
Roosevelt, who were powerful stalwarts, determined,
courageous and ambitious political leaders ... what is
remarkable about these females ... is that they still
retain their femininity and still remaining powerful.
MP Uhm, ek beskou my moeder as my ideale gesagsfiguur ...
omdat sy op soveel dinge op 'n tyd kan konsentreer ... en
sodoende, talLe werksaamhede deeglik en sistematies aanpak
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in die huis, en terselfdertyd haar eggenoot en kinders
volle aandag gee ... dus is ek oortuig daarvan dat meeste
moeders ideale gesagsfigure is ... beide my moeder en my
ouma het leidende rolle tuis en in hul werk vervul ... ek
kom dus uit In gerespekteerde ouerhuis en my moeder se
lewenswandel was onberispelik en vir ons In goeie voor-
beeld ... uhm ... as ideale gesagsfiguur, is my moeder
streng, standvastig ... en derhalwe is sy ook In betrou-
bare, hardwerkende, liefdevolle en eerlike dame.
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FOURTH INTERVIEW
QUESTION 4: IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT FACTORS IN THE PRINCIPAL
INFLUENCES ACCEPTANCE OF AUTHORITY BY TEACHERS?
DO TEACHERS ACCEPT AUTHORITY OF A MALE OR
FEMALE PRINCIPAL MOST READILY? WHY?
R In question three we discussed the attributes of an ideal
authority figure. Now, I want you to tell me what factors
in the principal will influence the acceptance of his or
her authority by teachers?
MP I'll start ... uhm ... many factors such as commanding
respect from teachers, delegating duties and allowing the
freedom to make responsible decisions, respect in these
decisions, understanding of human nature, coupled with
love, friendliness and caring for people ... these are all
essential ingredients which could influence the authority
of principals. A principal who leads a godly life and has
good mannerisms ... builds an aura around him or her wher-e
teachers admire him or her and allow themselves to be told
by him or her what, where and when to do something ...
School principals should also remember that teachers have
many talents, they are highly skilled people with good
professional and academic qualifications, and a wealth of
knowledge ... so principals should respect, acknowledge
and understand their teachers ... you as principal know
what is expected from you, so a good principal will at all
times act like a statesman or stateswoman.
MP Eerstens moet 'n skoolhoof respek aanlok, 'n goeie beeld
skep binne en buite die skool, hy of sy moet vertroue het
in mense ... verder moet die skoolhoof 'n liefdevolle,
verstandige .en uiters vertroulike mens wees die
skoolhoof moet nie 'n outokratiese houding aanneem nie,
hy of sy moenie laat onnies voel asof hulle in 'n konsen-
trasiekamp is nie, en hy of sy moet ook nie met 'n yster-
hand regeer nie ... en wat die aanvaarding van gesag
betref, moet skoolhoofde en leerkragte mekaar onderskraag
... die skoolhoof moet almal dieselfde behandel, onparty-
dig weese
MP Yes ... uhm ... accepting or rejecting of the principal's
authority does depend on various factors within the
principal ... such as trust and confidence in the teacher
... a principal who does not know and understand his or
her teachers, will have problems with teachers not
listening and responding to his or her requests ... the
acceptance of authority will then pose many problems for
the principal.
MP Yeah ... although the authority is present from the outset
... a teacher will only recognize a principal's authority
because of his respect for the principal ..• a principal
who does not know, trust and understand his or her
teachers ... showing intolerance, impatience, criticizing
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and condemning them, will very soon experience a rejection
of his or her authority by teachers ... therefore, if a
principal is r.uman and allows freedom and involvement in
academic and extra-mural activities, and is one who
respects the professionalism of teachers, she will I am
sure, have their full trust and support in all matters
relating to the school ... the principal will have the
assurance of teachers' total commitment and unconditional
loyalty towards his or her authority.
R Tell me, what do you think of a woman as principal? Would
you readily accept the authority of a male or a female
principal?
MP Well, ... uhm ... I think a woman principal will defini te-
ly be able to maintain authority in any school ... through
their inherent strengths I mean their feminine,
caring, supportive and nurturant nature, together with
their good interpersonal and administrative skills, yes
with all these strengths, I am sure that women principals
can make significant contributions, despite prejudices and
discriminations against her, towards the successful main-
taining of authority at both primary and high schools
and I can safely say, that I will readily accept the
authority of a female principal.
MP Yes, the bottom line is that many working mothers, both
single and married, can run their homes efficiently.
However, with the new South Africa emerging from changing
times, women are fighting for their rightful place in
society so we as men have to stop, and I mean
especially in the workplace, ... seeing them, the women,
as timid, subservient, soft, housewives, ... they are not
the weaker .sex anymore. In trying to assign duties,
instructions or even orders to teachers, a woman principal
does not need to have physical strength ... uhm ... yes,
with her intellectual strength, a woman principal can, in
fact, be a driving force in any school, and therefore she
will readily obtain co-operation from her staff.
MP Look, although I am a bit doubtful about women being
capable of maintaining authority especially in high
schools, as effectively as their male counterparts ...
this male-female issue is somewhat contentious, so in this
regard, we as men, although I do not agree hundred percent
with the previous speakers ... we as men must accept the
fact that the political changes in the new South Africa,
have recognized,' and tend to reconstruct and develop the
rights of women in this country ... many women are still
struggling to see that their rights are being entrenched
in the new consti tution. Because a woman is by nature more
compassionate, approachable ... and sympathetic, I think
a woman principal will have no problem with her staff
accepting any form of authority from her, especially being
the calming factor when disputes arise, but the reason why
I doubt their capabilities especially in the high school,
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is because the staff is normally very big, normally
between 60 and 65 teachers and the pupil population is
also very big, thus numerous problems arise ... and in
view of the fact that high schools have always been
dominated by men ... it is only recently that there are
a few high schools where women are in charge ... yes, the
fact that women are a bit too soft, get too emotional and
cry too quickly, maybe I am sounding a bit unfair and
discriminatory towards women, but this is what I have
perceived in a few women principals. So, I think women,
especially women principals in high schools still have to
prove that they can maintain authority and I must admit,
I am a bit doubtful about whether I will easily accept the
authori ty of a female principal. I have absolutely no
problem in accepting or questioning the authority of a
male principal because I have worked under a male all my
life.
MP Alhoewel vrouens ... en daar is baie van hulle ... baie
goed gekwalifiseerd, kapabel, dinamies, goeie administra-
tiewe, doelgerigte en interpersoonlike vermoens het ...
ons moenie hulle waarde in die onderwys onderskat nie.
Trouens, veral vrouens in die kindertuinklasse, en talle
andere, met hul uitstekende eienskappe soos kreatiwiteit
... uhm ... instink en toewyding, het reeds bewys gelewer
dat hulle waardevolle bydraes gelewer het en nog steeds
goeie bydraes in die onderwys lewer. Maar die vraag
ontstaan: Kan In vrou-skoolhoof gesag handhaaf in die
skool en is leerkragte bereid om gesag vanaf haar te
aanvaar? WeI, ek voel, omdat hulle die swakker geslag is,
te emosioneel, nie kompeterend nie ... en hulle power-
lessness ... ek weet hierdie punte is teerpunte maar
vrouens as skoolhoofde, moet nog hulleself bewys hulle
het nog steeds In agterstand. Van my kant af,wil ek net
no em dat dit sal bietjie moeilik wees om die gesag van In
vrou as skoolhoof te aanvaar.
MP Ja, tye het nou verander veral in die nuwe Suid-Afrika
waar die rol van die vrou baie verander het, waar sy nou
ook haar plek volstaan in die onderwys, waar daar nou
gelykheid op aIle vlakke is, en deesdae is dit In aan-
vaarde feit dat meer as die helfte van vrouens is werkende
moeders. My beswaar teenoor vrouens in gesagsposisies,
veraI vrouens as skoolhoqfde, is hulle is te saggeaard ...
sal hulle konflikte kan hanteer, veral die tipe twiste wat
nou onlangs ontstaan tydens die skool-boikotte. Weens hul
saggeaardheid en magteloosheid sal hulle baie strui-
kelblokke nog teekom in die handhawing van gesag, ten
opsigte van leerlinge en leerkragte.
MP Uhm, on the positive side, I think a female principal, by
building up her confidence, power, assertiveness
although she has to strive much harder to prove herself
than her male counterparts ... eQuId be instrumental in
obtaining voluntary co-operation of why subordinates do
not accept the authority of female principals as readily
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as male principals, is an issue arlSlng here. Firstly, I
feel dat I can't imagine a school without authori ty.
Secondly, accepting or rejecting of authority does not
depend on the principal alone. I do not deny the fact
that, because of the many sexist attitudes and prejudices
against women ... uhm ... women compared to their male
counterparts, lack the power to assert themselves, and
therefore they ... have to strive much harder to prove
themselves, but the few female principals, which I have
come to know, have succeeded, although not as effectively
as many male principals I know, in maintaining authority
in their schools. Despite their motherly, nurturing,
decisiveness ... not rebellious; maternal instinct, women
do have that ability, even when conditions are tough, of
not divorcing themselves from a difficult situation, but
of diplomatically, open-mindedly and analytically
solving any problems which arise. These which I have
mentioned are only my observations, and I wish to stress
that I do not have a problem in accepting any authority
from a male or a·· female principal. The sex of the autho-
rity figure does not matter to me.
R Does anybody have any additional thoughts about this
topic?
MP Yes, we are all aware that women have been down-trodden
for many centuries ... but the power and determination of
women, especially women in responsible posi tions, are
growing at a very fast pace ... I don't want to sound too
convincing, but women in South Africa are tired of taking
the backstage ... fighting for their democratic rights,
fighting very hard indeed ... so it is only fair that we
as males should start giving women an opportunity to prove
themselves in this male dominated society, and to stop
discriminating against them .. they are already on par
with us with regard to intellectual ability and skills.
With so many good qualities, such as maintaining their
composure despite opposition ... and still faithfully
continuing their required duties, and always viewing
problems instinctively and objectively, and many other
good personal characteristics, I think most teachers will
have no problem in accepting the authority of a female
principal most readily.
MP Okay, yeah, I certainly agree with ... and I want to make
a point of emphasizing that we as males should start
putting aside our chauvinism and attempt to understand the
growing abilities of women in authoritative positions. In
view of this, many female principals have come a long way
from starting their careers as kindergarten teachers with
their caring, nurturing and emotional nature, and I
believe that they ... female principals can succeed in
maintaining meaningful authority in schools. I therefore
feel that teachers, whether they are male or female, will
readily accept and respect the authority of a female
principal.
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R Do you have any additional thoughts?
R Thank you for your co-operation and input.
